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Communications.
letter irom the Hospital.

Bbandt Station, F.j. 10,1804.
the Editor or the Trete:
1 send to you the following letter from
Mrs. Mayhew, nurse of the Maiue Camp Iloe'

To

pital Association, in

order that our many
friends may know how gratefully their dononalions are received by those for whom they

sent—the sick soldiers.

My

E.

corn starch, cough candy,
cayennecookies, cocoa aud tea, all of which
were thankfully receive 1.
1 also carried two
bed-couilorters, which 1 found very serviceable on the way, as it was extremely cold, and
we rode in a big car which was open on both

oat-meal,

pepper,

sides.
It was late when we arrived, did not see the
sick men until the next day.
Passed the
night in a house near the regiment. Found
ten men sick in the hospital, two very sick
with tyj hoid fever. Sixty were off duty in
quarters,some quite sick, othcis slightly so.
Taking the ginger-snaps, some handkerchiefs,
towels, couj'ii candy aud reading matter, we
made our visit first to the hospital, then from
tent to tent, (these visits are always made under direction of the surgeon) until we had
seen all, distributing as we went.
With the
ginger breed they were parlicularly gratified.
At first, as soldiers a!m >st universally do, they
would decline, saying, ••<), no, you will find
some who need it more than I do.”
I insisted on each one taking some, they would say,
“O, this does seem like home.”
•
%
The hospital is well arranged, and no efforts
to
make
them
comfortable. The men
spared
in this as in all other regiments have built
them nice houses this winter, but the wind in
this terribly cold weather finds its way into
them, and the poor fellows have hard work to
warm.

Last week 1 visited the 2d corps hospital;
here we found many sick, and one huudred
wounded at the late recounoisance; many of
f.,t«ll„rn.

anal__ I.

1W.L

W

V

visited last week the 3d, 4th, and 17th regiments and the cavalry ; beside sending supplies to other regiments where they were
sick. This was my first visit to the cavalry
since they have been in winter quarters.
They are twenty miles distant and there is
no direct conveyance from this place to their
ramp. I had an opporteuity to send them
word, if they would send an ambulance to
meet me at the cars, I would visit them : so
packing a quanity of such things as I thought
would he acceptable in boxes, bags and baskets, 1 took the cars to Warrenton JuncticD.
Soon the carriage drove up attended by an
escort of twelve mounted cavalry men to take
me to camp.
The carriage was an army
wagon without a cover, and with a board laid
across it for a seat.
We readied there a bile
at dinner. Said Dr. T. “you have come in a
good time for we need nearly everything.”
He told me there were ten sick in Brigade
Hospital at Warrenton and fifty (in quarters.
He received the things 1 carried with
many
expressions of tlurnkfulness.
The Dr. and Steward had been talking that
day of taking up a collection to purchase
some b itter for some men sick with small
pox.
They were very glad to find that 1 had some,
in fact, everything I had with me seemed to
meet a want.
Among the goods Mr. Hayes
brought ine two weeks since, was one box
from S. Wakefield marked on the invoice for
the San. Com.
I wrote to them for instructions in regard to it. and received
yesterday
a pleasant note
stating they were glad it had
fallen into my hands, and telling me by all
means to use the
things. I received a half
barrel from Rockland.
Very truly,
R. T. Mayhcw.

Chicago, Illinois.

471.

Rupkrswckb--Messrs. Maynard A Sons; H. A W
C. H. L’u mining* A Co.; S.G.Bowdleai
A Co.; Char Jos A. Stone; Uallett, Davis A Co., ol
Boston, Mas.**. Cashier Elliot Bank, Boston. J. N,
Bacon. Esq., President Newton Bank.Aewton. C.
B. Cofliu; Warren Ellis A Sons, New York City.

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE

rlUlKumtcnilgncd,proprietors ofbackney carrlagia
A
of

Portland, hereby give notice that from and
after March 7,1844, they will charge the
following
rauat.
For Macks attending Funerals at the Eastern
or Western cemetery, three dollars each; from the
church, four dollars each. To Evergreen cemetery,
four dollars cach.iffrom the church live dollars each.
To Cal very cemetary and Fore tiity
cemetery, four
dollars each. To Weddings and Baptisms, three dollars each. For hock, steady riding iu the
city, two
dollars an hour. For hack making calls, one dollar
and
cents an hour.
David Averin & Co; Charles A. Gil-on; O. C.
Frost; Edwin Clement & Co; John A. Mace* Joseph
Killgorer Michael Jordan; John Dunning; James
Tobin: E N. Bates; Charles 8 ager; W. A. Fen ley;
James Jordan; George H Babeock William It.
Bweat;
Thornes; N. fl. Fornald; Thomas
Morrison; II ugh Car uey.
mchlu eod2w

fifty

Joseph

Contagious Diseases.
Chapter 14th, Section*

30 and 32, of the Revised
Statutes
W hen any disease dangerous to
8£OT. 30
the
public health exists in * town, the municipal officers
shall use all possible care to prevent its
spread and
to give public notice of infected places to travellers
by displaying red Hags at proper distances, and by
allo’her means most effectual, in their
judgment
6
for the common safety.
When a householder or
Sect. 82.
knows
physician
that a
person under his care is taken sick of any
such dis4-a.se, he shall immediately give notice thereof to the
officers of the town where such
person is, and if he neglects it he shall forfeit not
Jess than ten, nor more than thirty dollars.
The above law will be strictly enforced
JOHN 8. HKALD,
febl2tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

municipal

ELIZABETH 8TEA\1 FERRY CO.
The annual meeting of the
Cape Elizabeth Steam Ferru Co., for the choice of
offioers, and other business will beheld at the counting room of Joseph W. Dyer, in Portland, on Monday March 14,18tf4, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
CAPE

C. A.

Portland. March b 1804.
jaoh7 (ltd*

STACK POLE, Clerk.

WILLIAMS,Secretary.

J. H.

EDWARD

Good Location for

Hotel.

That valuable and centrally i'>cated Houaa
and Lot, No. 31 India street, for .u
many
year.* owned and occupied by General Samuel ressenden, i* ottered for sale.
The Lot i* 70 feet ou India street, extending back
171 feet—containing nearty 12.000 feet of land. The
House is three storied, in in good repair, and contain. ttfteeu rooms, besides many closets and other
conveniences; ha. gas fixture, throughout; it also
has a large flow of PUKE AQUEDUCT WATEH,
which is very desirable; alto a largo Wood House
and Barn.
This a good piece of property upon which to make
improvement.. It may he fitted for a IlRSl

M

CLASS. BOARDING HOUSE,

or

SECOND

a

CLASS HOTEL.
It. uear proximity to the terminus of the Grand
Trunk Kailway and to tbe wharves of the Boston
and other steamers, makes the location a desirable
one for a Hotel.
This lot might be improved with proflt to any mechanic or other person having means, by the erection of Tenement, its large depth
affording ample
space lor a block of eight or ten
I or further particulars enquire of
WM. U. JEKK13, Argus Offlca
Portland. Dec. 8, lb#3.
dec 11 MWF

buildings.

DEALERS.

Til HE undersigned having greatly increased their
X facilities for manufacturing

BOOTS AND SHOES,
haring large experience iy tnai oranch, would

and
call the attention of the trade to the same. We
shall iu future be much better able to
supply the demands of the trade then heretofore, anu arc confident that iu the quality, both of our stock and
work,
we can give satisfaction, as we manufacture
expressly for the retail trade. Ihose buying for cash will
find it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
consists iu part of RUBBERS, SOLE and WAX
LEATHER, FRENCH and AMERICAN CALF,
Fren*h Kip, Lemoine andJodob Cal/. Coat and Kid
Stock, Serges and Webs, Boot and Shoe Machinery
and Findings of all kinds.
Mr. Kdmumd Libby, late of the firm of Messrs.
Chas. J. Walker k Co has associated himself wi-h
on his many years experience in
us, and
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements.
TYLER k LAMB.
Portland, Feb. 1, 18G4.
febC d4m.

relying

REEVES, Fashionable Military, Naval
and Civic Tailor.

AD.
•

Exchange Street.

98

COATS, PANTS and VE8T8, atod BusiSuits made to order, at the short notice oi

DRESS
12
at
ness

hours,

A. D.

BEEVES,

'98

Exchange

St.

HABITS. ZOUAVE JACKETS, and
Fancy Waists for Ladies, cat and made to or-

RIDING
der, at

A. D.

REEVES’,

98

Exchange

St.

DESCRIPTION of Garments for Men
and Boys cut at short notice, at
A. D. REEVES’, 96 Exchange Street.

EVERY

LKYTHING in the shape of Clothing for Men
E\and
Boy* made to order with neatness and disat

patch,

A. D.

OF

VARIETY
ings always

REEVES', 98 Exchange St.

CLOTHS, Caasimeres

hand at
A. D. REEVES’. 98

Ijt\
A

and Vest-

on

Exchange St.

ERY MILITARY and Naval Officer can be
fitted out at the Tailoring Establishment ol
A. D. REEVES, 98 Exchange St.

ATTENTION given in getting up Bey*
Jackets, Pant* aud Overcoats at
uevlOdtf
A .D REEVES'. 98 Exchange Bt.

SPEC

1AL

A Poser.
from “a long wimted y<%m'*

of SawEXTRACTS
C. Strout (Howard k Struct) to Smith
xll

Strattok, New York, the same bearing
* date
April 12th, 1862:
“Our Couuty Records show the whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. 1
propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Administratrix,! have
k

no

Administ.
x."
If it is req uisite to
hkrk” “t
vLL upoh’’

employ

“*omx

Strout,

so

attornkv

ty pui
(inn "bomb attobbxt
mult leaf ion with the Probate PecHilt*”) “in
or<
nitwit
ie Administratrix," in order to
Met
■Tu I'ividbi. ”(00*64.64)—”*10.80” out of Strout
HO*
not
20 rBB CKBT. 01 THAT DIV1DBBD
Li BE LIKELY TO BKALIZI T
*2.16, V,
D. T. CHASE,
Assignee of Smith ft Stratton.
N. B. '■ II Peobatk Rkcobds” (peak in »/oci
and whit
(See re/tort qf Committee qf Km.) Tlio
Admiii.'.ratrix ha* already ipoken a* follows:
Thi* may certify’ that Skwill C. Stbout
(How
abu ft Stkoct) was retained as Counsel to
adjust
the affairs pertaining to my lato husband a estate, as
might best tend for my interest,and that of the beira
at law. II* was hot employed to but cp tbk
CLAIM* AGAINST THK ESTATEPOK 20 PER C'KBT. KOB
HIB own KENKPiT.
Had there hern no assets, he
would have expected pay, and beeupald, for all the
•ervioes which he rendered.
Cathxbink B. Rounds.
Portland .July 11, 1863.
oc20 TuThftStt

Partner Wanted.
INTEND to withdraw the various irons / hare in
the tire, ami devote my whole attention to the
mysteries of the law. To this end I desire a Partner.
He must be ax oily ax a mountain of blubber,
ax supple in the back ax an eel, ax bland ax a summer’x morning, and wear ou hix treacherous
phiz a
perpetual smirk. Hix name must be Fettr Funk. 1
propose to constitute the Company, and will be ax
pious, ax dignified, and aa pomjtous ax an old woodchuck, cocked up on his hind legs near his hole in
clover time. “Thk chuck kmd of mam” with Funk
k Co. will ha to feather their next, and skin all who
come iu their way.
In anticipation of having our
shingle out a/ an early day. 1 advixe all the crooked
old sticks about to “Tuip the twig,” inhtkad of
paying thkib dkbts, to sell, or
pretend to sell, all
they have, real extate and all, without security, on a
credit qf six years—that the widows, in due
time,
be severally installed ax "the administratrix," and
wk their legal advixerx.
Ax faxt ax the axaetx coino
iuto our hands,—my learned Brother,” otherwise
called "Brother Funk,” will wind to the right and
loll among the creditorx, with tho
xiuoxity of a
xnake, and with the scissors of Delilah, clip away 80
cent of their rexpective claims, or in other w ords
e must lie “like the devil," “pull the wool”
over their eye*, and gtt all the claims
assigned to
himself for 30 per cent.
D. T. CHASE.
N. B. No one need
whose qualifications are
n >t up to the chalk, and w ho cannot
produce a piece
of composition equal to the following:
“I'OBTLAMD, July 2, 1861.
"Mr. D. T. Chase—Sir:—Mr. W. T. Kilborn
“holds a note for about $1300 against D.
Libby and
“endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is unpaid. He
“instructs ux to commence suit against you under
113, Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
double the amount of the
property fraudulently
“conveyed to you by said L. Libby. If you
^ e
mat*er* 50U c&n do so immediately,
‘without further costs, otherwise we shall

1

ter

“Chap.

dexlri

“legal proceedings.
...

Yours, Ac.,

note Sec. 41 of 113
wr!l constitute one qf the
r ukjc A Co.

institute

“Howard k Stbout.”

Chapter ot

Revised Statutes,
chief spokes in the wheel qf
decH TuThfcStf

Coal mini

Wood!

-AT THM-

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASK,
URL1VRPRD TO AXY PART Of TUP CITY
A T SHOP T A'OTICK.
Our Coal is of the very BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

quality,

and

war-

-ALSO, KOB SALE-

All Kind* of Hurd and Soft Wood.
The Public are invited to give us a call, as
bound to give satisfaction to ail who favor
their custom.

we are
us

with

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL A UcALLISTER
dttfWly
Wood, I’u I in Leal and Honey.
LOOS CEUAB.
Qiy
OYfl 101

LOOS MAHOGANY,
LOGS LANCE WOOD,
BUNDLES PALM LEAK,
MATS.
TIERCES
HONEY,
,,
U
Largo Bark Albion Linoolu. For iale by
HOPHN1 EATON,
,u
,eW
No. J Central Wharf.
17
6308
363
7

0

CUMBERLAND

COAL

Co»1b

strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.
are

boat

quality.and

OE NEW YORK.

Bard and Soft Wood.

Insure Building.. Merchandise, Househeld Furniture, Rents, Lease., Vessels ou the Stocks, and other Personal Property at tne Lowest rrtee.

oot27

Chestnut Coal—Prime lot delivered for S9.D0
per ton!

mohJO

Company,

The Capital Stock is.*1.600.000
and trith the eurptus it invested at
folluwt :
Rea! estate, unincumbered,
987,963 18
Cash iu baud, on deposit, and in
agents’
hands,
216 660 66
United States Stocks,
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds,
609.460 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,1*47,270 00
Mortgage Bonds,
331,960 00
Atlantio Mutual Ins. Co’s scrip, 1862 3,
16,886 60

612^

Total Assets,
Liabilities ior Losses not

Amount of

mond.

*3,026.879 74

due or adjusted,
*175.411 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
116 616 479 Cl
THOS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Ltjcicb J. Habpke, Secretary,
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1863,

CHURCHILL, Agent,

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.
dtf

U. 8.

nov25tr

FEUCHTWANGEB &

Fire & Life Insuranc e

HAVING

Plural* Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital and Surplus,.*1,000,000.

Western Mas*. Insurance Coni’y,
PITTSFIELD, MASS

OF

Surplus.$250,000.
City Fire Insurance Company'
OF HAKTFOKD, CONN.,
Capital awd Surplus,.$500,Uuu.
Merchant's Insurance Company,
OF HAKTFOKD, CONN..
Capital asd Surplus.*300,000.
North Am. Fire Insurance Co.,
OF HAKTFOKD, CONN.,
Capital akd Surplus,..*4*0,000.
New England Fire Insurance Co.,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital ahd Surplus,.*550,000.
.Manhattan Fire In*. Company,
a*d

OF

NEW YORK,

Surplus,.*450,00U.
Thames Fire Insurance Coin')-.
NORWICH, CONN.,
Surplus.*150,000.

or

five

years.

WM. 1>.

PROPOSALS
NAVY.

FOR

Bureau

keep

up

GOTT8CHALK.
York. 22d Sept., 1863.
These Instruments may be found at the Musio
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers’ prices.
New

Street,

rush to their

a

place

of

MATERIALS FOR THE

Department, )
Evqisekkix*, J
February 19, 1864. )

Navy
Steam

application

sidered.

Upon paplfcatiou to the Bureau, to the Commandant ot any yard, or to any Navy Agent, the form
of offer, of
guaranty, tud other neoessary information respecting the proposals will be furnished.
The contract will De awarded to the lowest bidder
who gives proper guaranties, a^* required by the law
of loth August, 1846, the Navy Department reserving the right to reject the lowest hid, if deemed exorbitant.

The contracts will bear date the day the notification is given, and deliveries can b* demanded.
bureties iu the lull amouut will be required to
sign the contract, and their responsibility certified
fo by a United States district
judge, United btates
district attorney, collector, or navy agent. A* additional securities, twentv per centum will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the contract
shall have been completed, and
eighty per centum
of each bill, approved in triplicate
by the commandants of the respective yards, wilt be
paid by
the navy agents at thepoint* of
delivery, in funds or
certificate?, at the option of the Government, w ithin
ten da) s alter the warrant for the same shall have
the Secretary of the Treasury.
boenpar*ed
The loliowing are the classes required at the respective uavy-> ards:

by

KITTERY, MAINE.

BREED

buy

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
Stock and

Let of Bed

Scotch

FOR BOYS’AND MEN'S WEAR.

Largo varieties

No 51 Union

forget

CHARLESTOWN.
Class No. 1. Boiler Iron and Rivets; No. 2,
FigIron ; No 4, Gum Packing, Rubber Hose, Ac.; No.
6, Sperm Oil; No. 6, Linseed Oil and Turpentine,
No. 7, Lard Oil; No. 9, Tallow’ and Soap; No. 10
Engineers’ Stores; No. 11, Engineers’ Tools; No.
12 Engineer*’ Instruments; No. 16, Steel; No.
17,
Iron Nail*, Bolts, and Nuts; No, 18, Copper; No. 19*
Tinaud Lead; No. 20, White Lead; No. 21, Zinc
Paint; No 22, Colored FainU, Dryer* No. 28.

Stationery.

BROOKLYN.
No. 1, Boiler Iron; No. 3. Boiler Felting; No. 4,
Gum Packing, Rubber Hose, Ac. ; No 6, Lubricating Oil*; No. 6, Linseed Oil, Turpentine, and Alcohol ; No 7, Lard Oil; No 9, Tallow* and
Soap; No,
Stores ; No. 11, Engineer*’ Tools ; No
1-, Engineers' Instruments ; No. 14 Wrought-lrou
Pipes, Vaivftt, Ac.; No. 16. Steel: No. 17. Irou
NaUf.Bolta, and Nuts, Ac.; No. 18. Copper; No. 19,
Tin, Zine, Ac.; No. an. White Lead; No. 22, Colored
Paiuts, Drvers; No. 28, Stationery ;No. 26,
Hickory
»nd Ash I lankl and Hull*; No.
26, White Plus; No.
29, Lantern,; No. 30, Linguuimitac.

PHILADELPHIA.
Ciana No. 1, Belter lion, Ao ; No. 3, Boiler Pelting
No. 4, (.uni Packing, Rubber Hone, Ac.; No l
No.

(i^Liuaeod

OB and

Turpentine;

No.

to look at them if you want to

SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May 39.186*.

N"o.

la

BLOCK),

No. 81 RIDDLE

STREET,

FEUCHTWANGEB & ZUNDER,
PORTLAND,

dec4 dtf

liitt,

Maim.

nsiKi.ni;

NON-FORFEITING

POLICIES,

WITH

LARUE

iCCmiLATIONS,
ON

TEN

ANNUAL^PAYMENTS

The Mutual

Life

OF NEW

Ins.

!

Co.,

YORK,

With the large cash fund of

TEN

MILLION DOLLARS,
has always granted Policies
SOT SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE,
by the payment of

TEN

ANNUAL
PREMIUMS,
advantageous term- than any ether Life
Company in this Country
Also issues Policies nay able at auv given
age during the life, or at the decease of the insured.
I hese policies, as all others with this
great Company, are continually increasing in va'ueand amount,
and with its present large investments, which are
on more

constantly accumulating,

at the rate of more thau a
million dollars per annum, it may
reasonably be expected that the sum insured will double itself w ithin
a few vears.
Apply at office 31 Exchange street,

D. LITTLE, General Agent,
fell 3 ST AT Aweow6w
W.

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,
Kr$t Collection Dittriot of State of Maine,
!IS Eichange Street,
Portland, July 17th, 1S83.

Internal Revenue

Stamps.

Office having been made a depository ol
Revenue Stamps, the public will be supplied at

TUTS
the

following rates:
Loss than £50 at par.
950 to 91000, 4 per cent. .discount.
flUOO and upwards, 6 per cent, discount.

At No. 90

Boies,

Portland Street, Portland.

Jan7 dtf

To Iflaniifucturerg.
subscriber

THEEmigration

beiug iu correspondence with an
Agent in Birmingham, England,

(who has been iu tbe business for a long time * will
obtain through thut Agency Arti/an* or Workmeu
of all classes with promptness and dispatch.
EDWARD SHAW,
March 9,1804 tf
102 Middle street, Portland.

A

horse power.

Enquire of

UltiUT k

feb!9 dtf

to

forty

Wharf.

Notice.
persons having Bills against the Portland
Fire Department, are requested to present them

ALLbefore

the 25th iust for settlement.
II. C. BARNES, Cliiaf Engineer
Po’t'aad. March 91 h. 1884.
mch9 dtd

let26 lan-4w

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed
THE
partnership under the style of Colley,
ham

will be given for the deteotloa
of any perron or ponon,,teallAf
door, of onr aabaorlbon.

FCBLURXIU OR TMB PRKII.

Co-

Burn-

Co., Hua will continue the Enruiture Butlthe old stand, 368 Congress St.
J. C. COLLEY,
T. W. BURNHAM.
W. U. COLLET.
Fortlaad, March lit, IBM.
mch2 dUw
sr

IjUVK DOLLARS
X and oonvlotlon

a

ness at

OFFICE,

Each
obtaining a coutract will be obliged to
enter into bonds, with approved sureties, for its
faithful execution.
Upon the award being made, succe>sftil bidders
will be uotified, and furnished with forms of contract and bond.
The Department reserves the right to reject any
or all bids, if not deemed satisfactory.
Proposals will be addressedto "Brigadier General
George D. Kamsay, Chief of Ordnance, Washington,
D. 0,” and wdl be endorsed
Proposals for Horse
GEO. D. KAMSAY,
Equipments."*

party

Brigadier General, Chief

of

Ordnance.

Geu. Chief of Ordnance.

WHAT EVERYBODY WANTS.
OUK NEW POCKET ALBUM.
( For Soldikr and Civilian.)
Holding Sixtten Pictures, is the cheapest and best
Pocket Album ever offered to the public.
Sent by mail to auy address, post-paid, on receipt
ot seventy-five cents.
It can be filled with pictures (ltf) aud sent
by mail
to soldiers iu the army, or frieuds anywhere iu Uncle Sam's domains at 'tho very trilling sum of
Thirty
Cents postage. All orders momptly filled by
SAMUEL BOWLES & COMPANY,
Photograph Album Manufacturers.

PLAIT i OBAAMKMAT STUCCO A MASTIC MOEKKSS.
now prepared to furni-h the
public with
Center Piece, and all kind, of Piaster Ornament, a, cheap a, any other istablismeut in the
State, aud at the shortest notice.
YY e will a*so jjive prompt attention to
repairing
Plastering, YVhiteuing, YY’hitc YY’ashing and Color-

AltE

ing
1 fT" Please leave your order, at No. 6 Sooth street
Ieb2u d3m
opposite the ItidiuE School.

and Out

Flowers,

AND CROSSES, tasteFUNERAL
fully arranged aud made to order at my estabot North and

eodtf

Sales Room to Let.
and

Montreal streets.
may always be found at
Exchange street. All orders
left there will be promptly attended to.
ALBERT DIRWANUKB, Florist.
Jauficod3m

on

new

Middle St if applied for iiumodintelr
WARBfcN SPARROW.
mcb5 dtf
No. 7* Middle St., cor.
Exchange.

on

For Sale.

A

desirably
heir* or

??

.“?,d

located lot of land Monging to the
the late John Weat, on which the
houae was recently burned, situated
on Fore street
“•
nJn“iu* b»nk *o Sumner St. Kaqnlre ot
Mward Howe, at the looms of hi,
ini, Mr. George
S Howe. No 112 Middle street
up stairs.
March *. 1834.

mi itiit iBcumoi oi liciiim,
Steam Cooks, Talvse, Pipes and Connections, Wkola,
sale or Retail.

mchi 3weod

For Sale.
large lot of land on
r|7HEHou>eaad
■•»“■*»* «»d

GAS FITTING,

...
will
be aoid

the beet manner.

at

thecoraor
wsterviileotreet* in Portland

a

application i- made
of

Works 0 Union Bt., and 338 A 3*0 PoreSt.
laltdtf
PORTLAND, MR

bargain,

to dose

estate, it

an

before the tenth of March
8. L

fcl.23d3w

neat

C’ARLRTON.
No. so

Middle Street.

To Let,
ALBERT WEBB * to.,
dbalkju

N*o 127 Cumberland Street, aow occupied
bv Mr Isaac Ingeraoll.
Inquire of
*«b2< dtf
ST. JOHN SMITH.

HOUSE

in-

STOKE TO LET.
eligible Store
occupied by Mr. R.
THEL. very
Little, uude> Mechanic© Hall, i© to be leaaed
now

Perilaad. Me.

term

*

letttf

_

ot

Iel.34 iscodtf

A CARD.

three' or live vears.
Enquire of
G L. HAILEY, 12
Exchange,

about 73U00 agree
of wood land, on the south side of the
riser
Lawrence, in Canada Eaat It is interceeded hr
two considerable rivers with
Mill sits
Well
eligible
wooded with every description of timber, each aa
and spruce in large .|Uantitiea, and
pine
maple,
bercu, beech, tamarac ana bast wo^d to any amount
II. T. MACU1N, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1364.
febM eodtf

A

DENTIST,

Portland, Hay 26,1843.

ty

Dr. J. H. HEALD
of Ms entire interest in his
FEKXALD, wuuld cheerfully
to his former patients and the public. Dr. Pkumald. from long experience, is
prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Base/'
and allother method* known to the profession.

Portland. May 26.1868

the store of tbe sxbscriber.oorner
THE Fore and Exchange
streets,
occupied by
room.1* over

oi

now

Stephen berry

1st of

January.

dec29dtr

as

A

to

SHERRYj

by

Wig Raker,

For Sale

hand.

1c22’63

J. A. DAVIS A

to Let.

Jk

dly

CO.,

—a——__

Commission Merchants.

For Sale.
A house and lot containg two acres of land
situated on
!| und orchard thereon,
"the read leading from Windham Hill to Grant
Fall*, and about fitly rod* from tbe Meeting House
and tweuty-tfve rods from the Pest Dffiee.
and convenient buildiugs will be sold on easy term*.
For farther particulars, enquiie of the subscriber
O. P. HASKELL.
Windham. March 3,1864.
mchfi dfcwlw*

For the purchase of

pleasantly

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS

Gout!

FOR KASTKRN MARKX3S.

220 Wait Water St., Milwaukee, Wi*
84 South Water St, Chicago, 111
•eptSl

or

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing ever 19
rooms,large stable and sheds—situated twn
oue-half miles from Portland, and the
[ end
j
[ finest situation in Cape Elisabeth for a wa1___\ tering place, and summer boarders. For
particular* enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
dtf
31 Winter Street. Portland,

Cutting.
A good stock of Wigs. Hal.*-Wigs, Bands, Braids,
Curls, Frizetts, Pads, Rolls, Crimping Boards, Ac.,
on

Possession ftrsn
*

os.

Also, a Frout Office in Hanson Block.
J*a8 dtf
H. J. LIBBET k CO.

No. 13 Market Square,Fort1 'nd, (up stairs.)
BP**Separate room for Ladies' and Children’s Hair

constantly

FOGG.

T© Let*

oconpied
STORE
immediately.
now

Ao..

Possession given

printing office.

Apply

BENJ.

tf

Hair Cutter and

ter.

r©

disposed
HAVING
Office to Dr. 8.C
reccommend him

JOHN F.

St.

For Sale.
SQUARE block of land, of

St.

No. 17B Multll
Street.
Enrnnnnone.I>rs. Bacon end Bane Lin.

d«m

FOB SALE.

Ft E

MOVAL.

A

removed his residence to JVo. 37
HA8
of Franklin street.
Street,
Office

Lower Corner, The stand formerly occupied
as a Home School, is ottered for tale
The house and ell, both two story, the latter new,
contain titcen finished rooms, a good cellar, and an
abuudauce of pur<\ soft water, wood house
stable connected. The
is adorned *w it h shade and
ornamental trees and ■hrubbery, c inmands a beautifal prospect, is situated in a good community, and
is but an hours ride from Portland on the Grand
Trunk Railroad. A large garden belongs to it, well
■locked with youug an < thrifty fruit trees in fall
bearing, (24 spple trees > Fr ee 61700.
For farther information applv to F. Y eat on, Fryeburg Me., Seth lia.kell, near tlie premises, or
ALBION KEITH, 139 Middle Street
feb25 3tawtf
Portland

Middle

corner

plsce

heretofore, No. 115 Exchange Street, in
Noble’s Block, up stairs. Office hour* from 9 to 10
A. M., from 2 to 3, and from 8 to 9 o'clock P. M.
Dr. N. will oontinue, in connection with general
*P*cial *lt«ntion to DISEASES OF
as

]%BtiALKSLiy*

PEARSON^

M.

Silver

Plater,

MAKUFACTURXB

PLEASANT Country 8eat. at New Gloucester,

I by F. Yerton,

DR. NEWTON

OF

SILVER WARE,
238 Congress St., Opp. Court House Port land, Me.
E3T All kind* of WARE, such

8poons, Cake Baskets, Castors,

as

Knives, Fork*,

Ac.,

manner.

p.attd

iu five

Also, EE PA IU /NO and RK-FINISH! SO Old i
Silver Ware.
jau29 dUtu

VVAKKEVS IMFOKVED
FIRK

AND

FELT

WATERPROOF

COMPOSITION,

|

-AND-

Gravel

jau20 dtf

j

No. 6 Union Street.

I

i

THE B E S T!
Ite-opened.
Photograph Gallerie. No. 80 Middle «tre«t,
Portland, having boon thoroughly rr lit tod aud j
•upplied with all the latest improvements, are now j
for

THE

proprietor

FERTILIZERS.
1 V -n BBLS COL’S torn PUOS urn,
XcT.jUlOO" LLOYDS.
For sale

300" LODI POCDKETTE,
100 " LITTLE HELD’S POUDKBTTE.
inauufhcturer’s ptiees by

at

KENDALl. A WHITNEY.
Portland Feb. 8,1864.

Kh«

dl.tim

Hanson Ulot k, Middle St., No. 161.
Statee
always
years experience;
spot, and atteuds to his business; and proseises, as during the past 12 years, no pains shall he
in the future. Five hundred references of
spared
the first olas- business meu, with rnauv others of this
Oity, will testify to the practical utility, capaciousness and completeness of my systems and manner
of teaching, and citizens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded for thorough courses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett's
Plau, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not copying. Certain time*
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.Couie all who have failed to bo taught a business
liaud-wiitiug and I will guarantee to you success.
Application-solicited for Accountants. Separate in
st rue turn given.
Students can enter any tins. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. 1 adies aud Gentlemen that
desire to take les-ons, or a full, or a separate courts,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography. Uigh< Mathematics, Civil En-

.Principal

j

ROOFS.

omu
the accommodatiou of the public
The
ia prepared to
supply hit former
customer*unit all who may give him a call, with
picture* ot every description, executed iu the beet manner and at reasonable
prices.
mM Particular attention given to copying.
A. 8. DAVI8, Proprietor.
Portland. July 30,1863
dtf

open Day ..a Evening, lorn Tboroagh BusisMl
18
lEUucntlon. Locnled 1830.
good in any part of the United
Scholarshipshas
is
had 20

Hoofing

FOR FLAT

corner

Hill. Boquets
Munjoy
Lowell k Senter’s,

of store Ko. U» Middle
bv Samuel Roll©
SAMI EL HANSON.

store
of

over

Enquire

dosirahle Sales Boom to lot
*Ve
Aspnciuus
aecond door in the
EVANS BUILDING

E. HEHSEY, Agent,

GRIFFITHS,

(Successors to Joseph Gray A Co.,)

lishment,

street,

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

bi’RINGf IEL1>, MAS*.

WREATHS

OFFICH^Mecond story
occupied

mehistf

best

JUST

To Lef.

A

Woe. 64 aid *6.Middle Street.
Reedies sad Trimmings always on head.

AND

Boquets

s

WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,
AGENTS,

signatures.

SHEBIDAN &

apply

oc2

DR. S. C. FERNALD.

work'proposed

Wot

...

,,,.
feblo

%dM dtf

PLASTERERS,

DYER

21 Union

work*,
Arbroath.

day

mcil8 ddt &

Deck Plank.
M SU. 3 and 31 inch SEASONED WHITE
OAA
aZv/LF PINE DECK PL A Mi at Bangor, for
sale by
S C. DYER,
feb*2fi dim*
No 3 Central Wharf.

Wantod I in mediately,
second hand steam Engine, of thirty

.,

PROPOSALS will bo received by this Department
until TUESDAY, March 16, at 4 P. M., for the dtI livery, at the following Arsenals. of liORsK EotllP.
mkin la.
nitfd states Cavalry pa tern, as hereinalter specified:
At the New York Arsenal. 8,000 sets.
At the Frankfurd Arsenal, 6,out) sets.
At the Alleghany Arsenal, 0 000 sets.
At the Cincmuati Depot. 3.100 sets.
At the St. Louis Arsenal, 3,000 sets.
These sets of ilorse Equipments are to te ftiruished complete, except the horse-brush,
curry-coiub.
lariat picket-pin link, and blanket. The curb and
wateriugfbits.majl eable iron hardware, and stirrups,
are to
conform strictly iu pattern and finish to
those deposited at the Arsenal above named. The
trees are to be of the regulation pattern, asborted
sizes—not less than 3*|iuches between the bars on the
inside of, the pommel, the side bars of hard white
Wv Od or beech wood, the pommels aud cautles of
beech, well put together; a 1 the irons oue-tenth of
an inch thick, aud all let into the wood; to be covered with the best slaughtered cow-bido; all other
covering to be rejected. The trees to be subject to
inspection during all stages of the manufacture, but
the equininents will be inspected at the Arsenals
wh*re delivered.
Deliveries must be made iu lots of not less than
fifty sets per week for all contracts of fAXl * ts or under; one hundred sets per week for all contracts of
from 500 up to 1,000 sets; two huudred sets per week
for all contracts of from 1,000 to 2,000 sets; aud five
hundred s«t« per week fur all contracts of from 2.000
to 6 000 sets. The first delivery to be made on the
of Apii), 1864.
2d
Failure to make deliveries at a specified time will
subject the contractor to a forfeiture of the number
he may fail to deliver at that time.
No bids will be considered from parties other than
regular manufacturers, and such as ate known to
this Department to be fully competent to execute in
their own shops the
for.
Bidders will enclose with the.r bids the written
of
their
acknowledgment*
sureties, over their own

Brig.

Joshua buckram,

On board Steamer Forent Ctty.
I desire aluo to sell two
building lot* near Randall'*
Corner, in Westbrook, kor particulars and tetma
of sale
to R. G. York A
Son, or to 0. F. Dana
» ort land.
mcb3

SEWING MACHINESI

Dene in

*“y,

fiLv"*;

wj Orders for Machins Jobbing, Patterns and

STEAM AND

Kesldeate

tne Marine Hospital
II is a very desirable
place, not only for a nereoa
f0r
ODe
r
*" 0pou ,f • COTe suitable to
1
lay a
boat mfoljr, aud a w. arf uoar by.
It mint aud will be rold
aa 1 am
very
cheaply,
about to change my place ol residence

In connection with the above is an Iron
Fonndry,
with n large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Mill wrights,and Ship-Bnlldert is invited—and all kinds ot
Castings famished
at short notice.

* i \ t. t; k

Pre## office

beiug .mated on a bend of the short reaching
into the sea, commands a line view In
every direc*
tlon, embracing the wi fe Hay towards
Harpewall.
the wooded islands
directly in frcnt, the Forte
Lighthouses, the open ocean through the channel a
portion of Portland Harbor, the hill of Muajoy7 and

Ptlleyi.ie,

Houses, Stores, and other buildings, titled with

I

mob9 dtm20

Wanted.!
Second-Hand Candle

”Gov-

The time (»r opening ot proposals under the above
advertisement for Horse Equipment is postponed
uutil the 20th insfc., aud the first delivery until
April 9th, 1804.
GEO. D. KAMSAY.

NATU LJ. MILLER. Collector

patterns,

exrouted.

Daily

A story and half llouse, with (bar
and a half acres oi land
fronting oa
the waters or Carco
Bay. about a
mile beyond the Marine Hospital

Lidbt Uouhk Work or all deoeriptima, and all
kinds of work required In
building
FouTincATione.
Iron Stairs and other Architectural Work.

Forgings, promptly

dtf

Ssa Shore
for Sale.

prepared to tarnish

CO., Corn, Flour and Grain,

War Department,
Washington, February 23,1864.

ou or

Bolt*ami NuU; No. 18. Copper; No. 19, Tin, &c"'
No. 20, White Lead: No. 21. Zinc Paint; Na. 22’
Colored Paint, and Dryer,; No. 28,
Stationery.
WASHINGTON.
Claw No. 1, Boiler Iron, Ac.; No. 17, Boil,,

OUD.\A.\t'E

(NEAJl THE POST OPPICE.)

Bcuutirul

STEAM ENGINES and BOILERS,
of various sixes and

**HKMISS LORJNU,

ortland. YY
March 7.

St.,

mil Futures, Mill Gearing. Shafting,

Tu

A

tf

Union

Li

email dwelling bouae, with land
lufficieat for 8
good garden, located in the upper part of tba
cuy, will he Hold lor tbe above amount

WINN, Agent,

11

tnMMOTMri!

a

~

1

IRA

mmand.

81,8001

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

800 do
900 do

NEW DRY GOODS STORE!

order.

to

(

adorned with beautiful shadelaeprumt
trees;
and
soil water In abundance.
The barn is on tbe o. posits* side of the road 1*0 ft
long by H wide, with shades for the tering young
stock iu stormy weather; tine well of never
failing
water, all In gooil repair. Said farm will be --**
cheap as the owner is out of health and mnst sail
Terms of sale made known and all
inquiries answered on the premises. Payments made
easy
North Yarmouth, March 11.18t>4
mchll dkwtfll
,s

Street,

Cemmsrslel Street.-

ernmont contract,”
Extra All Long Uax
Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boetoa.
Bath. April SO. 1R«3

see

great variety, at the Middle street

(FOX

Long flax

buildings attached

Or~Farnitnre Made. Repaired and Varnished at

—

OAA BOLT8 Superior Bleached
300 do All

b\X'

AND UPHOLS TERDRj

Pipe

choESkadTS?

,e*iCO'“ll,lon:

condition;
bear'

CABINET MAKER

Canvas,

Bath, He.
AW

rri'i'r

Dale*,
Tobacco,
Ci.ara,
description.

■ AxcvAOTUftan or

JAMES T. PATTEN A

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

♦Imi, 'rs?’ 4ud^ienl

PI.*.

F. M. CARSLEY,

Stew

Pastured!,

containing ele“n

-FOB PALI BY-

Linens, Toweling!, Linen
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and flue Merino Ladies’
Blank Hose just received.
of Table

of nil

Loaen.ee
Candle*,
Honey,

I. Is. WINSLOW, Agent,

ing importers and manufacturers, enables us to sell
the same articles as low as they can be bought in
Boston. We have always taken especial pains to
give our customers li ELI ABLE HOODS, and believe none have given better satis tact ion.
Country
dealers are invited to examine our stock before purchasing. Particular attention given to orders received by mail.
feblO d A w3m

Cloths

mowing

Fruit !

dtf

oct9

of

only M inufacturers of
KID AND GOAT STOCK
in the State. Having had large experience, and be-

Blanket*;

Satinets,Cassiiuercs,

Shoe

And the

Cotton and Wool Domestics!
a

Prunes,

Citron,
Ollree,
Sardluee,
Fancy Candice

Y,

Serges, Lusting* uutl Giisscttingg,

GOODS!

Domestic

Spruce Gun,
Canary Seed,
Lemou Syrup,
Cocoa Xni*.
Nate, all kinds,
Kaialua,

Lemon*.

Lime*,

Findings.

Importers

figures.

Flannel*;

tFkE

&

NO. 60 UNION STREET,
Manufacturers aud Wholesale Dealers in

Just in, a lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by tbe yard, cut and made
up into
the most fashionable styles, at the lowest

DRESS

Oran.ee.

deeft dtf

Received from New York daily.

Class No. 1, Boiler Iron, Ac. ; No 8. Metallic Oil;
No. 10, Engineer Stores; No. lf>, Tubbing, Ac; No.
10, Steel; No. 19, Zinc.

from
MP«J»
•MW

H. 9. EDWARDS,
No. 349 1-3 Btewart’a Block, Congreaa 8t

NEW GOODS !

LITTLE, Agent.

SEALED PROPOSALS to furnish material* for
the Navy lor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1864,
will be received at the Bureau of Steutn
Engineering
until 10 o’clock of the 21st day ol March
next, at
which time the opening will be commenced.
Proposal* must be endorsed Proposals lor Material* for the Navy," that they may be
distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the
Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described iu the
printed
schedules; auy of which wifi be furni&hed to such as
to the commandant*
desire, to oiler, on
of the respective yards, or to the navy
agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the yard* upon application
to the Bureau. This division into classes
being lorthe
convenience of the dealers in each suchclant s
only
will be lurnished as are actually
required lor bids,
l'he commandant and
agent for each station
navy
will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their
own yards have a
oopy of the schedules of the
other yards for examination only, from which
may
be judged whether it w ill be desirable to make
application lor auy of the classes of those yaids. All
other things being equal, preference will be
given
to articles of American manufacture.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
auy yard upon one of the printed schedules, or iu
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be con-

SpcrnHJih

complement,

Why should the people of Portland and vicinity
not trade at a
where they can
as cuur
in Now York or Boston, and where tuey can
pur*
chase DKY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a fair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.
as

fubl5 M W A F A weowfiw

«

GotUcbalk:
“Mehshb. Mason A Hamlin-.—I
congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
everv household of taste and refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your Cabinet
(}raan is trtilv a rlitrmlnd
........
the high praise it has received, and far
superior to
everything of its class I have seen. I take pleasure
in commending it most heartily as
everywhere worthy a place beside the Piano Forte, to which it is a
fine
from its capacity for rendering
much delightful music, sacred, secular, c!a«*io and
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

Don’t
them in

aso

STORES. MERCHANDISE, DWELLINGS.
RAIINS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE a lul other
goo.) property taken at highly favorable rate* lor one,

three

Still

and

Wholesale and Uetail

akd

OF

Capital

Ho. 81 Riddle

Office,

the agency of the following well known
reliable and prompt paying Companies, 1 am
prepared to take Kirk Riuks at the Low est Bates of
other sound Companirsto the amount of $100,000
if wanted.

Capital

manufacturers have the trritten tentimonu of
over a hundred of the best
Organists and Musicians,
both foreign and native, to the effect that
they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have ever se»u. Among the testi monials of such as
Thai berg. Morgau and Zundel, is the following from
*
The

(FOX BLOCK)

NO- 31 EXCHANGE STREET,
ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

ORGANS.

vicinity.

Near the Post Office,

Foreign

—

large and wet

a

selected stock of

Book and Show Cate* made

either for small churches, vestrys, or parlors,
offers them for sale to the citizens of Portland and

ZUNDER,

Exchange Street,

18

subscriber, being impressed with the great
THE
excellence of these Instruments, and their adaptation

a

Cub'

prepared to do all kinds of CABINET JOBBING in a prompt and .ati.factory manner.

RICE, Proprietor.

CABINET

Army com.

‘•It i« eaaier to puy • small price tliau
large one.”

Bogton,

....

Mason & Hamlin’s

Christian Commission, Portland, Me.

LITTLE’S

Capital

LEWIS
ool«ly

pliea forwarded through their agents, have been received and diatributed among the
prisoners iu Kichmond, invite further contributions to this humane
object.
“Rimy articles of Nourishment and Con.
fort for kick men are generally needed”
beyoud those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and other
supplies arc about going forward to Kichmond as fast
as the
necessary means are contributed.
Money for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the Army Comnlitteo of Portland
Vouug Men's
Christian Association, Ho. 86 Cotnuercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief of the suffering prisoners
T. K. liAYXS,
C’VBUB STUBDIVABT,
H. H. BtraoasB,
A. J. CHASM,
W. K. JouKBoa,

Street

No. S

»nd fiiTornbly
known as tbe col.
Jnbon C.
mnn larrn,
s.tuated in tbe north
part of North Yarmouth, owned
by Kdward Brule
"rtlnnd, uud two miles from
r»
two depots, oic
the t.rand Trunk R. R
K
j.
Yarmouth and West I'owu.l said farm
coat mas
two hundred acres,
tilling, wood and
ture lands. CuM To tons
i.nglish hay,
tided into three Iota permanently
renc.d for ths
most part with double stone walls
usiug up most at
the stones on the Place in their
construction
I hirty acres of woodland
for most part O'd growth
a port,on borders on
the R. R. and another lot near
to last a large family their UR.
time, i ho orohard contains fromHvato
six hundred
•tees, nil grafted f.uit, and of the
in ,,lvor*l<le years has borne
)b Hi basnets marketable
There are Ckrrrt
Hum and/■ear trees, ailapples.
In tine
also a cranberry He'd which has bearing
just
begun to
and from abont oue third of the
els were ptokod and marketed lastsame, thirty
year. Route is a
two story wooden building,
«uar.
rooms, with finished ell. and other

SAWYER.

Are prepared to offer to the trade

HOUSE,

The Largest mid Best
Arranged Hotel
IN NEW ENGLAND.

United State. Christian Commission
having
THE
reoeived letter* of
acknowledgement that sup-

OE HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 1st day of November, A. D. 1803, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

dec6

_|Hanover

63dly

Aid to Union Prisoners in Rich-

STATEMENT OF TSE
sKtna Insurance

J. G.

THE AMERICAN

Office,Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’f
K«v.!.i?AWY,?R * WHITNEY.

SHAW, Agent, 102 Middle Street,

lyeod

The choicest Suppers will be
got up for sleighing
and dancing parties, who will fiud it
greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
«o effort will be
for
the
entertaiument ol
spared
declO-dtf

#0.50-•••CHEAP COAL--90.50

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.

hitching horses.

For Sale.

the Fruit IS tore formerly occupied bj

taken

O.

HOUBK.J

This popular Hotel has recently been
purchased by Mr. Miller(of the Albion) and has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
-[made. It is located ou the Saccarappa road,
about lour miles from Portland,
affording a beau ti till
drive over a good road, and
just about far enough
6
for pleasure.
It has a fine large Dancing Hall and good
Dowling
Alleys. In close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable,
containing tweuty nice stalls,
there is also a well sheltered
Shed, 106 feet long,
for
®

Burning.

▲lao, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

that he (Strout

nun

tmmit

WILSON

J. P. MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

desire to conceal any matter connected with the

administration. If you adopt this course, it would
be convenient, perhaps, to notify
your attorney to
oall upon
and I will immediately put him in communicatio;
th the Probate Records, and with the

THE WHITE HOUSE,
(FOKMKHLY
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loss or damage by Eire,
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Company. Policies iasuei
for One, Three, or Five
years.
J.L. CUTLER, President.
¥
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COAL

Maine

Chickeriug;

dear Mrs.

I seize a lew leisure moments to auuounce
tlie arrival of your box. The things were in
excellent order, aud the collection so valuable! I am intending to visit the 10th Me. today, and shall carry some of those nice cakes
with me, and you know better than the rest of
the ladies who contributed them, how acceptable they wdl be to the soldier boys. 1 have
hot visited this regiment since they have been
at Mitchell's Station, as the distance is fourteen miles, aud I must change cars at Culpepper. You know something of the difficulties
attending the transportation of goods in the
army. Mr. Hayes is going, so I take the opportunity, to go with him. This is the only
Regiment I have not seen recently.
Thursday, 18. I did not have time to finish my letter before I went to Mitchell’s staOn Tuesday, packed a quantity <>f
tion.
goods to take with me, consisting of fiannelshirts, drawers aud stockings; caps, handkei*
Chiefs, towels,housewives, stimulants, jellies,
pickles, cider, dried apples, crackers, butter,
smoked fish, canned salmon, corn, corn-meal,

keep

Particular attention given to shipping by quiokes
and cheapest routes. No. 162 SOUTH WATER ST,
r. o. Box

MISCELLANEOUS.

Augusta, Maine.

LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD
BUTLERund WESTERN PRODUCE

ruuMAiKuSTATBPttKBBis published every Thur*
per annum, in advance; 92.21
If paid within six months; and $2.6u, if payment bt
delayed beyond the year.

a “squABB."
•1.25
per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions or less, •1.00; continuing eve*
j
ry other day after first we« k, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one !
6*)
cents
week, $1.00;
per week alter.
Under head of Amu^bmunts, £2.00 per square per
week ; three insertions or less, £1,60.
Special Noticbb, SI.76
per square first week,
•1,00 per square after; three insertions or less, f 1.26;
half a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,
•1.26.

MAINE INSURANCE CO,
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day morning,at *2.00

Hates of Advertising:
One inch of space in length of column, constitute*

INSURANCE.
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82* EXCHANGE STREET, b]

Thu Pobtlabd Daily PbbbbIs published at «7.0(
per year; if paid strictly in advance. a discount 01
•1.00 will be made.
Singlo copies three cents.

are
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the

gineering, Surveying.

Native

business

Writing

Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence, Card
Marking, (and touching from printed copies and
Text Books will bo avoided please call, or address
the Principal.
R. N.BROWN.
oo29 eodfceowl
Portland, Oct.2.1843
••Hklwboid** Extract
retic. Blood-Purifying and
gaddel.catc persons of both

Buchu’-Tonic, Diu-

Invigorating.
sexes use it.

Bold by

JfiHSOdftWUV

FnfneblsA

W. V PHILLIPS, Druggist.
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THE DAILY PRESS.
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MAIM*

Monday Morning, March 14, I8G4.
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Press is

larger
The circulation of the Daily
than any other Daily paper in the Slate, and
double that of any other in Portland.
a

Tbrms—87.00 per year if paid strictly in aileance
discount of 81.00 will be made.

The Mixing ol the Races—Who and Whnt
favors it t
The most violent proslavery journals and
copperhead politicians have suddenly become
alarmed lest the progress ot Liberty should
result in the amalgamation of the black and
white races, producing au intermediate shade.
They hold up their hands in holy horror
au unproand talk about umiscegenation
nounceable word found in no English dictionary—a word, we are obliged to confess,
that we never saw' until we found it in the
Advertiser and Argus, and a word, we farther

confess,

the

derstand

meaning
as

except

of which we do not uniufer

we

connection in which it is

it

from

the

However

found.

much it may expose our own ignorance we
make this confession, for ignorance like pov-

erty, however inconvenient, is by
necessarily sinful.

no

means

We presume the word is used to indicate a
mixture of blood, as between tlie black man
and his light-skinned fellow, or, in plain Anglo
Saxon, the natural result and product of
amalgamation. Without stopping to inquire
to what exteut au ordinary copperhead would
fuller from

haviug

injected with
and patriotic uegro, we

his veins

blood from au honest

ask the attention of the reader to a few facts

showing who, what
political economists,

persons, what kind of
what sections of the

country and what conditions of life have been
found practically most favorable to the mixing
of blood, or the “miscegenation” which, all of
a sudden, has become so fearful in the estimation of political saiuts of the Fernando Wood
and copperhead persuasion. Theories are of

Practical facts are what we
little value.
want. And we undertake to say that the
most indubitable facts show slacery to have
UOCU,

CIUU

UUtT

amalg&maliou,

tv

UC,

aud

tllG

£11*1.

JMVIUVIU

kept the dark and the white blood in their respective channels, have been most effectually
broken down; and why should it uot be so,
considering that slavery abolishes marriage,
abolishes the family, aud takes from the slave
woman all legal protection, as ilMoes from
lust all restraint, aud exposes her to brutality
aud Insult?
In the House of Representatives, Feb. 23,
when the bill to establish a Bureau of Freedmen's Affairs was under consideration, Mr.
“Sunset” Cox, of Ohio—a patriarch iu the
church—devoted

au

hour to crit-

icisms of certain utterances of Wendell Philand Theodore

Tilton,

reading of

lips
copious extracts from au anonymous pamphlet
recently published by Dexter, Hamilton A
Co., Nassua street, New York, entitled ‘■Miscegenation.”
To this tirade of Mr. Cox, appropriate reply
was made by Hon. Win. D. Kelley, of Penn.,
(Philadelphia) which contained facts and figures
we

and the

from official aud other sources,

invite

attention,

and

wliicji

which

to

trust may

we

be thrown iu the teeth of every misnamed
democrat who impudently attempts to fix the
stigma of encouraging atualgimallon upon

those who would render practical obedience

golden rule by conceding to the
the same political rights which

to the
man

claim for themselves.

Kelley’s battery

more

black

they

We cannot make Mr.
effective than

by giving

He said, referring to those
who opposed the bill before the House:
his own words.

None know better than those gentlemen

that one half million of the slaves are the
uear relatives, the uncles, aunts, and cousins,
brothers, sisters, and children ol the Democracy of the South; that iu the veins of that
number of colored people tingles the blood of
what the gentlemen have been pleased to consider the master race of this country.
The
genllemau intimated that, by reason of the
utterances to which he relerred, he was satisfied that the Republicans and abolitionists of
the North would fall iuto the practice of amalgamation. Sir, he knows very well that the
complaint of the alleged illegal and unconstitutional arrest of thut specimen of southern
chivalry, that representative of Virginia manners and morals, that leader of the New York
Democracy, Captain J. U. Andrews, is not
their real grievance in the premises.
He
knows very well that their real grievance,
and that out ol which they expected to make
most

while they hoped
capital ni.i
»niuinni

.1..»n

to

restore

*i.„.

Capital Punishment.
Mr. Editor :

Though not personally acthe author of the article in
of
your paper of Friday last, on the subject
Capital Punishment, I heartily agree with all
that you have said iu his favor. His kind and
spirit is always manifest in whatever
—

quainted with

gentle

And yet I trust it will not be confor tne to state some objec-

he writes.
sidered

improper

tions to his treatment of this
I.et the

subject.

in controversy be

question

kept

...t.

Thu result will be apparent,
It is
—if not this year, at some future time.
for the jieo/dc to determine whether it shall

as au

Miss Susauuh

experiment.

or entirely abolished.
They will
ultimately decide it right, I have no doubt.
It is to be settled,—not by arrogating “a
higher Christian civilization for those who
oppose such punishment; not by making the
mode of inflicting it odious, and then calling
all who are in favor of it “the friends of the
Gallows;" not by comparing it with the Inquisition, the Amphitheatre, the Guillotiue,
or the Cross; not by portraying the dark deeds
of either Jacobins, or Puritans. Capital Punishment is no more responsible for these, than
for any other revolutions, oppressions, or supersti tions.
But it is undoubtedly true, that as a state or
nation advances in general education, morality, and Christianity, it becomes safe to relax
the severity of the criminal code. Punishment
is not the only restraint upon crime. A pure
and vigorous public sentiment is a powerful
auxiliary. If in this State we have reached a
point where the influence of the good so preponderates over and controls that of the bad
that we can safely dispense with the death penalty, even in cases of murder in the first degree, then let there be no more capital trials

uses

He is careful not to

deny the right to inflict capital punishment, if necessary.
He
does not, as many have done, repeat truisms
concerning the sacreduess and value of human life.
God is teaching our nation a lesson
on this subject; and he must be blind who

may be deemed best, as a solemn warning of
the sacredness of law, and ot the consequen*
ces and end of crime.

uues

it-ai u

uim

tutc

is

uiiui-u,

us

wcii

as

life; and that the government must be maintained, even, if necessary, at the expense of
life.
Xor does be deny that, in certain cases, it
may be necessary. It is quite obvious that he
is not in favor of it, in any case. But he

eulogizes our present law, which provides for
it, in certain cases. Logically, this concedes
the entire ground of those from whom he
differs.
No broader premises were ever
claimed by any advocate of capital punishment. If necessary in some cases, and right
whenecer necessary, no question remains open,
except in regard to details, which must depend
upon circumstances.
What then is the

force, or design, of all
by him about “the old Barbaric
mode of taking life as a punishment?” Why
put it in the same category with
being
thrown to wild beasts,” as was practised by
despots of olden time? If it is ever right,
and necessary, to inflict the death penalty, is
not hanging as humane a
mode
as any

that is said

other?

adopted.

If not, then let some other mode be
But if it is, as lias never been denied,

then there is no

good

reason

for

It
up to public execration.
evinced more courage, if less

holding

it

would have

prudence,

to

meet the question of the right to inflict it at
all, directly, rather than to make it odious by
attacking the mode.

Of the same character are the remarks in

regard to the execution ol it publicly, or privately. This is but a secondary question. But
by raising this,instead of the primary question,
and then substituting “secretly”for pricately,
the way is opened for comparing it with the
Inquisition, where, not for crimes, but for
opinions, iuuocent men have been secretly
tried, or, without trial, secretly tortured, by
infernal methods, in utter disregard of all
law.

How much force this can have, as an
argument against capital punishment, the

reader will

To the

judge.

effect is the paragraph concerning the cruellies inflicted, under the
forms of law or otherwise, by Marius,
same

Sylla, Henry the Eighth, and other tyrants,
from the destruction of Jerusalem down to
the French Revolution. As if all these horrors had been the resultof capital punishment!
As if

“despots,” in any age of the world,ever
failed to gratify their thirst for “blood” because

any law stood in the way of it I

Did it not

writer, that this, if
it has any force, applies equally against all
punishment,of any kind? What sufferings,
occur

to the

the officers tore that husband of a white
woman ruthlessly from the sweltering embrace
of his African iiutmvrata they violated Demworse than death, have been endured in the
ocratic usages.
Yes, sir; this is tiieir real
cause of complaint in the premises.
*
loathsome duugeons of Europe!
Read the
It is not the men of the North who have
terrible stories of prison life in France, aDd
been enamored by that complexion which is
Italy, Spain, and Austria, where such sufferdescribed as the
shadowed livery ot the
burning sun.” It is not the men of the North ings have been protracted for long years,from
who have laid their “snowy hands” in “palms
which death, in any form, would have been
of russet;” or have “hung Europe's priceless
welcomed as a relief.
Is all imprisonment
shames
the
that
Orient
on
Afric’s
swarpearl
therefore wrong?
Ue has never seeu the white
thy neck.”
northern man choose his companion from that
Titered one statement In the article which
1 have by me a picture of a baud of
race.
is more in point; but its “correctness” is by no
slaves sent North by Geueral Banks, four ol
means "universally conceded.”
On the conwhom are as white as we who hold this distrary, I am satislled, as the result of no limicussion. They come from the colored schools
ted observation and inquiry, that it is not
recently established in New Orleans. They
are children of southern
Democrats; born in
correct; that It is quite as difficult, it not more
and
were
Louisiana, they
owned or
Virginia
so, to obtain convictions, as it was when the
•old by tbelr lathers as negro slaves.
But a few weeks ago, in conversation with
penalty of death was inflicted. Thesi difficulty
a distinguished sou of Kentucky, himself a
1s not conllned to capital cases. And one
slave-holder, upon the question now under
great cause ol it, iu cases that are clearly
discussion, lie said to me that in 1849, he was
proved, arises from a sickly sentimentalism
at a school at Danville, Kentucky ; that there
which regards the criminal merely as an unwere there on an average
three hundred
young men, and that though the colored popfortunate man,—more an object of commiserulation of the town numbered six hundred,
ation than of censure. The way in which the
there were but six of pure African blood. Tbo
subject of capital punishment has often been
scholars of that school were not northern abolitionists or Republicans.
They were the discussed, lias done much to strengthen this
wealthy and educated young gentlemen of false and daugcrous sentiment. The divine
the democratic South.
of pity should not be withheld iu
any
But, sir, let this question not rest upon iso- spirit
But the father who substitutes
ease.
lated instances or narrow localities. Let us
pity for
look at the census of 1800.
I And by it
punishment in bis system of family governthat more lhau half a million cf the colored
ment, will generally have no such governof
that
section are, as I have already
people
ment. And the same principle will operate
the
kindred
ol
the
white race ofthe
intimated,
with a power a thousand told greater, when a
Mouth. Thus in Louisiana, of the free colored
people, 81.29 per cent, are of mixed blood, whole community, including all classes of men,
while in Pennsylvania only 30.07 are of mixed
are lelt under its influence.
“Putting the
blood. And here let me say the. latter are
nearly all of Southern birth. I remember Bible into the hands" of a convicted murwhile litigation was pending in our courts bederer, is a frail protection against other murtween two colored natives of Charleston there
who have not been convicted, nor
derers,
were on one occasion about lll'iy witnesses in
arrested.
Some
of
court.
my colleagues remember the
I have thus criticised freely, though I hope
occasion. The contest was between Robert J.
and
Wilkinson
Douglass
Jones, and among not improperly, the article of your corresponthe fifty witnesses*, all of whom were natives
dent. 1 have doue this because he seems to
ofCharleston, Mouth Carolina, and its immedime, perhaps almost unconsciously, to have
ate vicinity, there was not a black or one
used epithets, and uttered sentiments, that
white man. They were all of mixed blood.
And in behalf of Pennsylvania, I claim that
have often dropped from the
lips o» pens of
the South has sent us by far the greater pormen with whom he can have no
sympathy.
tion of what we have of that slock, in AlabaWe should be careful not to encourage that
ma the per centage of mixed blood is
77.75,
and in Vermqnt 22.8. In Texas it swells to
spirit which tends to destroy the sanctions ot
76.80; in Rhode Island it sinks to 25.23; in all law, human and divine, by making all
South Carolina ia rises again to 71.90, notcrime a species of insanity : which inculcates
withstanding her exportations to Pennsylvacompassion lor the guilty, at the expense ot
nia and elsewhere; in Connecticut it sinks to
22.3. In North Carolina it is 71.69; in New
the innocent', and which regards nothing as
York it is 15.88. In Florida it is08 99: in New
for the convict, unless it takes the form
pity
Jersey it is but 13.64. But these, you say, are
of attempting fo screen him front punishthese are persons whose fathers,
freed
unwilling to sell their own blood, have manu- ment.
mitted their children. Let us look, then, to
As to capital punishment, I cannot doubt
the statistics of the slave population. I find
the right of the government to inflict
that by the census of 1850 there were of
it, ij
mixed blood among the slave population but
necessary. In this State, it lias been suspen7-30per cent.; and in I860, so busy had the ded, rather than abolished; and this

people;

qomewbat

—

direct.

«y F urniture at Auction on Wednesday
next, at House No. 377, Congress Street. See
Advertisement.

y Rev. Dr. Smythe has been engaged as
State Temperance Lecturer for one month,
wc

ibu

wi

a a

pj

A
ton
der

Argus finding it hard work to
write up Gen. McClellan, has undertaken the
equally hard task of writing down honest
Old Abe.” The thing can’t be done.
gy Why is Mr. Lincoln sure to go ahead
of all competitors in the Presidential race ?
Because his loyal opponents have given up
the Chase, and his disloyal enemies never had
a

Patten,

•

Wednesday

denborgian Church uses the other form.
gyT iat portion of the 10th Maine Regiment which has been with the Army of the
Cumberland, has been ordered to proceed to
New Orleans for tl& purpose of joining the
24Uh Maine. Capt. Beardsley, with Co. D.,
starts immediately for home, on a short furlough.
gy The editor ol the Advertiser must have
a remarkable stomach.
Though he has lived

can

touch

pitch

without

being denied,”

and

many of the strongest minded men have
been corrupted and fallen through the agency
The conclusion of the Herald

politics.”

don’t follow, for ladies do not touch that paper, while so few of them have sympathy for
mnilarn

ilo m nneont;

danger of

their

♦

thorn

ia

being corrupted by

won-

littln

its agency.

SPECIAL

iuc

mention of a putrid bone. But for bis
undeviating tetotalism we should recommend
gentle stimulants.

NOTICES.

Frag bant

boat, to

exchanged. His numerous friends in this
city and State will rejoice to learn that there
is so good a prospect of his immediate release

Portland Society of Natural History.

from durance the most barbarous.

sions.

A public meeting of the Society will be held at its
Hall, No. 260 Congress Street, Monday Evening,
March 14th, at 7| o’clock.
Members and their families are invited to attend.
By order of the Council.
mchl4 dlt
CEO. L GOODALE, Rec. Sec y.

but twelve sol-

Congress

vote of thanks on the 4th inst, also

passed
adding $100 per

annum

to each of their penare on the Port-

Two of the number

land roll, viz, Amaziah Gardiner,born in Somersworth, N. IL, Feb. 10, 1759, and William
Hutchings, born in York, in 1704.

Cape Elizabeth, July 1. 1863.
my connection with the State Re*
teacher, L. F. Atwood's Bitters
were introduced there aud used with marked success,
in
Bilious
affections.
particularly
A P. HILLMAN.
Yours, Ac.,

Sib:—During

form School,

y The city Government of Salem has
appropriations for the purchase of another steam fire engine. Lynn is to have
two; Gloucester two and Newburyport one.
made

The recent destructive tires in Gloucester and
other places have aroused the city authorities
of different cities to the importance of preparing for war in time of peace.’’
y i ieut. General Grant is the third

on-

ly, who has been appointed to that position—
George Washington, who was thus appointed
in 1798, Winfield Scott (now on the retired
ist), confirmed under a special act of Congress
lin November, 1861, and Ulysses S. Grant, appointed under an act of Congress approved
by the President on the 20th ult. The present appointee will be but forty-two years old
on

the 27th of next month.

y Several of the men who arrived in
city in the Nova Scotian on Wednesday,

been

appreciated in New York for some time,
only recently that the proprietors increased
their ability to supply the article and introduce it to
the Boston publie. It has taken well, for it is really
a very excellent dentifrice, cleansing the teeth, and
imparting health to the gums. As a wash after
smoking, it is very grateful. Having tried it, we
commend it with pleasure.—Boston Saturday Evenfcb25 It
ing Gazette.

be

a

article has

but it is

ETWe learn that a letter was received in
city on Saturday, direct from Libby prison, stating that Gen. Dow would probably go

whom

Sozodont.—This

known and

this

diers of the

1

as a

IlANOVKn, Mb., Oct. 1,1861.
Dear Sir .-—I have used L. F. Atwood's Bitters
tor some 10or 16 years. 1 have tried a great number
of medicines for Dyspepsia.but without effect. These
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
me of this distressing complaint.
My neighbors
have also been greatly beuebttod by the use ol them.
JOEL HOW.
Bescare of Counterfeits and base imitations,
tome of which aer signed “M." F., instead if L. F.
Atvxvjd. The
is signed L.F.Aticood, and
as a safeguard
against in%positi*m bears an extra
L asm., countersigned II. II. HAY, Druggist, Portland, Me., sole General Agent.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine gener)aul6 Umeod&w 3
ally.

genuine

Sore Throat,

Cough,

Cold,
aud similar troubles, if suffered to progress, result
in serious Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes incurable.
are

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
compounded so as to reach directly ihe seat of
give almost instant relief.

the disease and
mch6 dim

this

made

complaints before a public meeting in
by their fellow countrymen on
Friday evening to investigate the case, that
they had been unfairly dealt by. They represented that they had left good employment in
Boston called

Dublin to come to this country, at the solicitation of a Mr. Finney, who promised them
work on railroads, water-works and coal
mines, at certain sums, with board, clothing,
dbc.; that when they arrived in Portland he
neglected to provide them with food, but got
several of them intoxicated, and they were
arrested, and ten of them had to promise to
enlist before they were released; also, that
when they arrived in Charlestown they were
deprived of the necessaries of life, being
obliged to sleep on a bare floor without covering, haviug very little food, and on Thursday
morning no breakfast, but a quantity of poor
whisky which Intoxicated many of them.

Philadelphia;

Shermau, Bluehill; 8ili, Frolic. Kennedy, Cutler;
Albatross, Arey, Vinalhaven; Myra, Sawyer, Port-

land.

Sid 8th, schs Geo W Grover, Holbrook, Alexandria;
Adams, Hatch, New York: Gold Fish, Koen,
do; Mary Langdon, Gobb, do; Mt Hope,Spaulding,
do; Quail, Brewster, do; Wave, Roberts, Island, to
load for do; SR Jameson, Higgins, Belfast; 9th
Myra, Sawyer, Portland; Oregon, Prait, New York.

.John

FOREIGN FORTS.
At Goree, Africa, Feb 14th, brigs Sarah Flagg,
Wood, lrom Cadiz, ar 10th; South Bostuu. Lane, fm
Cadiz, unc. Sid Feb 9, brig Lucy Hey wood, Gardner, for New York.

At Matanzas, 6th, bark? Huuter, York: John Carver,'Nickels; James K Davis. Hand; Lizzie Bliss,
Pierson, and Charles Brewer, Monroe, for New York:
LaCiguena. Adie, for Providence; brigs Ella Merrill. aud U G Borry, Dixon, for New York; Faunie,
Hubbard, and 8elnia, Gibbs, for Boston; Castilian,
Harden brock, for Holmes’ Hole; Prentiss Hobbs,
Ellis, and poaquin Pollcdo. Marwick, for Portland;
Eliza M Strong, Strong, for-, Me.
Ar at Hong Kong Jan 14,
ship Avon, Ingersoll,
Boston, for St John NB.
At Kio Grande Jan26. sch Wm E Alexander, Tucker, for New York same day.
Ar at Montcvipeo, Jan 5, ship Nevada, Bartlett,

Bangor,'63 days.

At Black River, J, 12th uit, brig Cosmus, Talbot,
from Carlisle Bar for New York Idg.
Ar at St Jago 22d ult, bark Linda Stewart. White,
New York; 26th, brig P M Tinker, Barnard, Boston.

SPOKEN
Jan 25, lat 24 8. Ion 28 36. Br bark White
Wing, ftn
Providence for Cape of Good Hope.
Fob 21. off Cape San Antonio, bark Lady Franklin
from Cieufuego? for Boston.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Patent Belle Monte Skirt.
A fhll assortment of this
dkkbon’b

Hoop

Mechanics’ Hall.

new

style Skirt, at AnDepot, ifuder

Skirt aud Corset

dec 19 dJin

CURE FOR CATARRH —Dr. Wadsworth s
DRY UP is a certain remedy for this loathsome
disease. Therein no mistake about this. The Dry
has cured thousands of cases ol Catarrh, and the
sales of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
H. H. BURRINUTON, Providence, R. 1. Also by
U. U. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
oot31eodAw6m

Up

tyif you are going to the West, South, or NorthWest, proouro Through Tiokets at Litttb’b Uuion
Ticket Office, No. 31 Exchange Street, w here you
may have a choico of routes at the lowest rates of
fare, and obtain all needfhl information.
TuThSAwtf
Nov. 2.1868.
cough, hoarseness, or any disease of
the throat and lungs, use Howes’s Cough Pills. Sold
by H. H. Hav, Portland, and by druggists generally.
HF“To

jan27

IMiglvts Only!

MRS. EUGENE RAVEL’S

and Pantomime

Gymnastic

TROUPE,

Seventeen Star Periormeri!

In Westbrook, 12th. Mrs Sarah A Blake, aged 25
jears G mouths, only daughter of Samuel L Rich, Esq.

t-fr-funeral this< Monday) afternoon,

at

3o'clock.

Bom the residence ot her tathcr No *12 Pearl *t. Relatives and friends are iuvited to attend.
In Saecarappa, 10th, Michael Lachy, aged 78.
In Biddeford, Jliles Ford, aged 8*1 years 2 months.
In Belfast. Joseph Traftou, aged 87.
In Wuterford, John Baker, aped 78.
In Tensas Parish. La, Feb 1G, Mrs Eliza D, wife of
Samuel S Bowman. Esq, formerly of Bath.

MARINE
PORT

OF

cure a

d& w3m*

j

NEWS.

On Friday and Saturday

Brig Mazatlan, True,

from Cardona*. 2<5th ult.
H Curtis. Haskell, from Deer Isle.
M 11 Reed, Nickerson, from Barnstable.
Col Simonds, Mathews, Belfast for Boston.
Mary aLugdou, Cobh. Rockland for New York
Oregon, Pratt, Rockland for New York.
John Adams, Hatch. Rockland for New York.
Mouut Hope, Spaulding. Rocklaud for Bostou
Mary Hall, Poland, Rocklaud for Boston.

Alien.
Bark

Co.

Doors open at 7 o’clock; Commencing at 6 o’cl'k.
(ialer y tickets, 26 cents; loner tall, Go cents.
For lurtber particuiais. see bills of the day.
A

Arlington, Costor, Matanzas, Chase Bios

Br bark Quindaro. Moore, Matanz&s, Chase
k Co.
Brig Danl Boone, Tucker, Havana. 1 Emery.

k

Bros

SAILED A

On

sou.

Zambesi, Burke, Havana, I’hiuney & Jack-

Br sch Armada. Smith, St John NB, master.
Sch Citizen, Upton. Boston, Geo S Hunt
Sch Leesburg, Blake, Philadelphia, E G Willard.
Steamer Potomac. Sherwood, New York, Emery k
Fox.
SAILED at 6 PM, steamship St Andrews.

Sunday. March 13.
Steamer Montreal. Prince, Boston.
Bark Waltham, Wheeler, from Boston.
SAILED—Wind W. Brig George Burnham and

others.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BOSTON—Ar Caudace, Webber. M.llicoun.-, Africa; ach C F&utazzi. Wooster, Philadelphia via Fort
Warren; schs Georgia. Alley, Ellsworth; Golden
Age, Nickerson, Provincotown.
Cld, sch C Fantanzzi. Wooster, Eastport.
Ar I2th,bark Lucy Francis, (of ltucksport) Berry,
Philadelphia: brig Hubert Wing, Uall, Goree, Africa, Feb 20; sch William G Sargent, Coombs, Phila-

delphia

Cld bark Waltham. Wheeler, Portland; brig Rockingham. Monroes do, to load for Philadelphia; sch A
Townsead, Townacud, Portlaud, to load for Port

Royal SC.
HOLMES'S HOLE-Ar 10th PM. schs Ann, Crabtree. Boston for Washington; Georgle L Green,Cobb,
Portland tor do; Exchange. Randall, do for X York;
Caroline Knight, Fanning, Lubec fordo; Cosmos,
Stetson, and Ouail, Brewster. Rockland for do.
Ar 11th, brig Forrester, Bath for Washington; schs
A J Horton, Rich, and llalcvon. King, Bostou for
Stamford Cove; Telegraph, Nickerson, do for New
York; Wm Jones, Jones, Portland for do; Fauuie
Mitchell, Clark, do for Alexandria: Fauna, Hotchkiss, Robbins, do for Now York; llenry W Johnson,
Cutler, Portland for do; Gold Fish, Kane, Rockland
fordo: ClaraXortou, McGee. Belfast for Alexandria;
Wm C&rrsll, Colson, Winterport lor Baltimore; Benjamin, Patch, do for do.
Sid sells A J Horton. Halcyon, Telegraph, W’m
Jones, Fannie Mitchell. Emma Hotchkiss, Meury W
Jnhasou ; Gold Fish, Clara Norton, Wm Carroll, and
Benjamin.
SAN FRANCISC—Ar 10th, brig Brewster, Carleton, Boston. Sept 15.
Sid 10th. shin Ellen Sears. Bartlelt, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 27th, brigs KA Reed, Hayden, and Bell Bernard, Coombs, Matmuoras; sch
Anna Mott. do.
BALTIMORE—Below 9th, brig liar ka way, from
Buenos Ayres.
Cld 9th, brig A C Merryman, Gray, Trinidad; sch
9 C Evans, Hammond, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, sch E M Dyer, Rich.
Port Royal SC: Mary Patterson, Godfrey. Dennysviile; George B Jones, Crowell, and G L Fuller, N
York.
Cld 10th, schs Marietta Sands, Brooks; Eea Fish,
Jones, and Mary Fletcher, Berry, Bostou; brig E A
Barnard. Crowell, Cieufuegos.
NEW’ YORK—Ar 10th, bark R Murray jr. Curtis,
Port au Prince 18 days; Cieufuegos. Cole’ Cieufuegos
20.
Cld 10th, brig Fjnina Dean, Mataraoras; sch Reserve, Kelley, Philadelphia; W’ T Emerson, Dorr,
Bel last.
Ar lltli, sch Maracaibo, nenlev, Portland.
KEY WEST—Ar 3d, brig Wm Mason, Small, Bos-

to*..

SALEM—Ar 10th, Capitol, Collins, Frankfort. Sid
sch Pioueer, Tapley, Portland.
Ar 11th, schs Lcocadia, Small, New York; Mary
Alice, Perry. Lincolnville for New Bedford.*
Ar lith, schs Lizzie W Dyer,
Sumner and Charles Edward Higgins, Elizabethport.
Below lltu. oil'Hope Island, a herm brig, supposed
the John Batch, Cardner, from Matanzas.
■NEWPORT—Ar 10th, schs Porfect. (of Deer Isle)
Lowe, from New Bedford for New York; M A Hildreth, Cleveland, of and lrom do for do; Maria Louisa. Snow, Fall River for New York.
SldlOtb, bark Ephraim Williams, (of New York*

IMPROVIDENCE

AFTERNOON, for Faviikt.
; commencing at 3.

V

Doors open at 2 o’clock

I'ortl*“d ro,t °®c* “•"*

,s; ir?x:%*:rn

TWO NIGHTS ONLY !

RAVEL,

Gymnastic and Pantomine
TROUPE,
In connection with

BAND.

BRASS
17 STAR

a

PERFOMERS,

-AT-

Hall,

I> eeriii”'
On

and

Friday

Saturday Evening*,

Doors open at 7 o’clock, commencing at 8 o’clock.
Gallery tickets, io cents; lower hall. GO cents.
For further particulars see bills of the day.

On

Saturday Afternoon,

For families.
o clock.
mchl4 dlw

Doors open at 3, commencing at 8
A. 8. NEWTON, Agent.

Library Association.

MISS SUSANNAH EVANS,

The young and eloquent speaker from Wales, will
deliver the first locture in the course of throe en

TEMPHRANOB,
AT

lltn

a.
nilK Alexander
Barbour
Bodge Aurllla miss

Wednesday Evening,
No

one

HALL,
Maach 16th.

should fail to hear tLis youthftil prodigy of

only Id yearstickets 25 cents; tor the coarse of three
at the bookstores, Paint s
Music store aud at the door.
Doors open at <5, lecture to commence at 7j o'clock
inchU 11
Single

lectures 60 cents—to be had

SALE,

FOB

Cheap for Cash!
A

GREAT VARIETY 09

CHILDREN S CARRIAGES,
11

t'age*,
Hocking Horse*,

<

Ladies Wo<k and

Traveling Baskets,
Tori, Marbles,
TORT MONAIES, LADIES RETICULES AND
bags, drums, viulixs, guitaks,
VIOLIN STRINGS, e
WHITING EE8KS, WORK
—

BOXES,

fto

ur—

\v. D. Robinson,
30 Ere Image St.
inch 14-3m

By Henry Bailey
Auction A

* Co.,

GOODS FROM WRECK OF STEAMER Bohemian.
at Xo.
\\ edacitdiy uext, at 10 o’clock A. M
k7 Uoiutuercial .street, we .Sail cummcucu the
sale of damaged good, raved from the wreck of
steamer Bohemian, at d continued from day to day,
uutil all are sold. There la an immeuae amount of
good* comprising all the varitllea usually found In
the cargoea of iheae eteamera. A depoait will be remchl4 dtt*
quired at the tale.

OX

A Drsirnkli' I'urni for Sale.
Pleasantly situated in Westbrook,
six miles from Portland,n ar Pride’s
Bridge, on the road leading from
*
Falmouth to Saccarappa--contain-

ing one hundred acres, suitably divided into til.age, pasture and woodland. A plenty
of young orcharding apple and pear trees just come
into bearing, of the best varieties. The soil is mostly clay iosiu, well watered by a uevtr-lail.ug brook
running through the farm. A new two story brick
House, with a good cellar, barn and other out-buildings, and an abundant supply of excellent water.
Terms easy. For further lulormation inquire ot
the subscriber ou the premises.
ABlJAli HAWKED,

dftwgw*

aStevens Plains Post 0«ce.

Portland

Dry Dock.

mHE undersigned being five of the persons

1 ed in the Act of Incorporation of
Dry Dock Company, hereby notify

nam-

the Portlaud
ol
a
Hoard of
the
ol
rooms
at
said Corporation
the
Trade, on fTedneidag. /8th inst.to deckle upon the
lor the
acceptance ol the Act of Incorporation, and
of organising
as said Company.
y
purpose
t
, acOB MuLELLAN,
T. C. MERSEY.
C M DAVIS.
WM. W. WOODBLRY,
*
O M MAR RETT
The subscribe/s to the Dry Dock are requesWd to
meet at samo time aud place,
mohl -tm

meeting

House at Auciiou.
shall sell at auoton

on

Saturday. March l»th,

3 o’clock P. M., houso No k7 Washington
WE atbetween
Cumberland and Oxford streets. It

street,

Uannaford Matilda

is a two story wooden house with an L, plenty of
hard aud sott water, aud In good repair. There Is a
good barn on the premises. Lot 60 x 1U) feet. Sale
positive Title clear.
mchli td*
HENRY BAILEY ft Co Auet’s.

mr«

Humphrey Mary a mrs
Mary Smiw

Barker Annio D

Uarnhen

m as
mrs
mis.

Bonney Betsey

Huston Thomas Mrs
Henry Wiuule mi.a
Elmira E mlu
Buck Caroline L mr.
Jamei M ran
llaraer Lizzie mi-i
weatbrook
Baaer t aunie mr.
Jordan Mary mlra-cape
P •
Bilmont Grace mlu
Jouea William mr.
Berry Grace mra nalam Ketf Michael mra
lane
Knight Maria B mra
Brown Hannah F
Kini.ard Perils mlu no Id
Brogon Mary miaa
inmner at
Bucanell Martha miia
Kilchim Sybil miaa boa..
Bateman Marianna mis*
Island
Cam* Christine mrs
Keating Sarah mrs
Charles Daniel mrs
Kenney Win H mr»Chamberlain E izabeth
westbrooc
Col* Esther V miss
Kvne Weuney mi*s for
Cortiu Emery E mn
Patrick Cain
Cushing Helen D long is-Lawler Annie miss
land
Lord Druoilla P miss
Canty John mra
Libby Edmond mra
Chlo.
Koyd Ibarlottean

Bin.

Cobb Lowisa mrs
Crockett Mehitable
Chase Martha miss

Jackiou
Johmoa

~~

Lowell Julia E mirs
Larkin John mrs
Lee Richard mrs

mrs

Colley Margaret

Moulton Angeline T mi*

miss
Montgomery st
Cook Newell mrs
Cufran Painelia W miss

Moody Agoes

J miss

Mortau Hermana V

—i—

Murray

Jnliamiss
Cummings Richard mrs McCue Jane mrs 9b dancor of cumb k washing* forth st
tou st
Macking Mary E mrs
Cox Warren mrs
McNull Margaret
Cushman W M mrs
Mou’tou Mary miss
Damerill Clara mrs
McDoiiald 8 miss mac's
Dunn Caro'ine "
hotel
Drer Hattie mi«*
Morse Samuel mrs
Dillan Hannah miss
McNeill Sophia miss
Dwire mr* vernon'set
Norton Abigal mrs for mrs
Cornelias Turner
Davery marr mrs
Newcomb Uaunah M mise
Deering Martha mrs
De*her Mary A miss
Noyes Win U mrs
Dalton N B mrs
Plummer Mary miss
Davis Susie miss
Perkins Mary misi
Drake Susannah F mrs
Peters Margaret mrs
D ering Wm 8 mrs for S Romes Lucy mrs

Hodge

Riley Mary

mrs

Easter Em ▲ mrs—2
Robert* Mary A mrs
Edmonds John mrs
Robin»on Ruth A miss
Phebe
F
miss
CUSmith
Clarrinda mr*
Kldridge
Cumberland st
Bpotford Etta miss
Foster Aurelia C mrs—ZSawyer Nellie A miss
Fernald Lizzie 8
Swett F L ran
Flood F%nnie E
Star bird Henry mrs
Frte Hannah B miss
Kmith Julia miss
Foley Maria
Staokpole Mattie D mise
Farbush Sarah U mrs
Siggs Margaret mrs ooort

i«U miss

Small Sarah M mrs
Shaw 8a ah S mrs
Googins Mary K
Harmon Alton K mrs
Sawyer W libra (j mrs
Stinson Wm mrs
Hodgkins Almada mrs
lloliuts Charles mrs
Tyler Mary A mrs
Wilson Experience W mrs
Henry Catharine miss
Hanscomb Gyrus W mrs Walker Fannie mrs
Hutchinson Charles mrs Whitmore Fannie E
Howe Lizzie M miss
Williams I F miss
Hayes asrs pleasant st forWUson Sarah mist
John Waters
Williams Sarah Elizabeth
Hall L E mrs

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Adams

Ki’tridge C 1*

▲lien Frank E
▲nnis John K
▲dams 8 J ftmetsrs
Aldeu 8 J
Alley Warren K
Blanchard Augustus U
Benson A M cap't 1 1)

Keafe Lee ft Tell
produc mch

cav

Bishop Benj
Brush C

Kelley James

messn

King Michael
King Wm

l«ora Alma P
Littlefield Augustine
C Libby Aaron for miss
Mary C Lowell

Lothrop Gustos
Lyden James
Babb Charles ▲
Lancy J A lient lstmtalno
Barrett Charles D
reg’t
Ballau or Ballard Ed ward Lord J ft D messrs %
rev
Lord Johh care of messra
James ft Daniel Lord
Bootbby Edward K
Boyd George
Bragdon Gardner
Bailey Gilbert H

Logie Magrus
Leighton Orlando

Lemasey

Thomas

Thoma for Patrick Leonard

Leonard
con*

Leyd©

Aiiee

Loyde

Thomas for

mrs

Lynett

Thomas for John

Boncber J H
Lee
Brown J
Lowrey Wra
Bickford John F
Milch el Alfred
Beunett or Ben wart Ste- Moore Allred cap't
Morris D W
pheu
Brown T E
Merrill D 8
Manning E D
Burgess Thomas cap't
Burnham T B
McCartney Eugene
Massey Godfrey fox st
Bailey Wm B
Moore George
Baker Israel P
Madison J O
Brush Isadora

MoKoneJeeeph

BatchederJC

Maxwell JoLn
Means Joseph R
Maguire John W

Carter Abiel

Chase Benj'a F
l lark Cyrus F
Chadwick Charles
Cauuilht Dennis

dauforth

•*

MLdler James

Coburn Edwin for master Montgomery Jsbez U
Charles Sumner CoburnMarshall Joel M—A B
Chute F B for mrs Frank Ma shall Joel M
Moore James P
B Chute
McDermott John
Curtis Gto L
Chives Geo for Nathaniel Moore ft Cilley messrs

Thompson
Cheeney Geo H
Cummings II P
Cook

flenry

Morrissey Patrick
Myers Peter
Morrissey Richard

p’t

c

M

monum

no

3d

st

Cobb Joseph W at wreck Mur. hey Tho's
Mitchell Winfield 8
of Bohemian
Crockett J W for messrs McGregor Winfield Scott
D Goldeu ft

co
Master
Newbocin F
James
New
hall George
Craig
Connelly John for miss Osgood Albert co h

Chandler J Henry

7th

ma

reg’t

Clark James

Oscanan C
Orr Edg%r cap’t

CoolbrothJ M—2
CardeJohn
Chandler Joseph B

Otis John

Owen Joeiah
O'Connars Luke
cy O’Brien

Coming Melvin

for Nan-

O’Neill Fatt
Carter Rowland 0
Carr Wm P
Presley Andrew
Perkins A
Coates Wm Henry
Prince Cashing cap't
Clark W P
Dike A B
Perry Francis
for
U
E
Parksr Horace B
Arthur
mrs
Dyer
Porry J ames Jr
Dyer
Davis Adni
Power James
Fro we Fi ler
Dtusmore Charles
Peters Wu
Dyer Ezekiol
Parker WmS
Kohl neon AC
Rog„r*A K for ton Lydia

Deunington John
Davit

Joseph

Dermal M L for
garet Dainal

Mar- U Duekmau
Randall C E
Robert* Cha'i W
Bolt* Geo W chesnut it
Dow Richard C
Davit sti phen X
Hay mood Geo E
Dllno Vi m
Ripley Jame*
Deering Win S for mr S Reynold* Jonathan S
Dodge
Reed John C 11th mala*
Ellsworth Char'ie for mi** reg't
Bair ton Jama* J
Mary A Jewett
Evan* Daniel Sfor mr* Rome Jame* W
Hint Batt
Evan*
Richard* A Lord metsra
Eaton Franoi*
El.lot J M heat* carpenter Kay Samuel
Rotter 1 home*
Eaton Wm M
Falby Andrew for mrs Silver At thonjr
Steven* Charlet care of dr
marv J William*
A Par-ona
Field Andrew H
Charles let mam#
10
center
etSmith
Andrew
Feeny
Fernald Charlei E
battery
Stan wood Char a* blackFuller Geo
Field Howard no 29 at law- amitb
Soule E C
react it
Isaac
SmaR Edwin 1
roat James L no 7 haa-Small Eben H
Smith Fred B
cook at
Stone FtoJM
Flanagan Michael
Shaw Flank B
Frerty Michael
Shaw France* U
Flanagan Phillip
Smith (l*o E 36 fore at for
Gaiianger Francis
Gannon John
cap't E M Ea*tmaa
Small G P
Gilbert Jams*!'
Grime* John 1st *ergeut Smith Goo J for Wm W
Smith
maine battery
Stover Caorge
Goddard X Whitney
Gannon Thomas for JohnSlemooa Geo—roll
Smith Harry 19t atlantlc M
Bryan 63 fore at

Daig e

Pierce

or

mn

Plea

farrlngton

Sullivan John
Sawyer John F

Goolaviag Tarry

Oommiuion Merchant*. 18 Exchange Street.

DAM At. ED

inch 14

congllollis Mary mrs
Hoyt Minnie K miss

mra

Dyer Josephs

till

-r
aatra
'»“■

an
•“

LADIES’ LIST.
Hanaon Louisa J mi.,

Adam. IIi J 1 mra
Andrew Ninor mi**

Cook Michael

Mercantile

-*»-

charge

• MaryWTalsh

A HAND MATINEE

«•

rT-All letter, advertlaed are subject to
u
of one cent.

Bootbby John S

S. NEWTON. Agent.

A.

nuhl4-dlw

Brig George Burnham, Thornton, Havaua, Isaac L

Came.
Br brig

Kmu

Bradtsh Horatio
Barstow Hatherly
Burns James—no 2Sf
ter st

GRAND MATINEE,

March 18'.h and 19th.

Hole.

Sch
Sch

Evening*,

March lKih and 19th.

PORTLAND.

Saturday.
March 1?.
ARRIVED.
Br steamship United Kingdom, Burnes, Glasgow,
via Greenock 25th ult.
Steamship Merrimac. Sampson, New York.
Steamer Merrimac, Sampson. New York.
Steamer Lewiston. Knight. Boston.
Br bark K il Knight, Curnian, Cardenas, 22d ult.
Br Wappoo. Delau, Matanzas, 2Gth ult. Reports
3d inst, lat 32 58. Ion 70 20, saw a bark rigged U S
Gunboat in chase and bring at a steamer apparedly a
blockade runner. 4th, spoke brig Paragon, trom
Cienftiego* 23 days for Boston. 7th, .-poke Isabella,
ofAud Irom New' York for Key West.
•
Brig Y oung Republic, Libby, Cardonas, via Holmes
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch

Deering llall,

MRS. EUGENE

DIED.

LIST or LETTERS

Charles
Anderson K T

BRASS_BAND!

In Sumner. 8th, by Rev B J Hines, Lewis C Bartlett. 9th Me Vols, aud Miss Hannah M Ylendal, both

of Hartford.
In Hallowell. 14th, by Rev A R Crane, James H S
Curtis, of Bath, and Miss Adrianua E, daughter of
Capt Isaac Preble, of H. No cards.
In Biddeford, Joseph Haley and Miss Abbie Ann
Y ork.
In Watcrboro*, II <2 Buzzell and Mrs C M Buzzell,
both of Biddeford.
In Keiinebunk, Lieut John G Whitten, of Alfred,
aud of the 22d Maine Reg, and Mines Annie M Stover, of K.
In Rumford, Wni W Bartlett, of Uauover and Miss
Sarah M Colby, of R.
(n Stockton, Alfred N Cro.-s, of Buckpport, aud
M.aa C A Carter, of Stockton.
lu Pitt*tou, Capt Joseph A Mansion and Miss Augusta R Nickels.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Gibson Hat

At

MARRIED.

CLEARED.
Br steamship St Andrew, Scott, Liverpool, 11 4 A

mere

living
Revolution, to

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Monday.March 14.
Sun rlsee.G 12 I High water,.4. G
Sun sets.6. 7 I Length of days.11 Go
Thermometer.8 o'clock A. M. 40 deg

of the same month.

‘‘

of

01

IN CONNECTION WITH A

to hear Miss

The New York Herald regrets to see
engaging in politics because no one

ladies

grown fat on the merest garthe diges-

are now

In the United Kingdom frem Liverpool. George R
Cain aud lady. Alex Mack. Alex M Edward*, aud
183 in the steerage.
In the Young Republic from Caidcna* Pedro Larraurd.

Trott,

and from Portland for
Philadelphia; Mary EGage, Lamson, Fall River, for
New York; A J Dyer, Rogers, Fail River for Phila
deiphia: EG \\ iilard, Parsons, of and from Portland
for
Montezuma, (of Gr and) Mayo, lin
Boston for Klizabcthport.
In port port 10th. 61 PM. the above arrivals, &c,
and sch Nicanor, Hinks, for Cuba, Mg: Joseph Long,
Harrington, of and from Portland tor Alexandria.
Ar in the night, schs Sarah & Ju'ia, Giilcr, of and
from Bucksport for New York; Ada Francos,(Sedgwick) Coomb*, New Bedford for do; Henrietta, (of
Bath) Wakefield, do for do.
The above are mostly going not this AM.
Ar lltli, sch? Henrietta, Wakeiield. anil Ada Frances, Coombs, New Bedford for Now York; Sarah k
Julia. GUkey, Bucksport fordo.
BATH—Ar 11th, sch Ocean Hanger, Bradbury, fm
Baltimore.
EASTPORT—ArSd, sch Rubicon,Guptill, Gouldsboro; 4th, Br sch F Gould, Gould, Campobello; 8th,
sch Leopard, Turner, Grand Menan; steamer New
Brunswick, Winchester, Portland.
CldSd, schs Rubicon. Guptill, Providence: 4th, F
Goold (Br) Goold, St John NB; 8ih.
Leopard, Turner. Grand Mnnau; str New Brunswick, St John.
ROCKLAND— Ar5th, ?ch« Utica,Thorndike, Portland; Charlotte Ann, Guptill, Capa Porpois; 6th. 8
R Jameson. Higgins, Baltimore for Belfast; Leach,

PASSENGERS.

political slaughter house,

|jyThere

Chase Bros A Co.
Bark R H Knight, 412 hhds Molasses, 28 tres do, J
Lynch A Co.
Brig Ma/atlnn, 286 hhds Molasses, 4 tret do, Chase
Bros A Co: 2 bble do, master.
MATANZAS—Brig Waj-poo. 269 hhds Sugar, 50
boxes do, 2 pkgs Samples, J S Millar, 1 bbl Molasses,
master.

Wednesday next the sale of damaged goods saved from the wreck of steamer
Bohemian, will commence by Henry Bailey A
Co., auctioneers.

urges its restoration to its
ful place. Whether any other form of prayer
should be used he does not say. The Swe-

next

CARDrNAS—Brig Young Republic, 189 hbds molasses, 29 tres do, 109 blids Sugar, 15 doz Shetpskins,

E5T" The next State elections to take place
will be in Rhode Island on tbe first Monday
of April, and in Connecticut on the Hrst

Sanctuary, and
proper and right-

down to Fortress Monroe in the

Julia Newell.

phia;

Co.

£^*Thosc
intending
Evans, at City Hall, on Wednesday evening,
should obtain their tickets without delay.

depre-

vy

Portland for Alexandria; brig Olive,

Caudage, Huston for Philadelphia; scbs
(ulJon^port) Drisko, Boston b-r Washington;
Stratton, do for Philadelphia.
Vlata'i®f
\> illiam Fletcher, of and frm Bath tor
Philadelphia;
Ned Sumter, Thorndike. Wi.derport for
Philadelphia;
Ann 8 Brown.
fm Portland for Washington ;
Phillip*,
Rebecca S| Warren,Pickering, Deer Isle for PhiladelSarah

•

who are

in the devotions of the

ucnuujru

bales mdse, Thomas Paddock. 2 do, Geo A Preble, 1
Trunk. J Carney, 3 boxes mdse, Green & Jones, 19
do do, Thos Hail A Co, I bale mdse, Jas F Patten A

are investigating the Florida expedition. The
evidence already given establishes the lact
that neither the President nor any one else in
Washington is responsible for its disastrous
termination.

the too common omission of the Lord’s

uicaiviast.

—

LIVERPOOL—steamship United Kingdom, 5 boxes mdse. 148 bales do. Wymau A Arkley. 50 bales do.
C M Bailey, 39 bales do, Maclntire Laurie A Co, 7

Gen. Grant returned from the Army of the
Potomac this morning, and left here for tbe
West on the afternoon train.
Gen. W. F. Smilli was to-day nominated for
Major-General of Volunteers, as a necessary
preliminary to his assignment to the command ol the Army of the Potomac.
The Committee on the Conduct of the War

Current.

uis

IMPORTS.
—

vision.

ternational Bank stock since it has gone into
the new national bank system. Sales of fifteen shares were made Friday at 104 1-4. The
new bills ol the First National Bank, will probably be issued the coming week.—[Price

ui

...

Lieutenant-General Grant will establish his

gy A delegation consisting of Mr. G. K.
Jewett, Noah Woods, Joseph Carr and Chas.
E. Dole, left Bangor on Friday morning for
Fredericton, N. B., to attend to the matter
(before the assembly now in session) of the
European and North American Railroad.
gyTherc is a steady advance on the In-

null

Canada.Boston.Liverpool_Mar

16
Bavaria.New York Hamburg
Mar 19
City of New York.New York Liverpool..
Mar 19
Nova Scotian.Portland.
Liverpool.Mar 19
Jura.Portland
Liverpool.Mar 26
liansa.
.New York. Bremen.Mar 26
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Mar 28
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Mur 30
North American...Portland.. ..Liverpool.
April 2
Germania.New York.. Liverpool_April 2
Chin I..New York.. Liverpool
April 6
Peruvian.Portland.. Liverpool.
April 9
Africa.Boston
Liverpool.April 13
Hiberniau.Portland. ..Liverpool,_April 16
Damascus.Portland.. .Liverpool_April 23
Nova Scotian.Portland. Liverpool.
April 80
Koanoke. New York, Havana
Mar 16

headquarters in the Held, with the respective
armies operating under his personal super-

announced that Gerrit Smith had drawn the
President’s autograph copy of the Proclamation of Freedom.

a

Andrew.Portland.
Liverpool.Mar 12
Etna.New York.. Liverpool.Mar 12
Bremen.New York Bremen.
March 13

St

man.

gy There was a great shout in the Albany
Wednesday evening, when it was

bage of

Germania.Southampton.New

is assigned to the
command of the division of the Mississippi,
lately commanded by Gen. Grant, and comprising the Department of the Ohio, the Cumbeiland, the Tennessee and Arkansas.
Major-General McPherson is assigned to
the command of the Department of the Tennessee, recently commanded by General Sher-

Bazaar on

for years and

Jure-..Liverpool.Portland_Mar

Major-General Sherman

department entrusted to Mr.
P. will be promptly and faithfully attended to.

Prayer

FAILS
...

....

special Washington dispatch to the BosAdvertiser, March 11th, says that by orof tbe President, the following military

army.

Commission Mer-

in the Christian Mirror

FOB

Canada.Liverpool.Boston.feb
Bavaria.Southampton.

Major-General Ilalleck is relieved from duty
Geueral-iu-Chief, and assigned to special
duty at Washington, as Chief-of-Stall' of the

and Commission

gy A writer

FROM

Liverpool. .New York
Liverpool.New' York.

Feb 17
Feb 20
580
New York.... Feb 23
City of New York Liverpool.New York. Feb 24
Nova .Scotian.Liverpool.Portland
Feb 25
Australasian.Liverpool.New York... .Feb 27
3
Arabia. ..Liverpool.Boston.Mar 5
York.. ..Mar 8
North American. Liverpool_Portland.Mar 10
Uhina.Liverpool.New York.. .Mar 12
Portland..
Mar 17
Peruvian.Liverpool
Africa.Liverpool-Boston .Mar 18
Hiberniau.Liverpool.Portland_Mar 24
Persia.Liverpool.New York. Mar 26
Damascus.Liverpool.Portland_Mar 31
Nova Beotian-Liverpool_Portland
April 7
[The steamers lor Portland leave Londonderry one
day after leaving Liverpool.]

os

chant and Auctioneer, has removed to No. 12
Exchange St. Auy business in the Auction

cates

STEAMER
Etna......—
City of Limerick.

States.

chance.

Sdwin M.

ty

BAILING OF OCKAN STEAMSHIPS.

arrangements have been made:
Lieut-Gen. Grant has been assigned to the
command of all the armies of the United

The

shadow of

ITllyon arein want of any kind of PRINTING
tl
Daily Press Office.

————————

Sleeper, from
(ot Luboc)

Two

gy Judge Prince, of Turner, who has been
Lincoln, for several weeks past, has so
far recovered his health as to be able to return to his home.

a

tt

call at the

Important Military Changes.

11.

ill at

gy

at this office.

She seems to have been raised of Providence
to do a work for that neglected class who are
are now marching downward almost unchallenged— the tipplers. Her history is singular.
Miss Evans is a native of Aberdare, iu
Wales; her father was a dram seller, and a
drunkard.
A Sunday School recitation pronounced by her at an anniversary was the
means of reforming her father.
Discovering
that she posessed a gift for persuasive speaking she began, at twelve years, to address
her Welsh country folks on temperance
Iu
Londou aud Manchester, she was soou welcamed by crowds of auditors, and last year
she determined oil a mission to America.
Large audiences have gathered to hear her
at New Haven and elsewhere; she is overwhelmed with invitations to lecture; her head
does not seem to grow dizzy with success;
aud for one, I believe she has been sent over
to us to aid in forwarding that temperance revival so sorely needed, aud whose symptoms
are growing apparent on every side.”

SELECTED.

Congress 8ta.

tF* CARDS and BILL HEADS neatly printa

in relatou to Miss

deepest revival leeling.

gy On first page,—Letter from the Hospital.
y On fourth page, Copperhead Song
for 1870; Miscellany.
jy George Thompson has been Invited to
lecture in Washington.
The Pittsburg coal diggers who have been
on a strike, have gone back at the old prices.
pry A new steamship line is to be established between Liverpool and Philadelplda,

wumivuwiug

following language

Corner omith aud

C3T*lhe Post OlHoo id directly opposite Harris
Hat and Cap Store.
Ieb29 tl

“We had a late visit from Miss Evans, the
young Welch discourser ou temperance, to
the pulpit of our Lafayette Avenue Church.
Orator is not the word exactly; she is a modest maiden of
fifteen, with a clear sweet voice
a pleasant face and a warm Christian heart.
She talks right on with the utmost simplicity
and directness, eschews all clap traps and
buffoonery, and when she is through hundreds
are ready to euro!! themselves iu the rank of
pledged abstainers. Full grown men are impressed by her artless eloquence, “and a little
child leads them.” Her speaking iuour church
reminds us ol a pastor who prepared a powerful discourse expresslly to reach a six foot
sinner of strong intellect, in his congregation.
But when the man, soou after presented himself for admission to the Church, he stated
that he was led to Christ by some touching
story which his little daughter had brought
home from Sabbath School.
I confess I felt a few misgivings when I introduced the little maid with her “jockey”
and scarlet feather, to the pulpit; especially
as the house was crammed with over two
thousand people. But I remembered that
Father Abraham went to the State Capitol to
hear Miss Dickinson, and so I hid behind the
illustrious precedent. Her speech was seasoned with the salt of true religion, aud it
would have aided iustead of hindered the

The

The author of -the article does not take
issue on either branch of the question.

the

aul8'tf2 aod

Evans:

If not, then let the
wilful murderer be executed, in such mode as

AND

nfConsumptian and Catarrh, and all diseases o
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Ihha
LATioit,
By C. Morhk, M I)

Iiev. T. L. Cuyler, of New York

evening.

and sentences of death.

ORIGINAL

the Orator of Sixteen

Years.

in

government is an organized body of
individuals, for their own protection. Of necessity it embraces all persons, good and bad,
An indispensable
within a given territory.
mode of protecting the innocent, is by punishiug the guilty. Now if it is necessary, in
order to protect human life, that the murderer should be punished with death, has the
government the right to inflict such punishment? And if it has the right, is there any
necessity for it ?

Evans,

There is a great curiosity to hear Miss Evans' the youthful orator sixteen years of age,
who speaks in the City Hall next Wednesday

be restored

mind.

VI

that where this hellish

institution has had the widest sway there,
precisely, is where the barriers which have

Copperhead

been iu augmenting! I
the numerical power of the institution, that
the 7. .10 hail swollen to 10.11; and if the negro
race is to be saved as j*distinct race, the only
way to do it is to take it from the embrace of
the s'aveholders, to acknowledge the humanity of the slave, to give him the rite of marriage, anu to teach him those great truths
which, according to the gentlemau from New
Fork, iu twelve or Afteeu hundred years gave
Ireedom, and with it morals, to Europe.
But enough and somethiug too much of this.
Indeed, I crave the pardon of the House for
having followed the gentleman from Ohio so
tar into this discussion.
It is not for me, Mr. Speaker, to predict the
fate of the races of people. It is not for me to
disclose the providence of God with reference
'‘Sufficient unto the day is
to our country.
the evil thereof.” My business, and yours, sir,
and that of this House, is to legislate wisely
for the remedy of the evils that now beset our
The country, the world, humanity
c untry.
at large needs the labor of these freedmen upon the broad lands abandoned by rebel owners
and I beg the House to pass this bill as the
sure means of securing present blessings and
future peace and national prosperity.

pro-slavery Democracy

Griffin Win L
Uanuaford Almoa L
Hall Alvin
llaakell Amo*
Haaaoa Charlie W
iUrdenbrook C arle*
Hall David N
Haley Eben D lieut
Hartford Edmund
Hatch Geo

Sexton John

Staple* J
Scott John—1
Simpson John A cap’t

W cap I 19th
main* vol’«
Shaw Nahum W-3
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Sberrard Robert

Spaulding J

Sehole* Samuel

Houston Henry C

Sto <dard Seward Jr
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Shaw Sam I
Btevtn* Theodore A
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Healey Jobu
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Hewta J F HO priace *t
Haskell Nathan el
Haw Win* Fuj >on T
Hutchin* Reuben
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H ick* Wm S cap't
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Horrie Wm P for mr*
Lydia Horrie
Hall Waller R
lugall* Jamea F
Johnson A F
Jordan Alvin

Stinoh6eld Woodbirycape elimbeth
Sawvor Wm mvrtl* at for

mr* KIG* A Hopkins
Thomaaon Charlet M
Thompwn E M
Tnkev Gei F P
Tucker Geo
I tlden Horace W
Thornton Martin
!■■
Walker A J C
Webb Albet 12J free at
Walker A B

cap^

WebbOL
Wattcrhouae Charles A U
Ward Daniel
WareJ
JoueeBeuj'n
Welcti Michael
Jackson Edmund
Jordan G W no 9 beach *t Wood* Michael
Whalen P lore** Gorham
Jarvi* Geo O dr
J oh [i*ou tier furiur* Hur- corner for David Greer
or
William* Koecoe A
Meaerve
rlet Mason
Jenkins Hamilton A eo Wail Vinal E cap't—2
meair*
Young George
Johnson H for mra EllenYate* Osgood co b main*
Johnson
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Joe* E F
SHIP LETTERS
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•r Chtrle* S florr ach Delmont
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W Johnson
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\BOUT

MATTERS

Meeting of the School Committee.—
The last meeting ol the School committee for
the Municipal year, will be held this evening.
There is no body o( men choseu to transact

TOWN.

Engines.
It is now very generally conceded that
(team fire engines are a letter protection
against loss by Ore, than hand engines. It
was a long time before Engineers and those
having the management of Fire departments,
could be induced to give the subject the least
consideration.
The subject was dismissed
Steam Fire

city, whose deliberations are
importance, and in which the citizens
are more deeply interested. On the wise and
prudent management of our common school
depend our success as a city, and as a nation,
quite as much as on our finances. We find in
nearly all our exchanges, coming from other
cities, a full report of the sayings and doings of
the School committee,more full, even than that
of the city council. If we are rightly informed
reporters are not admitted, as such, to the
meetings of the School Committee in this
city. Why not? Are not those who have
children to be educated, as much interested
in the management of schools, aud in knowing what is doing or proposed to be done,

way would be gained by tiie tire that the Engine would he of but little use.
But a fair trial for years has entirely chang-

engines

lire

steam

very generally introduced. There
are none of which we have heard that have

being

are

given such universal satisfaction as those manufactured by the Portland Company, in this
city, in which a pump is used, invented by
Mr. A. B. Johnson, different from and supe-

as some

not thus favored?

One of the

err he steam cutter Miami is still here,
awaiting orders from headquarters. As such

Portland Co.’s engines was purchased for the
city of Salem, and duriug the terrific lire at

cutter is needed in our port she may be allowed to remain.

rior to any other pump in use.

a

for and arrived in lime

Gloucester,
good service in staying the progress of
the flames, after the hand engines had become
powerless. The result is that Gloucester has
ordered two of the Portland Co.’s cngioes, besides those ordered for Salem and Xewburyport, and negotiations are going on for engines
was sent

£3T"lt is said the Merchants Bank in this
city is making arrangements to go into the

to do

sr The total value of foreign exports for
the week ending March 12, was $112,519,95.

for several other cities in Massachusetts and
Maine.
At one of the trials of the Casco, No. 5, on
Saturday, it was found that steam could be

MAINE

SENATE.

Bill iu aid of the

European & North AmeriRailway Company, and resolves asking
the aid of the general government, and inviting liie co-operation of Massachusetts, were
read once and assigned for Tuesday next for
further consideration.
On motiou of Mr. Elliot, an order-was passed directing the committee on Education to
inquire aud ascertain the amount of all
expenses incurred by the Superintendent of
Common Schools for the last year, including

city, T. C. Herscy, Es<j.,

in this

salary, travelling expenses, printing, stitching
and binding, and report the same to the Legislature.
Mr. Walker called up the bill to amend for-

made the announcement at the Merchants'

Exchange

Saturday, at 12 M.. that
subscribed, it being $10,000

Booms on

$120,000 had been
The anuoucemore than the estimated cost.
meut was received with demonstrations of applause. A meeting of subscribers will be held
on Monday, 2$th inst. and permanent officers
chosen and the location of Hie dock agreed

mer acts
incorporating the Penobscot, Lincoln & Kennebec Railroad, and proposed an
amendment, to authorize the company to extend its road to either Bowdoiuahin or Bath
instead of Richmond.
Adopted, and the bill
was passed to be engrossed.
An order was adopted directing the committee on the Judiciary to inquire whether
some Statute should or not be
passed requiring the appointment of an Inspector of Gas
Meters in those cities and towns where gas is
or may be used.
Bill providing for the support of soldiers
families was taken up, amended and ordered
to be printed.
Mr. Milliken of Kennebec, reported back

upon. The liberality and promptness with
which the call has been responded to, is highly creditable to our merchants and capitalists,
another evidence that what

affording
ter

upon with a

they enwill, always goes through in

{

good shape.

frnm f.hp (

Rev. Mb. Eaton’s Lectures.—There are

ject,

the con-

all-absorbing
While history of thrilpresented in our own
one,

dition of our country.
ling interest is dally

country,

matters of interest under any other

circumstances, relating to other countries)
have become stale. It is on this ground we
account for the small attendance at the lectures of Rev. Mr. Eaton, at the Uuiversalist
Church last week. The lectures were highly
interesting and the style of delivery pleasing
and attractive, and we have no doubt at any
other thau war times, would draw large and
appreciative audiences.

possible. There have been mutterlngs of
complaint against Collector Washburn for
putting such a strict guard over them, but it
must be seen if liberty is given to take goods,
if but little value, there will he no protection
for the more valuable. One body was found
yesterday. The shores were thronged with
people on Sunday, and a collision came near
taking place with the guard.
as

An Act—To incorporate the Casco Copper
Company was passed to be enacted; Mr. Webb,

of Portia nd. from the committee on the Judciary, on petition of James M. Russell et alia
to be incorporated into a religious denomination by the name of the General Baptist Association, of Maine, with a bill accompauying,
reported bill in a new draft; accepted. Bill
an act to enroll, organize and discipline the
militia, came up on its passage to be engrossed. anil on motion of Mr. I.arrabee, of Portland, was assigned for Tuesday next for further consideration.
Mr. Kimball, of Hermon, from the committee on petition of Jane B. Thurston for inhumanity for mal-administration of the estate
of her husband, reported leava to withdraw.—

to put
the American section of the Grand Trunk
road in

good condition, by laying

much heavier than the old ones.

new

rails

The road

supplied with several new engines
aud a large number of freight and passenger
cars, rendered necessary by Its constan tly increasing business.
is to he

Subscriptions

in Portlaud ior the Relief of
East Tennessee.

Accepted.

Amount be'ore acknowledged.
00
A Friend .300
A. M Drawer.H 0u
A Friend. 5 c 0
Francis Sweetser.(no
Geo. F. Foster.
-i( 00

Mr. Peters, of Bangor, presented the petition of the Mayor and 300 others, ol Bangor,
for immediate action upon the matter allowing soldiers to vote. Referred to the Judiciary Committee.

..

$0009

Wivu ntul

Anally passed.

being made

are

UnilrnnHs

/’asset! fo be Engrotted—An act amending
the charter of Limerick Academy; resolve in
favor of Isabella Fogg; resolve appropriating
the timber and lumber of a township of laud
for educational purposes; resolve in favor of
Limerick Academy; resolve in favor of North
Berwick Academy ; resolve in favor of Presque
Isle Academy; an act to aid in the detection
and prevent the circulation of counterfeit
bank notes; an act to incorporate the Bangor
aud Brewer Horse Railroad.
ltemlee— In favor of the State Prison was

tinue to come ashore and are securred as fast

Arrangements

nn

house.

from the Bohemian con-

Jj^The goods

nimmffpp

Bridges, bill to authorize the Portland & Kennebec Railroad Company to extend its road in
Augusta. Read and assigned.
Mr. Stevens by leave laid on the taMe a resolve in favor of the Paris Bill Academy, (appropriating $1000 from the proceeds of the
sale of timber).-Read and assigned.
On motion of Mr. Mansou,
Ordered, That the Secretary of the Senate
cause to be printed the bill entitled an act
providing means for the defence of our northeastern frontier, with the Bouse amendments
in a new draft
On motion of Mr. Spring.
Ordered, That the Committee on Education
be directed to prepare a list of academies
throughout the State which are deserving of
aid lrom the State.

hut few men who can command the attention
public at the present time, on any sub-

of the

other than the

11.

can

Thk Dky Dock.—The Chairman of the
Committee to solicit subscriptions for building

dry dock

LEGISLATURE.
Augusta, March

raised sufficient to work the engine, in six
minutes. This fact established, the principal
objection to steam engines is overcome, and
there can be no doubt that in all large towns
and cities, they will, in a few years take the
place of hand engines.

a

national bank system.

new

00

“Their Whole Duty.”—The Convention
styled Democratic,” held in this city on the
Saturday evening preceding the Mayor election, entered upon their important duties with

iiy^Mrs. Mary Stacey, while on her way to
a cemetery to deposit some flowers on the
grave of her grandchildren, near Melrose Station, on Thursday last, was run over by a
train on the Boston aud Maine road, and instantly killed.

all the formalities incident to the

weighty

task set before them.

They were to nominate
Mayor for the city for the ensuing year! So
they began by appointing an old political stager for Chairman,—none other than S. R. Lyman, Esq. The action of the Convention was
of equal solemnity. After organizing, that
great magician, C. P. Kimball, Esq., waved
his wand, and “presto," Mr. Carroll was unanimously nominated! How harmonious the
action! The “ great powers" that rule the
Democracy of Portland, having been conciliated by this masterly movement of Mr. K., the
official account of the meeting, with the imposing signatures of the Chairman and Secrea

jy-Tlie petition sent to the Postmaster
General from a large number of business men
of Portland, asking for increased accommodations at the Post office, In this city, has been
beard from, and assurances given that their
request would be complied with.
Fob Livebpooi,.-—The steamship St. Andrew, Scott, for Liverpool, with freight principally from New York, aud It! passengers,
sailed from this port on Saturday afternoon at
6 o'clock.

yThe

steamer United

Kingdom, Burnes,

from Glasgow with freight
Boston and Canada, and a

passengers,

New York,
large number of

fo£

arrived at this port on

Saturday

morniug.
jyTwo hoys,

named James

Kichard Glaspic,

were

found

Quigley and
Becreted

on

board the steamer New

her ar-

rival iu Boston, on

be sent

back

to-day by the

Brunswick, on
Friday. They will

same

steamer.

By The partial alarm of Ore on Saturday
evening, was occasioned by the bed clothes
taking Ore in the house of Mr. A. T. Noyes,
U4 Pleasant street. The lire was extinguished without the aid of an engine.
By Tlte engine

of the Kennebec train ran

off the track while

running from the Boston
to the Kennebec depot on Saturday.
The
train was delayed an hour and a half, but no
one was injured.
By™At Deeriug flail, on Friday and Saturday evenings, a gymnastic and pantomiue
troupe will give exhibitions iu connection
with a brass band. Seventeen star perloruiers.

See advertisement.

cyit

authorilively stated that the
2d Maiue Cavalry will commence leaving in
installments, in the transports now iu waiting
in this city, on Tuesday next.
City Govo'clock, and

new

10

the subordinate officers will be chosen in the

evening.
By Those who are desirous of obtaining a
fire-proof safe that is fireproof, should read
the “Important Notice” In another column.
Ey*The U.

S. steamer Merriinac arrived iu

Saturday forenoon for the purtaking portiou of the 2d Maine Cavalry to their place of destination.
our

harbor on

pose of

a

tary, closes With the statement of “the full determination to do their whole

duty

at

the

polls.”
The work at the

eleven

polls gave
twelve hundred majority,—to the Uuion party ! Having done their whole duty,as agreed,
the copperheads of this city are in a hopeless
minority of some dozen hundreds! Avery
consoling reflection to the necromancers of
the Democracy, who, on that memorable Saturday night, with tlie sternness of grim death,
resolved to do their whole doty on the Monday following! It will always be a question
with mauy, whether these desperate men hate
done their whole duty,until they throw themselves from a high mountain or into the sea,
in expiation of their unpardonable sins against
some

their country, in herhourof tribulation,
have no doubt on that

or

lie

question.

Sj'eecu or a Neoho Soldieu. A letter
from Port Hudson is published in the Times,

gives a description of how Christmas
kept at that place, and the following
speech of a non-commissioned olficer of the
Corps de Afrique, at a meeting held to afford
the soldiers of the Seventh Regiment ol that
organization opportunity to express their
feelings on the occurance of their first flee

Grant will return to Washington in the course
of the next two weeks.

Portland

Press.

Daily

New York

---

XXXVIII 00NQXE8S—First 8eesion.
Washington, March

12.

HOUSE.

toulay for speech

The House set apart

ing.

mak-

Mr. Holman, of Indiana, argued against
the State reconstruction policy of the Presideut, whose duty is to execute laws, not to
make them.
Mr. Hubbard, of New York, spoke in favor
of belligerent rights to declare free the slaves
of rebels.
Mr. Dumont, of Indiana, made a speech in
support of the war.
Mr. Bliss, of Ohio, made a speech eulogistic of the Democratic party.
Mr. Grinuell noticed a remark which Mr.
Cox had made concerning him, viz., that he
would express his astonishment at anything
from him (Grinned).
Ho (Grinned) never
raised his arm to assault a man in his life; but
he now repelled as a foul slander the audacity
and base remarks of that member.
Mr. Holmes reminded Mr.Grinned that Mr.
Cox was not in his seat.
Mr. Grinned—He knew that, but had left
the cad like a coward.
Mr. Holman said the gentleman might not
use such terms if Mr. Cox were present.
Mr. Grinned said the lance of Mr. Dumont
had severely pierced the gentleman from Ohio,
who recently had appeared in Brooklyn, to
support the speech of an ‘'apostate petticoat”

against Miss Dickinson.
Mr. Dumont had exposed the Democratic
renegade, and that was the sore point. They
had the soldiers voting.
Mr. Holmes controverted that point, but
Mr. Grinned said Mr. Holman belonged to a

very small party, the war Democrats. Not so
with the larger portion of them.
He briefly
spoke in derogation of Gen. McClellan, who,
with his Democratic friends, were leagued
with slavery, aud would go down to hell.
The committee arose, aud at live o’clock
the House adjourned.
from Mesriro.
New York, March 13.
The U. S. transport steamer Fulton from
Port Koyal 10th, arrived to-night.
The steamer Morning Star brings intelligence from Havana to the 8th inst.
The news from Vera Cruz is to March 1st,
aud from the City of Mexico to Feb. 20tb.
The report that Jaurez had resigned is dedied in a letter written by himself.
Zacotas had been occupied by 2000 Imperialists,who are directing their military operations against Gen. Ortega, who is entrenched
at Guadalajara.
From ail parts of the country comes intelligence of the occupation of various towns by
the French.
The French have been successful in a naval

engagement, capturing

a Mexican vessel with

dispatches

for Jaurez.
At latest accounts Jaurez

Catalina, and Doblado

at

was

at

Santa

Montery.

The steamer San Quintin had arrived at
Havana from San Domingo with news of the
29th ult.
She brought Gen. Gaudar, the
Spanish leader in the present war against the
revolted Islanders. He came to Havana to
arrange for an expedition against Monte
Christo, and was recived with full military
honors.
The news from St. Domingo is favoroble to
the Spanish.
A battle had taken place at Moluco, at
which the royalist troops surprised the rebels,
rushed on them, destroyed their camp and
put them completely to flight.
The revolting people of St. Domingo had
received ammunition and supplies from vessels flying the English flag.
From Fortreaa Monroe.

Fortress Monroe, March 11.
The reb el Gen. Fitz Hugh Lee was sent up

the steamer New York to be exchanged.
Gen. Uutler sent a portion of Gen. Kilpat
rick’s cavalry under Cols. Onderdouck and
Spear, to King and Queen Court House to
deal with the citizens claiming to be non-combatants who ambushed Col. Dahlgren. Col.
Onderdouck reports that the 5th and 9th Virginia cavalry, with citizens, 1200 in all, were
drivcu from their camp, near Carrolton's
store.
The camp was taken and a number
killed, besides twenty prisoners taken. The
rebels were also driven from the Court House.
A large amount of grain, mills, and storehouses were burned.
on

Fortress Monroe. March 12.
Steamer Spaulding, from Beaufort 10th, has
arrived.
Admiral Dahlgren is still here.
Fortress Monroe, March 18.
The oyster schooner Julia Baker was
burned by the rebels yesterday morning up
the Xanseinoud river. Her captain and crew
were captured with $2000.
Her crew were
asleep when captured.

He said:
“Fellow noliliern of de Sebenth Regiment:
I is mighty glad to enjoy dis portuuity for enjoying dis fust free Christmas in dis world
what we live in. A few year ago where was
we ? We was down in de dark land of Slavery. And now where are we? We are free
men, and soldiers of de Unite States. And
what have we to do? We have to fight the
rebels so dat we never more be slaves. When
de day of battle come, what will we do? I
speak for me, and I say for myself, I go and
fight de rebels till de last man die. Y es, under de flags what was presented to us irom
New Y'ork, we fight till de last man die; and
if I be de last man, what will I do? I hold up
de flags, and if I die, den I go to my grave
consifled for doing my duly.
De President
of de United States is one great man what
has done more good dan any Oder man what
ever was homed.
I bless de I.ord we light
for bo good commander, lhaveuo more to
say

now

and evermore—Amen.”

06ft8 00.
Wheat—dull and drooping: sales 25,000 bushels;
Chicago spring 1 63ftl 0)3; Milwaukie Club 1 63® 1 64;
Winter Red Western 170® 172; Amber Milwaukee
64ft 1 65; Amber Micbigan 174ft 175; YVhite do
1 89; Red Jersey 1 65
Corn—dull; sales 29 000 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store 134; Yellow Jersey 1 29(ftl 30!
do Southern 1 30Oats—heavy; sales Canada 891(5901; State 90®
91: Western 90ft92c.
Beef—firmer; sales 5100 bbls; Country mess6 00®
7 60.
Pork—firmer; sales 400 bbls; mess 22 25522 50;
old
do 21 75ft i2 00; new do 23 255V3 76
17 50ft2o 00 for old and new; prime mess21 00®21 60.
Cut Meat'—firm.
Bacon—active; sales 100 boxes at 12c for Cumberland cut, 11$ for Western long ribbed, 12* for do
short clear, 14c for do long cut lianas.
l ard—without material change; sales 700 bbls at
7

i^priine

Gen. Sherman arrived at New Orleans on
the 2d inst. His late expedition is called by
himself, a big raid, in the course of which he
reached a point 10 miles east of Meridian,
with but little opposition; returned with 1100
mules, 4000 contrabands, 500 prisoners and a
large amount of supplies.
Transports aie rapidly bringing troops back
from Texas.
The Natchez Courier of the 4th reports
heavy tiring on the Ouachita river, near Harrissonburg, on Tuesday and Wednesday.
A magnificent service of plate has been presented to Gen. Shepley by bis friends in New
Orleans.
The prize steamer W B Gilman, has arrived
at New Orleans; also, a schooner from off
Galveston.
Kentucky,

Louisville, Ky., March 12.
Gen. Burbridge has ordered the arrest of
Col. Frank Wolford,for disloyal seniments, uttered by him at a sword presentation to him
at Lexington.
It is understood that Got. Bramlette has
addressed an earnest remonstrance to the

President against the enrolment and enlistment of slaves in Kentucky, and has notified
the President that he will execute the laws of
Kentucky against all who attempt to take
slaves from their owners without their consent. lie claims that Kentucky has furnished
more than r>0,000 of her sons to defend the
government and is williug to furnish all that
is allotted to her; that she has proved her
loyalty ami must be treated as a loyal State,
and that her Constitution and laws must be

respected.
Chattanooya.
Chattanooga, March 12.

from

There is nothing important from the front
to-night. The rebels sent a llag of truce on
“important business”; the intention was to
get the location of our advance posts at Kinggold. The flag was stopped at the outposts

and the scheme failed.
As an evidence of reconstruction, the Masonic Lodge at Chattanooga has been revived aud will soon commence wtork.

Contemplatest Haiti,
New York, March 12.
The Wheeling Intelligencer says a letter
from Braxton County reports that Jackson

and Imboden, with a force of several thousand rebels, are within a short distance of
We have a few
Fulton, preparing for a raid.
companies in Braxton County and other points
in that part of the State, but it is doubtful
whether the Union troops arc strong enough
to resist the rebel advance.

Hotter—firm; sales Ohio 27531c; State 32@40c.
Whiskey—dull; ea.es at 88ft>9c for State and 90®
91c for Western.
Rice—dull and unchanged.
Sugar—active: sales 1300 hhds New Orleans 131®
14}c; Muscovado lajc.
Coffee—firm.
Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet.
oils—firm; Petroleum quiet: sales 800 bbls; crude
at 31] ft32jc; refined in bond 66; do tree at 61c
Hides —quiet.
Tallow—firm; sales 200,000 tbs at 12]c for extra
Western and city, and 13ftl3>c tor Butchers’ Association.
Freights to Liverpool—heavy; flour noraiaal;
grain 454/1 for wheat in ship bags.

and Summer Goods!

Spring

Raw

York,

Board.—Stocks lower.
Halted Stales one year certificates

new

AUti.

FROST,
Merchant Tailor, 94Exchange St.,
Having returned
the

from

New York and Boston with

assortment and

heat

newest styles

of

EuglUli, French. Uerman, Scotch
and American Cloths
desirable STYLES, SHADES
and FINISH to be found in the market, suitable for
BUSINESS
SUITS.
ENGLISH
WALKING
COATS, Spring OVERCOATS and DRESS SUITS.

Embracing

Having
NO.

Army and Navy Cloths.

Every pains will bd taken to giveentiresatisfaction
in FITTING, workmanship and prices.

991

Gold.161J

American
Missouri 6's. 73;
Cumberland Coal Company preferred. SSI
Pacific Mall.,.231

Erie.123}
Hudson.149}
Harlem.14*5

Reading.138}
Michigan Central.141}

Michigan Southern.101
Illinois Central scrip.
Cleveland k Pittsburg.119
Toledo k Wabash. P.2
Galena k Chioago, .11M
Chicago k Rock Island.122}
Milwaukie It Prairie DiiChien. 72

!

I-

YORK,

MEW

and domestic Cloths

TICKETS 26 CENTS, to he had at the usual places
and at the door on the evening of the lecture.
Doors open at 7, lecture to commence at 8 o'clock,

in great variety, and suited to the tastes of all, constantly on hand. FRESH <iOODS RECEIVED

raehll

GRAND FAREWELL

STREET.

EDWARDS-

THOMPSON &

Flour, Lraiii,

1 —

Provisions and Produce

THOMPBOM. t
KDWABDH,

RBKES BY

New

P KttM IBBIOJI TO

,Chicago.;

interior of the

side exclusively for

a

C- K. THOMPSON.
lw

H

mSYMWNtt
1804.

receiving

am

every

styles

day

fet>27 <11 wii<

138 Middle

Xj.
Street.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
13 LIBERTY SQUARE,
BOSTON,
Are prepared to order at favorable rates, COLTNESS and GLKNG A KNOCK

PIG

IRON,

Abo, BAR, SHEET,*
IROS,
of English and Scotch Manufacture.
We •halleontinue to receive, in addition to our
American Brick, a regular supply of
ENGLISH. SCOTCH, A WELCH FIRE BRICK
mshll eodfitn
BOILER PLATE

THE BOSTON FIRE BRICK
<nd Clay Retort Manufacturing Co., Works, 394
federal street, Office and Warehouse 13 Liberty
Square and 7 Batter) inarch St, manufacture Fire
Brick, ail shapes and sixes, for furnaces required to

the most intense heat also Furnace Blocks
and Slabs, Locomotive Fire Blocks, Bakers’Oven
and Greenhouse Tiles, Clay Rjtorts and necessary
Tiles to set them, Fire Cement, FireClay and Kaolin.
stand

The undersigned will give their special attention
that all orders for the above manufacture are executed with promptness.

JAMES

I)MONO A CO.
13 Liberty Square, Boston,

Selling Agbnts,
mcbll eod6m

United States Navy!

& CO.

HO EVERY

ONE

Look!

Now is your time to strike
All

wishing

J.

to do

AX.

so are

our

Nation's foe.

requested to call at

Dresser is in Town Again !

Extra*<.K 74 Middle Street.

Who has been authorized to Enlist for all the
Regiments and Battens new and old in the field,
all wishing to enter the service will fiud it to their
advantage to call on him before enlisting,
l’er

Order.

PORTLAND

furniture. Lounges

Preble and Portland Streets.
UTOffice, No 97 Exchange Greet,
febfi eod2m*
A. FOSTER, Proprietro.

&

(8UC3E.BOUS

March

JOHM

1, 13G4.

K.

I’ALMKR.

FANCY GOODS

HOUSE,

Wholesale,

H.

Insolvency Notice,

PUBLIC

amine all the claims of the several creditors to said
estate. Sx mouths from the titteeuth of September,
A. I). 1863, are allowed to said creditors for briugiug
iu their claims and proving their debts. The Commissioners will meet at the office of the County Commissioners.in Portland, from 2 to 6 o’clock r. x. ot
the second and last Saturdays of the following
mouths, viz: October, November, December, 1863,
and January, A. D. 1864, and in the afternoon of the
15th day ot
aud 16th day of March, 1864,
for the purpose of receiving and examining the
olaims or creditors of said estate.
HIRAM H. DOW.
1
Com
-REUBEN

February,

HIGGINS,

006 dlaw k wtmohlB

j

SITUATED

the York k Cumberland Railroad, aud commands a
tine view of Portland and the White Mountains.
Iu the immediate neighborhood are three churches
aud the best of schools. The place is every wav a
desirable location tor health and comfort.
The
buildings will be sold, it desired, with one or two
acres of land ; and one-halt of tlie purchase money
may remain on mortgage for a term ot years. A
plan of the premises cau be seen by calling on F.. II.
at Gorham Corner, and at the store
BLAKE,
of Messrs. Phil brick & Emory, at Standisli Corner.
eodSw*

THEnership under the firm cf

A N

a

Steam Engine lor Sale.
Eight horse power, portable upright Engine,

iV noarly new—Wittinger & Cook’s best make.
of use. Address ENGINEER,

Sold only for want
at this office.

Portland. March 12,1864.

dlw*

Superior Family Flour.
"I KA BARRELS of superior Flour; suitable for
lilv family use. Also a few barrels of Baldcin and Greeuing Apples, for sale at the lowest
JOHN PUR1NTON,
wasbpriceby
Mo. 183 ForeSt.
folfr, eodlw

Found.
K the head
l^EAiug
a small

of

A,

sum

have the same by
I Congress Place

calling

Union street, a wallet contain
of money. Tlie owner caa
upon ilie subscriber, Ho.
EDWIN COBURN
Portland, March8.1864.
mcblodlw*

Tickets for the course 60 cents ;• single tickets 26
sale at the Bookstores and Paine’s Music
Store.
Doors open at 6. lecture to commence at 71 o’clock.
meh7 td

Compositor* Wanted.
first class

Compositors- tor newspaper and
View
job-work—male and female—wanted at THIS
PICE, to whom the highest wages will be paid.
Portland, March », 1*64.
dfcwln

OF

Wanted.
to runt, a hoti.** pleasantly situated,
convenient lor one. or two small la m< lias
Address A. M. P. Box 246 P 0
me ha tdtl

WANTED

Lost.
Augu-t, package of papers belonging to
LAST
Co. A 2eth Maine Keg't,
lost in tins city
a

was

the Halted State. Motel and Kailroad
Wharf, foot ot State St. The Under will confer a
Taror by leaving the sains at this o«ce.
Portland, March 7tb.
meh7 dlw
between

LATEST STYLES

mohlO dtf

CLOTHS

New Molasses.
i
OKU UUD8,
NEW MOXASSE8.

FURNISHING GOODS!

J
BBLS,
Brig Charlcna For sale by
GEORGE S HUNT.
feb29d2w
111 Commercial Street.
from

CrKJS To
J.

i>»

BONDJSj

&■

—0O0—

£z>

HATS

■

CAPS!

Just received from

NEW

YORK,
—AT—

feb!8 d4w

IH RAN A BKK KETT

ot

sea.

Inland, a
good*
1 paper Sewing Silk,
8 nound* Linen Thread,

165 Middle

Tape,

RUFUS VARRKLL, Jk.

FOUSALE.
CLOSE

AN ESTATE. Schooner "Sarah
172 ton*, tore and aft rigged, bebe sound—fitted up last fall at an expense
ot one thousand dollar*, with new sails, rigging and
spars: carries 150 M lumber, and Is a good sailor.
N. J. MILLER. Jk
Agiply to
nichO d.1w
over 92 Commercial Street.

TO Wooster,"
to

Wauled.
ESS ELS not

Kingdom

mohl2 dto25

over 700 tons Register,
Guano Chincha* to United
at advanced rates./Vee of year
TllAYER * PEABODY.
131 State St., Boston.

COAL.

A fCA TONS Stove sire, at 128 Commercial 8t.,
xOv (Richardson’* Wharf.) Portland.
The undersigned has sold the Johns’ Coal for niue
vear* last past.
It ha* given general satisfaction.
Where there is a fair draft, no coal excels for

cooking

Street,

JI A SC F A C T C K K R S
•

OF

TRUNKS.
Leather Haversack**,
Leather Railroad Bags,
Leather Pocket Bags

French Truuks,
Sole Leather Truuks,
Ladies' Trunks,
Jenny Lind Truuks,
Sheet Iron Truuks,
Zinc Trunks,

Carpet Bags,
Kuaiiu-lled Bags,
Ladies' Travelling Bags,
Ladies’Morocco Bags,
l adies' Reticules,
School Sa'ebels,
Shawl Straps.
Trunk Straps,
Trunk Trimmings,
Enamelled Cloth,

Imitation Trunks,

Folio Trunks,
Kansas Trunks,

Packing Trunks,
Truuks,

Hand

Money Trunks,

Medicine Truuks,

VALISES,

ALSO,
Leather Valises,
Sheep Valises

Sole

Composition Valises,

Leather Valises,
Kuajnelled Valia#*,
Canvass Valises,

Neat’s

And all styles of Ladies’ and Lents' Skatss and
and Straps, many other atyle goods to numerous to
of which we cau soil at prices to suit customers.
Being manufacturers of meat of these goods, we
shall take especial pain s to give oar customers reliable goods, and as low as cau be bought elsewhere
All orders by mail promptl) attended to

mention, all

tr
J.

CALL AXD
K.

it KAMI HE OCR STOCK.

DUKAX.

J. L.

BBACKKTT.

febkodlm

Other varieties, to wit:

BRO ft \ X CROCKER,

SCHU Y LKILL, (W. Ash,) Los us t Mountain.
RED ASH, the genuine FRANKLIN COAl.
Also, the Diamond.
CUMBERLAND COAL, a prime articlo for
Smiths’ use.
BP"All coal from this wharf, will be sent in good
order, oarefully picked and screened.
mch3iseodtf
JAMES H. BAKER.

announce

city.

PLAIN

AND

OENAMNNTAL

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS
Oak Street, between Congress and Free Bta.
FONT LAND.

Coloring, W hiteuingand White washing promptly
gjr-Ordar* from out of town solicited
attended to,
fell*

dtp >

During

eleven

» e have been in town wo have cured some Ot
the worst forms of disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vaiu, and curing patients iu so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they may cured? To answer this questiou
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twonty*
one years, and is also a regular graduated
adapted to chronic diseases
Electricity is
in the form or nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
in the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not ffeUy
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, aero tula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ot the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, Bt. Vitas' Dance, deafness,stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges-

physician

perfectly

and liver

enro
complaint, piles—we
bronchi-

of fMnnio

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lnxT
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and ehutior
ity of youth; the heated brain is cooled* the froef*
bitten limbs restored, the uneouth deformities re*
moved; faiutue-s converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see. the deaf to hens and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the act%dmta of mature lit#
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active circulation maintained.

LADIES
have cold hinds an 1 fust; weakma ost chi
lame and weak backs; nervous aud sick headache;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and coustipation of the bowels; pain in the side
aud back; leucorrhcea, (or whites); (felling of the
womb with iuternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that loug train os diseases will And iu hiectrieity a sure means of cure. For painful menstruation,
too proftise menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young Indies, Electricity is a certain
specific, and will, in a short time, restore the snfferer
to the vigor of health.
no

tryfshoesen Electro-Chemical Avparatutlor
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, such as
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, Ac. Uuudreds who

troubled with stiff Joints, weak backs, and variother difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
nine casts out of ten, is the effect of poisononsdrags.
and vigor by the
oau bo restored to n turaJ strength
nse of from five to eight Maths.
Office hours from b o clock A. H. to 1 r. M.; 1|
6; and 7 to 8 r. m.
isedt
Consultation Erse.
are
ous

_lyll

Dissolution of Copartnership.
fllilE Copartnership heretofore existing between
J. the undersigned, under the name and style ot*

“CROSS, RENTER A JORDAN,” is this day die*
solved by mutual oousent. William W. Cnoaa and
are

Bridgtou, Feb. 0,

PL/iSTBHBRSi

and Hazleton.

to the oitizens ot

respectfully
Fortland and vicinity, that he has permanentWOULD
the
located iu this
months

Royal Skxtku
of the late Ann.

use.

LEHIGH, Sugar Loaf,

OFCOyORESS AND ELM STEEETS

complaints.

155 Middle St.
Feb.18 1864.

York, March bth,
Hooker,
about 10 miles 5. K. from
SCHOONER
1S»V4. picked up at
Wood
lot of

DEmiVG,

Electrician,

every case that can be presented; asthma,
tis, strictures of the chest, and nil forms

PERRYS,

Picked Up.

-risk.

Medical

t^>u, constipation

to the collection of

32 Leather Sporting Bag*,
18 Leggins,
2 Rubber Coat*.
3 niece* Aiapacca,
75 balls Bindiug,
♦’.piece* Silk Braid,
0 dor
2 pieces Lasting,
1 piece Mareuti.
2 pairs Gents’ Gloves.

THE AFFLICTED I

ly
that

middle street.

SPRING STILES,

Prize Money, hud claims against Government.
SWEAT *fc CLEAVES,
CoiinnellorK at Law.
mch8 dtf
No 117, Mid *le St
Mussey'* Row.

to load

TO

No. 11 Clapp'a Block,

feb26 d4w

WE

V

feb27thd2w.*

UK. W. If.

WEAK,

ROLLINS

an
Store,
repairing, No. 77

& PRIZE MONEY.

Joe

Matrimonial.
would be pleased to enter into
correspondence with some respectable and in,
telligent young Lady of Maine with a view to marriage. Am six feet in height, of light complonioAaud of good habit*. Plesae address
W. V ROBERTS. Headquarter* Q. X.
Dpt. 3d Brigade, l«t, Div, 3d Cons, Washington, D*
Subscriber

CORySR

Bounty for Nine Months’ Yoluntetrs,
*IOO Bounty for Soldiers wounded in Rattle.
are prepared to obtain #25 Bounty for Niue
Mouth's Volunteers, who volunteered under
act of July, 1862. Bounty of $lo0 for bo.dier* dig
charged on account ot «/• units received in battle obtained (If papers ou tii»* are conect) in three ireds

given

1,000 WOMEN,
To make Army Drawer*. Also good Pant Barter*
aud Finchers wauted in the shop to make ARMY
PASTS.
None but good workmen wanted. Apply at the
room* in FREE STREET BLOCK, over the store
one do«r north of Tolford’s.
No work given out or
taken in Monday forenoons or Saturday afternoon*.
fcb29dtf
8. W. HUNTINGTON.

—AT—

\ ork, St.,
to he leaded
term of three or tive
A rare chance is offered to any one wishing
years
to enter the bmdue**. The stock consists of a general assortment of Boots, shoes and Rubbers, which
30 days to o'use the concern.
is offered at cost f
Auy information wanted can be obtained of the
subscriber on the premie*.
J AS. SMALL.
Portland, March 1, 1864.
mehl eodtf

atteution

Address Box J112,
mcb6eod8m*

Wanted.

-FOR-

STOKE TO LET,

Special

a

C.

°'J38
TIERCES,
42

Stock and Fixture* for Sale.
eligible Store now occupied by Mr.
rpHE
X Small, as a Boot and Shoe
with

can

■ ><IAKD in a family that has no other boarders,
jL> for a gentleman and sob. Address
me ha tf
"P," at the Press OtBco.

THE

8. D. KNIGHT.

BOUNTIES

or live rooms, suitable for
small family, with good water
privileges.
advance if required
Add,ess Tenant Box
St6, Portland Post ottce, stating priceand locality
incho dtf
a
in

janStf

PRODUCE,

uuo

ANTED to hire four

ft
Kent

MEN

-OF TH*-

KNIGHT.

t

do oars

out of employ, having a small capital, will
find it for their advantage to call at SB Congress street, near New City Building.

and Commercial Streets.

Between Fore

liovi d

a

W anted.

SPRING OPENING

AMD DKALKR8 IN

landing

Picked Up.
boat this morning

in the harbor. 14
nor rope attached to her,
painted green inside and out.
Capt. ELIJAH BAILEY,
Schooner Cindt-iilla, of Went Harpswell.
Portland. March 8, 1*04.
rochlO dlw*
up
PICK
feet long,

WANTED!

cenis—ror

copart-

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

M

GOUGH, ESQ.j

MISS EVANS,
Wednesday Evening, March llitli.

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,

JOHNS’

BEES for sale by
A P. CHAPMAN,
Stroutuater Village, Westbrook.

OA HIVES OF

V

Opening lecture by

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed

Esq.,

Possession given immediately.
Standisli, March 12. 1864.

suitable for a small lamlly, located abote Hrowu street. Addreee, stating
loeat'on and terms,
BUILDER
melilOdtf
Portland P O.

compensation will be given.
Boston, Mass.

talented Hiss Evans, from

and

by

JOHN B.

under the
A FROST is this day dissolved hv mutual consent. The affairs of the late
firm will \>e settled by 8. D. Knight, at No. 2 Lime
S. 1>. KNIGHT,
street.
U. A. FROST.
Portland, March 1,1864.

mcnl2dlw

I'a nil lor Sale,
at Standisli Corner, on which is a
aud
a
hullHouse, with suitah^e out-build
story
lugs, in good repair. It contains 28 aefes ot laud
and a fair orohard; is within one hour's tide ot

Waul to Purchase

Dwelling House,

Wanted.

HALL !

CITY

the young
by and
one

THE
style of KNIGHT

time

NOTICE is hereby given that the estate
of Edward B. Jack, late of Westbrook, iu th*
county of Cumberland, deceased, huviug been repo
resented to the Judge of Probate as insolvent and
insufficient to pay all the just debts which said deceased owed, the undersigned have been appointed
Commissioners, with full power to receive aud ex-

mclil2oodlw*

Two

MERRILL,

No. 131 Middle Street,! up sta'rs,) Portland.Maine.
8ilk, Twist, Buttons. Binding*, Threads, Pin*.
Needlos, Cutlery, Edgings, Stationery, Lacings,
Tape, Elastics, Belts, Combs, Susptmh?rs. Toys, Ac.
DRESS AND TAILORS' TRIMMINGS.
me hi eod3m

tuck 1

a

England,

ajiurtmeut isfor manufacturing
lor a

mch7 eod4w*

Lost.
WEDNESDAY, somewhere from Middle street
to Brown's Whsrf (by
way of ( enter street;
anti Atlantic Wharf, one large Pur Ulove,
nearly
new, and belongs on right band. The tinder will ha
suitably renamed by k-aviug it at this office,

in
Jobbing House, in Boston, to
Library Association, SALESMAN
who
bring good Cash Trade. A liberal

—AND—

141 MIDDLE STREET.

D. M. C. DUXV.

NEW

—constantly on hand—
public arc iuvited to call and examine.

PALM**,)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

one

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing

PALMER,
TU M. G.

Mercantile

mattresses

A

Portland, March 1,1864.

HOUSE,

AlfE -ball sell at auction ,.n
Wednesday, March 16.
»
at lUo'clock A. M. at House, No. 377
Congstreet, occupied by L. H. 1 itromb, all the Forniltire in said house consisting In part of Brnssslls
three piv; chamber, aud
OilCarpe's; Bureaus; Bed
steads. Beds and Matrasses; two Chamber seta: Mirrors, Toilet. Work. Center. Card and Extension
Tab tf, eofs. Parlor chairs an.l Kock-rs. Ottoman
Whatuot. Easy Chair In Damask, ( rockery, Class.
China, -Stone. Wottden, Iron and Tin ware, Cook
Stove, Refrigerator, Ac.,Be .together with a general assortment of Kitchen Furniture.
House apeu
Lr examination early, more iug of sale.
mchSdf. HENRY C. BAILEY ACU., Auc'ceers.

Will be given under the management of the

to do all kinds of Cabinet and Upwork, at the shortest notice. All

AREholstery
kinds of

J.

corner of

DUNN

TEMPERANCE !

Upholsterers,

preptred

twenty-five year*'

DYE

A.

-031-

NO. 2 LimE STREET.

Malden Dye House,

L.

A COURSE OF THREE LECTURES

368, Congress Street,

COUNTRY

and comes highly recommended by the Barretts,
w.ll take charge of the Dyeing department at the

LEAP YEAR

31.

Co.,

Burnham &

Cabinet Makers and

mctiG eodSw*

8IMMON8, who has had
in the
MR.experience

feblS dtt

Genteel Furniture nt Auction.

Tenement Wanted.

Colley,

N. B. The
mch4 dtf

Commission Merchant.

Stswabt. Auctioneer-

mch7 120*

TODD’S,

Corner of Middle & Exchange Streets.

Look!

Look!

At his old stand. 99 Exchange Street. A large lot of
Jbwklry, Fancy Good* and Toys, which will be
almost given away for Thirty Days.
ETNow is the time to buy.

—WHO AREBurning to Avenge their Country’s Wrong.

Exchange St.
HEATH, Commanding.

to Naval Rendezvous fcot of
J. F.

B.

CALICO DRESS BALL,

Ordinury Seamen and Landsmen.

febl6dGw

JJ.

For the benefit of *ick and \vouod*-d Soldier*, at
LANCASTER HALL, on Friday Evk’o, March 1$.
The Committee of Arrangements desire to express
the wish that all ladies, who can make it convenient,
will appear in Calico Duksh. And also that they
invite the gentlemen—select th» ir partners—pay the
bills, and tu everyway possible improve their acknowledged rights of Leap Year.
Committee oj Arrangement*—Miss Nettie Kimball, Mrs. Lovinia Freeman, Miss Adelia 1 horns*.
Miss EttaSpofiord, MissSar*h 1*. Martin, Miss Addie
Sprague, Mist Henrietta Palmer, Mrs. Eli/a otevens.
Mrs Maria Harmon. Mrs. Mary T Libby. Mrs. Eli/a
W. Knight, Miss Martha A Tongue, Mi*s Loretta
P. Dean. 3TTickets $1, admitting one I.ady and
one Gentlemen; Ladies tickets. 25 cts., to be had of
the Committee, at Paine’s Mu*ic store, and at K. L.
Robinson’s, under Lancaster Hall.
iucb9 dtd

Wanted One Hundred Seamen,

Apply

JC.

tiRAME

inch 9 eod3m

JAMES EDMOND

161b.

GEO. L. PEIRCE,

F.D

SHAW,

Particular atlamUon given to

City Hall.

k Morrison’s Lowell & Senter’s J. J. Gilbert's 32
St. Lawrence Street and at the door.
Doors opeu at 7, Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock,
inch 10 td

CAPS.

AND

HATS

SPRING

Fare-

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS,
Ex-Gov Washburn,
Mayor Me Lei Ian,
J. B Brown.
Hoeea 1. Robinson,
John Lynch,
James O. Brown,
T. C. Heraejr,
Phillip H. Brosu,
Dr. Chas.Thomas,
Elijah Wheeler,
J. H. Barbe ick,
A. D. Smith,
John H. Hall,
C. H Rich,
E. L8wed,
J.J. Gilbert,
Wm. H. Khodas,
F. M. Cars ley,
Edw. Hodgkins,
11. Robinson,
A. II. Gale,
Tho* T P Beal.
F. G. Rich,
W. H. Phillips.
Ticket*—Gents 50 cents. Ladies 23, for sale by
tne Committee aud ut Paine-' Music Store, Ciossman

Ladies will now find retired and beautifully furnished apartments so much desired ami a fine and
desirable Stock to select from, at 1&8 Middle, Corner
Cross St.

I

Commencing Tuesday, February

pleasant

First Class Skirt and Corset Depot.

mchli

I

FOR TWELVE DANCES.

HOSIERY & GLOVE STORE,
one

ME.

shall be in the constant receipt of, and will tali
•very afternoon and evening by public auction
the following lines of goods in ijnantiiie* to suit:
Woolens ol all description*, lire** flood*
in variety. Linen, Crash Towelling,
Covers. Ac,Table Cutlery, Plated
Ware, Jewelry. Yankee Notion* mid Fancy flood*,

war,"

It is hoped that those who appreciated the exertions
of Mr. Cuandler to furnish music for our citizens,
will turn out and give him a greeting that will be
lor him to remember while away irom his
home helping to cheer the Union boys, who are
fighting the battles ot our country.
The testimonial was devised and will be under the
immediate superintendence of the following

SKIRTS AND CORSETS.

and fitted

Block, Exchange Street,
PORILAND,

■

On which occasion his Nkw Band, attached to
the 20th Maiuo regiment, will appear in their
new and elegant uniform, ( with new instruments,) and play Promenade
M .'*ic during tin* evening
Chandler’* Quadrille Band Furnish Music

k Co., Rutter, Kndicott & Co., Bankers,
John C. (iault.and li. W. Hinsdale & Co
E. P. Cierrish, Cashier Casco Bank. E. Churchill &
Co.. Thomas Shaw, and Ly mau k Marrett, Portland,
inch? eodtiw

the

~~o0o"

TUESDAY EVENING MARCH 15th,

i Cragin

Having improved

Fox

ROOM!

OPENED

ress

..soU. BOX 418*.

jA

JIST

Auction mud

Mr. C. being about to leave the city ‘-for the
his many frien-is have arranged to give him a
well Benefit at the

purchase and sale of

generally,

il. J.

AUCTION

W. P.

llr.D.H.CHANDLEU,

NO. G DOLE*at BUILDING,
Corner Clark and South Water Streets, Chicago, 111.
EASTERN ORDERS SOLICITED.
W. H.

Wholesale and Retail

—TO—

Forwarding

Auctioneer,

Merchant's Exchange.
Will receive contixuincDb* of Merchaodinc of
every de-cripiioii. for public or private sale, hales
of Ke*l Kitatc, \ essclv. Cargoes, 8 toe its sod Merchaiidi^e solicited.
Cash advances made, with
prompt sales aud returns.
nichl2dly

COMPLIMENTARY

MERCHANTS,
for the

9X

MIMDE lOMEKTm

eod to juul

CLOTHS FOR BOV’S WEAR.

Cutting A. Manufacturing Hoy’s Clothing

dtd

EVERY WEEK

*

PATTEN,

Has removed to the 'spacious store 12
Kxehange Btre°t, four doors below

No. 86

TIIE PORTLAND BRASS BAND
Has been engaged to perforin Irish and American
National Airs one hour previous to the Lecture.

FURNISHING GOODS

Commission and

March 17th.

Thursday Evening:,

SALES.

Commission Mm-liant &

Subject—"bt. Patrick's mission to Ireland."

SpriDg and Summer wear, all of which have just
been selected from the largest and best stocks in
New York and Bo ton, and will be made up to order
and with despatch in the latest
styles— FUDL
MATCHED SUITS, CO A PS, PANTS or VESTS,
as may be desired.

MIDDLE

HALL,

Irish .imtrirau ItelifTAssociation,

for

104

CITY

For many years pastor of the Catholic Church in
this city, and now of Nashua, N. U
will
deliver a lecture before the

plum,

Portland, March 8, 1864.

A.

REV. .I01IV O'DOWELL,

MIDDLE STREET,

Foreign

£L.

AUCTION
FDWAHD m.

-AT-

Tailor,

(.Damn of

A.

L E C T XT It E !

Invites the attention of CeLtJcnien to his rich in*
voice of

Bees.
March 12.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

the elegant and commodious store

taken

104

all the

Nice Vesting,

I.

Merchant

P. B.

Stock Market,
Second

FASHIONABLY"CLOTHING

13jftl4c.

NOTICE.

New York, March 13.
The steamer Morning Star, from New Orleans 0th and Havana Slh inst, has arrived.

from

Market.
New York. March 12.

Ashes—steady at 8 75®8 87f for Pots and 10 00 for
Pearl*.
Gottou—dull, heavy and lower; sales 950 bales at
77c far middling uplands.
Flour—receipts 6,116 bbls; sales 9,8d0 bbls; 8tate
and Western without decided change, thought with
a moderate demand; .Super State 6 40®6 55; Extra do670 ®685; choice 690®7 15; Round Hoop
Ohio 7300725; choice do 7 Soft* 50; Superfine Western 6 25ft6 55; Extra do 6 85ft7 25; Southern steady ;
sales l^Ou bbls; Mixed to good 7 00(ft7 60; Fancy and extra 7 65® 10 50; Canada quiet: sales 450
bbls; common Extra 6 86®7 00; Extra good to choice

From Xete Orlrana.

which

was

Christmas.

is now

Byfire organization of the
ernment takes place to-day at

»•

Washington. March 13.
It is said in military quarters that Gen.

TOTH*

business for the

of more

with the conclusive argument that while a
steam engine was being got in front of a lire
and the machinery set in motion, such head-

ed public sentiment and

BY TELEGRAPH

MISCELLANEOUS.

of Gen. Grant.

Movement*

The

authorized to close the business
WM W. CROtflk
18C4.

ROYAL 5ENTER,
WM. A JORDAN.

New Partnership Formed.
undersigned, members of the late Arm of

“Crom*. SxNTktt A Joroak," have this day formed
a partnership under the name and style of “CROSS
A RENTER and will coutinue in the same btasines*
of said late firm, and will close up the business ai*
fairs of !»aid late firm.
Skins and Bark wanted as usual.
car-uides,
**
WM W. CROSS.

Bridgtou Feb. 6,1MI.

ROYAL RENTER.
fob»eod4w*

«

RAILROADS^_ _MEDICAL.

POETRY.
_

MEDICAL
_

Copperhead Song

lor

INTO.

Mo part nor lot, in the glorious work;
Mo part uor lot had 1;
But 1 sat likes 1'rog on an old hollow, log
And croaked to the passers-by,

strong,
with volleys of

wrong

Mo part nor lot in the eloriouswork;
Mo part nor lot bad 1;
But I trod the loug grass where tbe patriots would
past
And eneered at

their rallying cry.
Sneer—eneer—sneer—
'Tin a word with a double edge,

p. m.

8.00
8.11
8.18
8.23
8.36
8.62
9.00

1.50
2.06
2.13
2.20
2.36
2.66
8.06

6.30
6.42
6.49
6 54
6.06
6.22
6.30

m.

a. m.

p. X.

6.00
6.12
6 46

9.30
9.40

10.00

8.30
8.38
8 66
4.07
4.11
4.18
4.30

Saco River for Portland, at
do
Buxton Centre,
do
Gorham,
do
Saccarappa,
Cumberland Mills, do
do
Morrill’s,

7.00 10.16
7.08 10.J&
7.15 10.30
7.80 11.46
do
Arrive at
The 1.60 P. M train out and tho 6.00 A. M. train
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

his chains clanked under my eyes.

Clank—clank clank—
Mo matt r bow heavy tiiepain.
Mo mailer liow cutting the steely lasb
Ti.a foil o'er tbe negro’s braiu.

to keep auimais
them when sick. As a
general rule animals may he kept in good
health by the observance of a lew simple
rules:
1. Animals should always be fed with regularity both in respect to time and quantity.
Oeerfetding is often the cause of disease.
2. They should have water as often as required, and that which is pure. Horses will
not drink of hard, limey or clayey, if they can
have access to pure water.
3. Do not Overuio: k h ises and oxen. Regular and moderate labor will accomglish more
in the year, aud keep them in belter condition than overworking mem at one time aud
overfeeding them at another.
4. A sufficient variety should be fed to stock
In winter, and not coniine them to dry hay or
straw and grain.
A mess of carrots, turnips
or potatoes cut and mixed with ground oats
or snorts, is excellent to promote health, and
should be given as often as twice a week.
6. Never feed musty or mouldy fodder; but
if It must be used, moisten and sprinkle over
with meal sod feed to horned cattle.
It never should be given to horses.
6. Always shelter Btock in cold storms in all
seasons of the year, aud never leave a horse,
after being driven, to stand in the cold wind
wl.'-antbeing covered with a thick blanket or

important

more
than to cure

tafihlo.
i. Avoid all sudden changes of food in grain
or Irom hay to grass.
8. Due care should be takeu that animals,
always have a plenty of pure, fresh sir, and
for this purpose stables should be well venti-

at 1.10 p.m.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A x., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. x., and arrive In Portland at 2 <D p. m. Both
these trains connect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a. m., and returning is due inPortland at 1 r. x.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this
C. M MORSE,Sup’t.
line.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1868.

stock often becomes sick from breafoul air. A proper amount of exercise
Is also eseutial.
y. strict cleanliness should be observed. All
animals are found to mainlan a better condition and fatten faster when curried and kept
clean.
When an auimal becomes isick, one of the
best measures to be adopted, s good nursing.
This is a method begiuing to be advocated by
the best practitioners of the medical art, as
being applicable to tbe human family, and is
unquestionably as advantageous when applied to farm stock. There is no doubt that
the life of valuable animals is often lost by
doctoring, while many recover when left to
themselyes and the workings of Nature.

Bangor 9nd intermediate stations

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.
Portland to bkowhegan.

Passenger

i—Bnar

Trains will

(Sundays excepted)

follows:

as

Leave Portland lor Bath, Augusta and Skowheg&n
at 1 00 P.M.
Leave bkowhegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 36 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and bkowhegan daily.
B 11. CUSHMAN, Superintendent
Augusta, Nov., 1668.
janl tf

GRAND

RAILWAY

TRUNK

Of Canada.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov.
trains will run daily, (Sundays
until lurther notice, as follows

nuanmap
ed)

Up

9, 1863,
except-

Trains.

Portland for South Paris at 7.40
Island Pond at 1.10 p. x.
Leave

a

m.

For

Down Trains.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6 a m.
Leave South Paris for Portland at 6.46 a x.
The Company are not
tbr baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one paBsenger for every $600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
U. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Nov. 4,1668.
nov6

responsible

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

A Romantic Incident.—The Cuba (N.
k.) True Patriot records a romantic incident
which is said to have occurred iu Alleghany
county a short time since. A couple were
ntariied. The bride was as beautiful as the
moruiug; her eyes like tile suu. The husband
was patriotic; he enlisted and went to the
A libertine from Chat: u ;ua county saw
War.
tae beautiful wife, and exclaimed :
Ye gods,
how be&utlfjl 1” lie sought her society, and
ostensibly wou her confidence: she consented.
He gave her ten fifty dollar greenbacks to
make necessary arrangements. She accepted.
Tie hour was fixed upon. The villian went
to his hotel to smoke the impatient hours awiv. when the following letter was put into

hi* hands:

air.-, I have to inform you that circumstances beyond my control will prevent
me Iroin fulfilling my engagement to
elope
with you to-night.
I expect my husband
home on furlough soou, to spend Christmas
and New Year’,., when we shall enjoy a hearty
laugh at your discomfiture. Meanwhile, I
Will keep your money as a Christmas present
for him, and when this cruel war is over It will
come handy to assist him to start in business.
C. T. N.
“Yours, tenderly,”
“P. S.—When next you attempt to play
the libertine, you would do well to select your
victim outside of Allegliauy county; and, above all, beware of a soldier’s wife.”

Sure Thino.—Hearing a mau complain
that political papers of all kinds had be come
such liars that for his pari he did not believe
any ol them, reminds us of the old story of

the miller and his three sons. Coming iuto
the mill and finding a grist iu the hopper, the
old man cried out:
“Tom, have you tolled this grist?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Bill, have you tolled this grist?”
“Yes, sir.”
»>

you toiled this

grist?”

WINTER

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 2d. 1863.

UBaasaae

Pai-sengcr

Trains will leave the Bta-

tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays

as follows
ocpted;
Leave Portland for

ex-

Boston, at 8-45

A. m.

and 2.30

7.30

a. m.

and 2.30

P. M.

Leave Boston for Portland at
P. M.

Lear© Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a. m and
6.00 p. m.
Those trains will take and leave passengers at way
•tations.

Freight train*

leave Portland and Boston

daily.

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
oc31 odtf
Portland, Oct. 30,1863.

firs

Ft

Company.

rip

Fust port and St

John, V, B.

The superior sea-going Steamer
new
capt. k.
B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
_Wharf, loot of State Street, lor
Easipori ana fet. John, N. B, every Monday at 6
o'clock. IV M.,from and after March 7th, until further notice.
Returning, she will leave St.John forEastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morning. #
All freight for St. Andrews and Calais will
go from
Ea-tport by railing vessels for the prereut.
Freight received up to 4 o’clock, P. M Mondays.

Brunswick/*

Tebio d2m

C. C. EATON, Agent

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYING THE CANADIAN A U. S MAILS.

Booked to Londonderry,
Glasgow and Liverpool.

Passengers

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RATES.
mThe steamshin 8T. ANDREW Capt.
Scott, wiil Bail from this port for Liver±.
on SATURDAY, March
12th,
'SSS&ScSbaM .nmeiiately after the arrival of the
Tram o; uio previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry, Glasgow and Liverpool
—Cabin according to accommodation) $00 to *80;
Steerage, *30. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Passage apply to
li. A A. ALLAN,
No. 5 Grand Trunk Railroad Passenger Depot

Sai«a- gypool.

To be succeeded by the steamship NOVA SCO-

TIAN

on

the 19th of March.

Portland and JBoaton Fine.

An Irishman says, It’s a great pleasure to
be alone,especially when you have your sweetheart with you.
The husband who devoured his wife with

man

writes:

disagreed

“We have

two schoolrooms
sufficiently large to accomodate three hundred scholars one above another,”

Why is a drunkard hesitating to sign the
pledge, like a Hindoo? because he doubts
whether to give up the Jug-or-not.

United States Internal Revenue.
Annual Taxes tor 18(54.
attention pf tax
payers is hereby called to
the provision ol tho lulUd Statts Excise Law
relative to the aire^mant oi the annual luxe?
By tbe sixth aec ion of tho act ol July ] I8tf2 it
1« made tbe duty ol all persons,
firms

THE

panntrelu’ps

associations, or coi poiatioun. made liab e to any ansual duty, Jiceuse, or tax, on or jjxkoux thk »ir, r

Mo»kay oit May in aau yxah., to n ake a li»t
return to the A*sistaut Assessor of the District
where located of the amount of annual Income, the
articles or objects charg. d with & special
the business or occupat on liable to pay any liceuse.
Every person who shall fail to make fuck return
by the day specified a ill be Jiab’e to be assessed by
the Assessor accoi dii to tire b< st information which
he can obtain ; aod iu such coo the Assessor in required to a id flLy per ceutum to the amount of the
items of such lint.
Every nersou who shall deliver to an Aasctsor any
false or fraudulent list or statement with intent to
evade the valuation or enumeration
required by law.
it subject to a line of five hundred
dollars; aud in
such case the list will be made out
by tbe A^sei'toror
Assistant Assessor, and from the valuation aud enumeration so msde there can be no app# al.
Payment of tbe annual taxes, except these for li*
O'-’ses, will not be demanded until the thiitieth dav
7
it lune.
fhe appropriate blanks on which to make return
a-d all uec tssttrv information, will be furnished
by
the Assistant Assessors or the several Divisions, to
Whom the returns t-hou d be del.veied on or before
the first Monday of May next. Returns of Income
lor 1838, may be mado at onoe.
NAfri L (i. MARSHALL,
U 8. Assessor First District,

or

nnu

ix«*\v

i ofk sieainen

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The splendid and fast Steamships
sniVr "LOCUST POINT," Capt.. Willett,
and ‘‘POTOMAC," Captain Shuuwood, will,until further notice, run
as follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, aud JiATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
• North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted
up with flneaccommodations
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage #7,00,
including Fare and State
rn

Rooms
Goods

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St!
John
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as a P M
on the day that then

%
leave Portland
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
U. B. CROMWELL ft. CO
No. M West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.1862.
4tf

Dissolution.

copartnership heretofore existing under the
Arm style of PilINKEY k CO is this day dissolved by mutual consent. "The aAairs of he late
concern will be settled at F. A. Howard’s, under
Lancaster Hall, by H. M. Phinney
Having this day sold to S'uart k Co. our stock in
trade, we would cordially recommend them to our
friends and former patrons as worthy their patronPHINNEY k CO.
age and con tidence.

THE

1

tax.’and

i Qrtlsiid. March 9,1864.

There is scarcely one individual in
the community who wholly esoaped

during a season, from romo cne, how
®H^lifcly developed, of the above
jgL^' symptoms —a neglect of which migh
®ver

lead to tlie last

mchll eoc4w&wjtll

named, and most to

Pbe dreaded disease

in the w hole cataThe power of the "medioa,
of the Wild Cherry Tree over
l,1‘8 c!l‘,s °* comI'lainls is well known;

logue.
!gum’’

great is the good it has performed,
fco great thc
P°Pularity *t has

^0

ClSFASr^TIff
UKan<1
-SX?**
acquired.

this preparation, besides the
of the Cherry, there are
commingled with ito ther ingredients of like value,
thus increasing its value ten fold, and
forming a
Remedy wyose power to soothe, to heal, to relieve,
and to cure disease, exists in no other medicine
yet
a iscovered,
Hon. RUFUS A*. GOODE SOW,
In

virtues

Formerly a member of Congress from Maine, has
kindly permitted us to use his testimony in favor of
Wistar's Balsam by the following
certification,

ky tor an
troublesome cough.
The
effect was all that could bo desired. The use of less
than one bottle relieved me entirely.
Among great
vareties ot medicines which 1 have used, I have
found none to equal
Wistar’s.” Its curative
properties in cases of cough, I regard as invaluable.

KG. GOODEXOW.
From R. FELLOWS. M. D.
Hill, X. 11., Nov. 3, 1800.
S. W. Fowlk & Co.,—
Although I have generally a great objection to
patent medicines, I eau but sav in justice to Dk.

Wibtar’b Balsam ok Wild ( iiliihy. that it is a
remedy of superior value ior Pulmonary Diseases.
I have made use of this preparation for several
years, and it has proved to be very reliable and efficacious in the treatment of severe and
long-standing
coughs. I know of one patient, now in comfortable
health, who Las taken this remedy and who, but for
its use, I consider would not,now he
living.
It. FELLOWS, M D.
From E. T. QU/MB ) M. A.
Principal of the 14 A etc

IVswitch Appleton Academy
New IrswrrcH, X. U., Oct. 4, I860.
Messrs. S W. Fowlk & Co.—
Genileroen,-This certifies that for more than fourteen years 1 have Irccquently used Dk, Wistar's
Balsa*of WildC.krky, for Coughs, Colds, and
Sore Throat, to which I, in common with the rest of
mankind, am subject, and it gives me pleasure to

say that I consider it the very best remedy- for such
which I
ain
cases, with
acquainted. I should
hardly kuow how to do without it.
.E. T. QUIMBY.
Respectfully yours,
Mr D. II. TEAGUE, of Turner Village,
Writes the proprietors of this great remedy as
follows :
Tu«nkr Village, Me., July 31,1860.
Messrs. S. W. Fouls & Co Boston.
Gents:—1 do not hesitate to recommend Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild ( hkkry, for coughs
and pulmonary <iffections, having used it in my
family formally years with gr< at satisfaction; Indeed It has done more good than all the other remedies I hnvetrii d and their iintm-n in timinn
If «ii
the patent medicine* in the market possessed but a
of
the
merit
of
this
excellent
Balain.
portion
there
would he no occasion to condemn them as humbugs.
This medicine is also used by many ol ray friends
and acquaintances in this town, and they have found
it invaluable; and 1 hope that others w ho suffer,
rtay
Yours resj>eetfullv.
give it a trial.
u. a. Teague.
From a Highly Respectable Merchant.

BEING A TRUE

Renovator aud Restorer of Hair
In

pathological

a

or

diseased state to

and condition of health,
by working upon the roots
and papiila;ceous secretions,
supplying the Lair
with that nutritious element iu which tne blood is
deficient, aud removing the accumulated excess of
dandruff aud huinor, makiug a most
Delightful
Dressing, well and agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.
It will in
have all

(with the exception of very
where the roots, germs and sheaths
away, or, by reason of age, become

all cases

aged people,

corre

disorganized.) promote

New and

a

Growth !

Healthy

Restore the
to its natural color; stop aud prevent the hairgrey
falling off— causing it to become moist,
soft and glossy.
it will gratlnal/y darken light aud flaxen hair
without dyeing it or staining the
skin—being free
from silver and other injurious chemicals, aud
truly
beueficial to the hair iu all its phases.
TRY IT, aud be assured of its superiority' over all
other preparations.
PREPARED ONLY BY

HENRY A. HEICKY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
H. H. HAY, junction Free aud Middle streets,
Ageut lor Maine. Price SI per bottle.
t3P*Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Geueral

J

Copartn«‘r«lit|,

Notice*.

this day admitted AMOS L. M1LLKTT
IBAVE equal
partner in my Crocery binders..
Herealler the
a,*

an

business will be conducted under the
•tyle and t ame of WILSON A MILLE1T at the
old staud, o', Congress street.
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Jan. 1,1864.
janli-lwleodtf

STEPHEN H. NORTON & CO.,
flense Flitters, Graioert, Cluiers, anil Faper Uaugers,
Comer qf Lime and Federal Sts., Portland, Ale.
•tifb**i, *oetok.

|abd3m*

uut eaaoeett,

Practice ot Mcdiciue, respect.
DR. WILLARD C.
GEORGE,formerly Professor
in the Worcester Medical
College, and President of
the Electric Medical
{Society, Mass., speaks ol it in

following terras:
I have used the Female
Strengthening Cordial
similar to that preparation
by DR. GEO. W
b V> EIT, 10*3 Hanover Street, aiid I
regard it as
one of the best Medicines lor
Female Complaints
that can be found."
1>R. J. KING, Author of" Woman:
Iler Diseases and th* ir
Treatment," says:
"This Medicine appears to eaert a
influspecific
ence on tho Uteius.
It is a valuable agent in all de-Eemale Keproouctive Organs."

DK. SMITH, Presi<lent of the New York Association o» Botanic Physicians,
pays
No Female, if in delicate
health, shoud omit the
timely use of this valuable Cordial. 1 owe much of
my success m midwifery to the use of this Medicine.

MOTHERS AND MARRIED LADIES
The following from Dr. FAY is
worthy your

beautifying and preserving the hair,
A SPLENDID COMPOUND,

composed of vegetable extract*, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined aud
highly perfumed. Price 60 cents per bottle.
jau23 dfy

Lyon’s Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Lyon’s Periodical

Drops!

ARK BETTER THAR ALL

Pills,

Powder* A Quack

Preparations.

Periodical

Lyon’s

Drops!

Falmouth, Me., Aug. 10,1800.
S. W. Fowlk F Co.,—
Gouts:—For a long time 1 have sufiered more or
less with that distressing auction—Phthytic—in its
worst forms, and have resorted to various so-called
remedies, but to no purpose as affording the desired

of mv sleep by reason of the severity of the disease, it was only too evident that 1
was last breaking down under it.
I restored to Dr.
Wibtae’r Balsam ok Wild Cherry with but
little confidence as to its curative
but the
use
of one bottle has entirely rid me of this
monster; and to the public I can safely commend it
as every way worthy their confidence.

Deprived

Female Complaints this
very
one, but by the Profession it is esteemed more
highly for its good result
duriug Confinement iu relieving the great suffering
attendaut upon childbirth. I
acknowledge with Dr.

Smith that much of my success in midwilt
ry is duo
to the use ot this medicine. It
strengthens both
mother and child. In each casts I follow the directions of Prof. King, by
allowing my patients to
use it a few'weeks previous to
confinement, a* by
the energy it imparts to the utenue nervous
system
the labor will be very much
and removes
facilitated,
the scraps which many females are liable to. No
woman.if she knew the great value of this Strengthening cordial would fail to use it.”
I have received numerous testimonials from different parts of the
country where used. Knowing
the good it is capable of doing, I w II warrant
every
bottle ot my
Cordial" to be satisfactory in its results.
The following symptoms indicate those affections
in which the Female
Strengthening (or dial has

Prepared

Rejuvenating Elixir is
rflHE
discoveries in the

¥

\rr\YTlf1

ijiv.fi.!

Ttnn rr\rv»

oi

r.

unuroi
The Great Female
Keiuedy

UCININE

TONIC

ININC

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

I

J

’

S

S

BITTERS

TONIC

ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

From

of

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

There i9

no

remedy

eo

LANQUOR
Lyon’s Periodical Drops
ARE

BETTER THAU ALL PILLS, POWDERS
AXD

Fowls k

FeblU cod 8m.

per bottle, or three bottles for $6, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to any
address.
jjofo

DR. W R. MERWIN & Co.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 59

DU.

J.

IIUOHES

B.

OAK BB POUND AT DIB

MEDICAL ROOMS,

PRIVATE
No. 5

Temple Street,
privately,

he can be consulted
and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, from 8 a.m.Io Hr. m
Dr. 11. addresses those w ho are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, w hether arising iroia
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
bis entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GuarANTSK1KO A CURB IN ALL CASKS, Whether Of
long

WHERE

LYON’S

PERIODICAL DROPS

The Great Female

standing

or recently contracted,
entirely removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient aasuranoe of his skill and sue-

the

Remedy.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
ARK

BKTTKR

THAW

Pills, Powders and Quack

LYON’S

ALL

the best
that the “tudy ami management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly
puerues one system of
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dangerous
weapon, Mercury

syphilographers,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

-AUK-

SUEK TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO tiAKM.

▲ 11 who have committed an excess of any kind.*
whether it he the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AX ANT I DOTE IN SEASON.
rams auu a cues. Him
n.astiiude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure- Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

HEALTH

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY

IT:

The report of the Sanitary Commission
lays
It is wi»e and prudent where
ague and fevers
are prevalent, that every man should take a
dose
of Quinine bitters at least once iu
twenty-iour
hours, flits will
a*
serve
a
safeguard
surely
against disease, it Las been practiced iu Florida
aud elsewhere with undoubted benefit."

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a
one
passes but we are consulted
or more young men with the above
some ol
whom are as weak ami emaciated as

day

by

disease,
though they

had the consumption, and
their friends supposed
to have it. All such c ises yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

by

Washington,

ot

K'giments

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There

many men at the age of 40 or 60 whoare
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, atid weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary d©p< sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
wilkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men w ho die of this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
are

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
orgaua.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by w riting in a plain manner a
description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
he forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
*
bo returned if desired.
Address,
DR. J. B. 11UG11 KB,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of
Middle] Portland.
•SF^Beud Stamp for circular.

Eclectic JTKedical

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. 11.'s Eclectic Renovating Mediciuusare unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oartain of producing relief in a short time.
x«A DIES will find it invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried iu
vain, it is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taxes
with perfect safety at all times.
Bent to any part of the country with full directions
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
Ho. I Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

DK.

H.

B.—LADIES desiring may oonsult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experienob in constant attendJanl dfcwly

the

V. 8. Army,

various

Ill Central Street,

tlo-lou,

F

N. H. Downs's

Vegetable

gf ferment.

Balsamic Elixir.

thirty-throe
Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, (Youp, Asthma,
years.

AM) COAL
FOR CASH !

$9.50

PRIME LOT CHESTNUT COAL S‘j.50 i> TON,
B CHINO MOUNTAIN.
I.KH1UU. It MILTON.
SLT.AH LOAF, OLD COMPANY l.LllIoll LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND. WKHSTEli hud BLACK HKATU. These Coals are of the
very best <|U&liry, well screened aud nicked, and
warranted to give satis fact ion.

WOOD,

feblGdly

It

is

warranted

as

usual for

and all diseases of the 'throat, Chest and Lungs,
aud all diseases tending to Consumption.
We have testimonials from many of the best physician* and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention the lion. Paul Dillingham, Lieut, Gov. of
Vermont; lion. Bates Turner, late Judge of the Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
Brigade Surgeon U. 8. Army.
JOHN F. HENRY * CO., Proprietors,
Success* rs to N. 11 Downs,
W A TICK BURY, VT.
FF~1 rice 25 cents, 50 cents, and 81 per bottle.
U. U. Hay and J. W. Perkins k Co.. Portland,
Me., wholesale agents for Maine.
novl9 d&w’JOw*
For

Coughs, Cold* and Con»iuuptiou.

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
PIKE,

PORTLAN I>.

HR. O. £. UI R4>1.\

Pleasant.

following parcels

No. 2b High Street,

Scotch Canvass.
BOLTS-from the factory of David CorJLIH f sar & Son*, Leith—a sailjcloth of superior
quality—Just received per “Hibernian", aud for
■ale br
McGILVEKY, RYAN k DAVIS.

bn

a

Book Card & Fanav Printing
NKATLT BXtCCqri KD

AT THE OFFICE OF THE FRES

Brandy

taken from onr | ampblet
which will be sent tree tu any

Pierpoat,

Warren Barton,

Lewi* Johnson, M D.,
Roewell Kinney, M. D

Rev.

ArthnrB. Fuller,

S. H.

Bobirs.

W. R.

Kendall, M. D
Chisholm, M.

Sylvnnue Cobb, Joae Antonio Sanches.

Rev. T. Starr King,

D
M. D

Marcello Aranda, M. D.,

Ephraim Nute, Jr., A. A Hayes. M. D.,
t!W“ There oan be but one stronger proof than the
testimony of suck men as these, and that it a ran
•osai. trial.
It has cured thousands ithere other
remedies hart failed to gire relief, and inralids
cannot reasonably hesitate to gite it a trial.
Rev.

SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 69 Liberty-st., New York.

For

febtioodfceowly

and

DYsrcrsia

set erhed

allcunonic Disease*, char-

by dmility,

if it

Specijlc.

a

Prepared as heretofore by X. L. CLARK

A

CO.

—For Sale by—
SETH W. FOWLE A CO., 19 Tremontst., Beaton;
J. P. DINSMOKE, W1 Broadway, New York,

COURT STREET,comer of Howard, Boston
'TU is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and Genital Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of all kinds. Sores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience of over twenty
years' extensive practice enables Dr. M. to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetable. Advicb Frbb.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladios of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced

and

teblS edod A

by nil Druggists.

weow

3m

MORE TE8TIH0MALS!

nurses.

Boston, April 28.1863.

ur

Rev.

Rev.

Dr. W. K. MEHWIN & Co.#

MRS. MANCHESTER

eodlv

constantly rcoelvlng unsolicited testimonials ol
cures performed by her.
Aeuag
many reeenUy received are the following, which are
oom mended to the notioe of the afflicted.
Mrs. Manchester may be consulted at
the

CITY or PORTLAND.
In the

Year One

Thousand Eight Hundred and
Hi tty-four.

Ordinance Amending

an

No. 11

Mayor, Aldermen, and Common
'ity of Portland, in City Council assembled, asfolUttcs.

Suction 1. The seventeenth section of the K<
vised Ordinances concerning carriages, is auu-nded
so that said section, as amended, shall read as follows ;
Sec. 17
The prices or rates of fare to be taken by,
or paid to the owner, driver, or other person, havligcnargeof anv hackney carriage,except Omnibussen, shall be as follow*, that is to say, for carrying a
passenger from one place to Another, within the
City, between the hours of four o’clock A. M and
eleven o’clock 1*. M. not exceeding
cents;
and from eleven o'clock P. M to four o7clock A. M.
not exceeding fort'-live cents; tor children between the ages of four and tweve years, if more
than one, or If accompanied by an adult, half price
is only to bo charged for each child, and foiLchildren
uuuer iuur years ui age, wncu accompanied vy iu**ir
nareuts, or an adult no charge snail be made.
Every owner, driver or other person having charge
of any hackney carriage, shall carry with each pas*
senger one trunk, and in addition thereto two articles, such as a valise, carpet bag, box, portmanteau.
Bundle, or other similar articles used in travelling,
to do so, without charge or comif he be
pensation therefor, but tor every additional trunk,
or such other articles as are above named more than
two, ho shall be entitled to demaud and receive five
cents; If any driver or other person shall demaud
► or receive any greater sum tor their services, as
specified in 'his section, he, or they shall forfeit aud
pav for so doing a penalty of twenty dollars for
each offense.
.s’tc. 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be
in force from and alter its approval by the Mayor.
Mayor
Ai.dekmkn, I
March 3, 1864.
1
This bill having been twice read, pawed to be or.1 ACOB Me L EL LAN. Mayor.
dained.
In Common Council, March 8, 1864.
This bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained
THUS. E. TWITCH ELL. President.
JACOB Me LKL LAN. Mayor.
mcU5 dtw
or

axd

Approved.

RTEASi RV DEPARTJIE.YT,
OrriCE or the ComptrollkroftheCurrknoy(
J
Washington, January 29, 1864.
^
by satisfactory evidence presented

1»>1 Commercial Street

dtf

the

“Au act to
a

pledge

V*

j\J

Timothy Seed.
Lewiston bag" Timothy seed

for sale

THOMAS SHAW, 113 Commercial St

by

of Labor.

K. J. H. SIDDOXS intending to return to
V
i*I Europe early in April, will be happy to receive Commission* to obtain artizan* aud other classes
of workmen for such Portland manufactories as may
scand in need of bauds. Mr. Si id«n will be in Portland. on Monday the 14th, aud will c*ll upon any
parties who may intermedately express a desire to see
him. Mr. Siddons’ address is No. 3 Cambridge St.
Boston.
mchSdlw

national currency secured by
Stocks, and to provide for

circulation and redemption thereof,’* approved
February 25,1863,aud has complied with all the provisions of said act required to be complied with before commencing the business of Banking:—
Now THEREFORE I, Uuuh McCulloch, Comp-

the

Currency, do hereby certify that the
First National Bauk of Portland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine, is authorized to commeuce the business of Banking under the act afore-

troller of the

whereof, witness my hand aud
office, this tweuty-uiuth day of January,

testimony

seal of
1864.

CASK

I

1

)

office

NO. 221.
ST. JOHN SMITH. President.
WILLIAM EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
feb4 edlw law2m

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

For .Sale.
double brick House and lot knowr^ as the
Westbrook Seminary Female boarding house,
1
situated on Stevens’Plains, on the line of the Forest Avenue Horse Railroad, two miles from this city.
Lot 8 by 18 rods. The premises may be examined
by calling on W. B. Goodrich, Es^., near the premises.
For particulars apply to WM. L. SOUTHARD.
No 78 Commercial street, or E. HAMBLIN. No. 143
mob# dSw
Commercial street, Portland.

HUGH McCLLLOCU,
Comptroller of the Currency.

This Company will issue Polices to be free after the
pawueut ol six, eight or ten Premiums at the option

insured and at rates as low as any other
Compauv. The issue of Free Policies renders it at
the least* equal if not superior to the participation

of the

companies

Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Prel.
EDWARD SHAW. Sec
Feb 16 dfcwtf.

Office No. Iu2

No. %.

OK

Eviohts,

Ashy E.

Emma Khiohts.
Brunswick, Mains, August 6th.

j

ONE OF THE GREATEST CURES
statement of my

on

RBCOBD.

Madam:—Thinking

Mas. MaMonnsTna—Dear

may he of service to
I hasten to give it to yon.

oaso

similarly afflicted,
This is briefly my ease—1

was

taken sick

Complaint in

months ago with the Liver
form. I applied to four different

s

others

about IS

very bad
physicians, bat rea

oeived no benoiit until 1 called on yoa. At that time
I had given up business, and was in a very bad state,
bat after taking yonr medicine for a short time I began to recover, and in two months 1 was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and
can

truly

by

man.

say

that by your skill I

am a

perfectly heai-

Joenra Davis,
Portland, Me.

Boston f Mains Depci,

A REMARKABLE

CURE OF A CASE OF DRO

8 T CURED B Y MRS. MANCHESTER.
This is to certify that 1 hare been cured of the
Dropsy of dfteeu yean standing by Mrs. Mooches•

1 have been to physicians in Boston, New York
Philadelphia. They all told me that they could
do nothing for me, unless they tapped me, and assured me that by tapping 1 could live but a short
time. 1 had made op my mind to go home and live
as long as I could with the disease, and then die. On
my way home I stayed over night in Portland with

a
n

friend of mine, and told them what my mind was
regard to my disease. They Anally persuaded me

to go and

and told

see

me

Mrs.

my

Manchester.

case

She examined

me

exactly.

uuoh astonished to think that she told me
told her that I would take her medicines, not having the least lhith that they would
ms any good, or that I should get the slighteet relief
from any eouree whatever; Anally 1 took the medi1

was so

oorrectly,

that 1

cine and went home.

I ska Lor

|

rpIIE

a

said.

inch4 dlw

Scarcity

provido

of L'uited States

Clapp’* Block, Hoorn

SPINAL DISEASE CURED
This ie to certify that I went t* see Mrs. Manchester Inst March with a daughter of mine troubled with
spinal disease, for which sho had been doctored for
flveyenre, and by n number ol physicians or nil
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications ol
electricity applied, but nil to no effect; but she com
Ununlly grew won*. 1 came to the conclusion, as
the last resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told me the ffrst
•nee ol the dieses*, and bow she had been from time
to time, which euconraged me to try her medicines.
I did so, and now my daughter ie able to be around
the bonse nil oi the time. She also ride* ten or Ifteen miles without any trouble or incoavenienoe.nnd
I think in n short time she will be restored to perfect
health. Since my daughter has been dootAving, 1
have beard of a great many cases that Mrs. Mancbs s
ter has cored. I think if any person deserves pat*
rouage, it is the one who tries to preserve the health
of the siok and suffering; and 1 know that she uses
every effort which lies in her power to benefit her
biUAH L. Kmoirre,
patienu.
Gbokou Khiohts,
A

by the
Council qf the

In Board

astonishing

Ordinance concerning

Be it ordained

In

o

tour for his
Dukuix, intending
health, is very desirous of settling all his business
before leaving, and earnestly request! all persons
having unsettled accounts or uoVes to make an eurly
call and adjust them.
febl5 eodliu
to take

Rev. John

Ine

annee are

testimonials,

of
address.

and

Jan’i'l

About six acres of laud in Westbrook, three utiles
from Tukey's bridge.
One acre of land in Cape Elizabeth, opposite
M< ssrs. Sawyer’s garden, under a high state of cultivation.
A Arm of seventy acres ou Chebeaque island, well
wooded and watered.
Hope island, which needs uo recommendation to
those acquainted with it.
Terms easy. Enquire of Daniel Morse, Esq., regarding Hope islaud and the farm ou Chebeaque.
Dr.

The following

ter.

of real

corner

CONSTITUTION!

IKON

an

requirements of the act of Congress, entitled

The proprietors will cheerfully refund the mouey it
not ent rely satisfactory. Price 50 cents and 18 : the
to aei
large bottles much the cheapest. Be
the genuine, which is proper d only by HEED, CUTTER £ CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Sold in
Portland by dealers generally.
fl. H. HAY', Druggist, corner Middle and Free
decs isdfiw
streets, Wholesale Agent.

COMMERCIAL STREET,

WISHES
estate;
House and land

will

form, i/s entryi .mg

It isan excellent substitute for
where n stimulant is needed.

fit HE Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam Is the most
A highly approved mediciue ever discovered. It
to the undersigned, it has been made to appear
$too<i the test of all tests. Time, having had an I
that the
unprecedented sal** of nearly forty years. It is
recommended br our best physicians, our most emiFlr»t National Bank of PoiHand,
nent etttsca#, tne Press, the Trade, in fact by all
iu the Couuty of Cumberland aud State of Maine,
who know It. For certificates, which can be given
to almost any extent. see wrappers to each bottle.
has been duly organized under and according to

careful

llieOTUCKM,

Bell the

op

the

has

delivered tu any part of the city.
Ovficx CcnnuaclAL St., head or Franklin Wharf.
S. ItOL'NU* & SON.

to

in

Kev. Uurdon

All letters seeking information or advice
promptly, freely and disoreetly answered.

any

are not followed by
correspoiuHng reaction.
are p* rmauent, infusing strkkoth, viuou and
new Lira into nil parts of the system, abd building

but

WHEREAS,

sale best of

Ibion K. Harris, I
enj K Harris. f
4fc2/1 dflt w3m

all

LOW

or a

OF THE SYSTEM.

ejects

requested

rilHIShonest,standard old Couou Hkmkdy, made,
A in Vorinout, has been used with entire success for

PORTLAND

n

accompanied by DEBILITY
STATE

.,

let. 19 cod 3m
Mads from the pure Balsams

>ug£! eodly

CORXRK

or

thirty-live

Solti by all Druggists,

Drops,

Sure to do Good and oannot do Harm.

HARRIS

in

BAD STATE 0? THE BLOOD,

—

"The Bitters did an immense amount of good
amoug the men under my command; as. for instance,
a number of sore throat, 01 diarrhea., of
dystntary
and chills and lever, were cured by it.

PROPRIETOR.

SOFT

originating

lail to do.

much approve of it."

-ARB-

IIAKD AND

and all diseases

Recurrence of the

removethe cause, and with It

FE-

MALE Complaints,

Being free from Aieohel in

never

writes:

AND CHAS. H. ATWOOD.

Alsu fur

BLADDER

A

"

I would atrain, at this period, sav that
your
Quinine runic H used, and that several burgeons

Are better than all Pills, Powder*,
And Quack Preparation*.

CHEAP COAL.

MOHS, 1.088 OF CONSTIEASES of the KIDNEY'S

They cure or obviate those numerous diseases that
spring from irregularity, by removing the irregularity itself.
They cure Suppressed,Excessive and Painful Men-

Miss Dix..it the hetui of the Hospital Depart•
ment

Gen. W.u. J. Dalk says
I esteem it an invaluable remedy iu
forms of debility," be.

and Complexion.

Young Men troubled with erahsiots in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a Lad habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

in the

DIAR-

TUTIONAL VIGOR, DIS-

PRESERVER,

iPhysician & Surgeon,

FIELD WITHOUT IT.

Surgeon

$9.50.

HI

Monthly Periods.

DEBILITY,

Capt. Walters. Sampson, of

me

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS ti Y UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

Regularity

CHRONIC

DROPSY,

CERTAIN AND SAFE.

says:

jWOOtt
CHEAP

|the wonderful success of this
coring DYSPEPSIA, LIVES COM-

ia

RHEA. BOILS. NERVOCS AFFECTIONS. CHILLS AND FEVERS,

FEMALE REGULATOR,

Carriages.

Price, $1 per Bottle.
by >11 Druintists. At wbolstkl. by W.
Phillips, H. H. Hay a Co., PortUuid.

remedy

PIXELS!

PLAINT,

An

For .ale

Peruvian

Is

PERIODICAL DROPS

Lyon’s

Syrup

SUGAR COATED.

Preparations.

Periodical

The

is a Protested Solution'of the PROTOXIDE OF
IRON a New Discovery in Mrdieiaethat
Strikes at tke Root of Disease, by *npplyiitfr
the Ulood|with iti Vital
Principle or Life
Element I ON.

Full directions accompany each box.
Price SI per box, or six boxes for S5.
Sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of price.
Sold by all respectable Druggists.

ocas.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out from general use should
have thoir efficacy established
by well-tested experience in the bands ol a regularly educated physician, whose preparatory study fits him lor all the
duties he must fulfill; yet the country is flooded w ith
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the
best in the world, which are not only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should In1 particular in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertable fact that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded

Liberty-st New York.

CHEROKEE

they

htrength

WHAT IS SAID OF

Syrup,

This is the secret of

whether gonernl, or following scale disetee. Conveiesceats from sickness will tied it a most excellent restorative aod agreeable exhileran,.

Good unci oannot
do Harm.

The Peruvian

by all Druggists everywhere.

Sold

NO SOLDIER SHOULD BE IN THE

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
Ssure to do

restoring it to the system, is like trying to
foundation Is gone.
only
discovery of that valuabla
combination known as PKKUVtAN STBVP that
the great power of tbia VITALIZING
AGENT
over disease has been
brought to ligbt.
a building when the
repair
It is
since the

spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—their function
being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,

llody.

diseases occasioned Lv

core

of

without

nervous

of Life.

sence

deticincy

IRON IN THE BLOOD.

depression, the
general debility, or from

QUACK MEDICIXKS.

prepared By

Co.. Boston.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines.
Seth W

the victim of

medicine to

To take
a

ndividual suffering from
a singe organ, will all tind immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Es-

good in

AND

low-spirited.

the

weakness of

Wlstard'k Balsiiin of Wild Cherry
r«

business,

ularity, they

every Organ ol the
and

cure

One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medicine restores to manly
vigor and robust
health tho poor, debilitated, worn-down, and despairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked meu

effects that

Digestion,

Thereby imparting Health

.This

cense

vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the
appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst case of Impotency.
A few doses

IB

is derived cbieffy from the food went:
hut
If the food is not
properly digested or If. from any
whatever, the necessary rioatity of iron is not
taken into the circulation, or become
reduced the
whole eystem suffers. The bed Hood will
Irritate
the heart, will clog up the
lungs, stupefy the brain,
will obstruct the llvar, and will send its
disease
producing elements to all parts of tb system, and
every one will suffer in whatever organ uiav be orere
dispostd to disease.

to three bottles restores the manliness

bajfc and lower parts of the body. Heaviness,
on slight exertion, Palpitation ot the Heart,
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing the Irreg-

Dive tone to the Nervous System

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

one

BLOOD

,B0»-

Fatigue

Improve the Appetite,

to

OF THE

euro

cure

tbe

the best Aruiuxtic

—IT WILL—

Vigor

O K

General Debility.
Hysterics in females.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.

BITTERS

TONIC AND STOMACHIC

Facilitate

THE VITAL PKIHOIPI.fi
LIFE ELEMENT

the age.
One bottle will
A few doses

blood

is well known to the Medi
Profession that

eel

nent medical men of tho day, audby
themprouounc©d to bo one of the greatest medical discoveries oi

They cure Green Sickness (Chlorosis).
They cure Nervous and Spinal Affections, pains

Kerr brought before the public.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

and

struation.

AKK BETTER THAN ALL

PILLS,POWDERS If QUACK PREPARATIONS

ironjFthe

the result of modern

the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been testc-d by the most emi-

of

A TWO O D

v

wuuwual

THE

TO

vegetable kingdom, being an
abstract method of cure, irrespec-

tive1 of all

Sure to do Goodand cannot do Harm.

0 0 D

INJURIOUS

DELICATE.

For the removal of Obstructions, and the lnsurar.c

IIAY» Agent, Portland.

A T W

NOTHING
MOST

entirely new

INVALIDS!

Pure Vegetable Extracts,

iron

CONTAINING

ate State ol the Uterus, Sterility, 4c.
No better Tonic can possibly be pur
up than this,
aud none less likely to do harm, and it is
composed
wholly of vegetable agents, aud such as we have
known to be valuable, aud have used for
many
J
years.
PRICE, Sev enty-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Druggist* generally ; also, sent to
any address free, on r-ceipt ot price.
Be sure and get that prepared at the New
England
Botanic Depot. 106 Hanover St. Boston.
GEO. \\ 8WETT, M. D., Proprietor.
inch A eodtim

TO ALL

OR, ESSENCE OK LIKE.

proved invaluable:
indisposition to Exertion, Wakefulness, Uneasiness, Depression of Spirits, Trembling, Loss of
Power, Pain in the Back, Alternate Chills, and
Hushing of Heart, Dragging Sensation at the
Lower Part of the Body, Headache,
Languor, Aching Aloog the thighs, Intolerance of Light and
Hound, Pale Countenance, Derangement of the
Stomach aud Bowels, Difficult Breathing. Hysteria
4c., 4c.
It is a specific remedy in a’l Uterine
Diseases,
Chlorosis ot Green Sickness, Irregularity, Painfulness, -Profuse or Suppression of C
ustomary Discharges, Leucorrhaeaor Whites, Hcinhus or Ulcer-

properties,

Alost respectfully.
8.1. MERRILL.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

no-

remedy for
^Cordial.?®ncral
is a
valuable

II. II.

-AkE-

important

and full

••

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For

lixir

tralj-

Messrs.

Copartnership.

rilHK undersigned have this day formed a copartX nership under tho iirm
style of STUART k CO.,
and will continue the Stove and Furnace business
n all branches at the old
staud, No. 171 Middle
CHARLES H. STUART,
■,1re**;
Jauiil dtf
D. R. STEVENS.

This Medicine is of long tried efficacy for correctall disorders incidental to the iemiuiue sex.
That the atliictud may feel assured that this Cordial
is
valuable and worthy their confidence,- not
one of those secrtt
compounds purposed to destroy
healthy action, I add a few testimonials from physicians whom all, favoring the Electric and Reformed

the

natural color

MEDICAL.

L)U. WRIGHT’S

COIAL.

ing

—

by

runinnu

A

CONSUMPTION.
A
\

thoroughly

the

INCLUDING EVEN

j

a standard
preparation that has been
tested; its composition is iu strict accordance
with hygienic rules aud scientific
principles—is not
the ephemeral production of a
day, but the result ot
long aud patient study, expciimeut and research,

Lungs and Chest,

Throat,

Batliological

J8

MEDICAL.
Elixir!

STRENGTHENING

HAIR RENOVAVOR

Devoting

THE STEAMERS
Porest City, Lewiston and Montreal

A red-headed lover, in
writing to a redheaded girl, should take great care in wordhis
letters.
The less said about mutual
ing
flames the better.

afterwards that she

The

-FOR-

“You are all a puck of lying scoundrels,'’
Will, until further notice, run as
says tbe old man. “I don’t believe a word
I •*«^**SB*^ follows:
you say—I’ll toll it myself.”
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tin •'day, Wednesday, Thursday and
“Jemmie,” said one Irishman to another, Friday, at"o'clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
the fleet time he saw a locomotive, “what is
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
ut 6 o’clock P. M.
that snorting baste ?” “Shure I don’t know,”
Friday,
Fare in Cabin...*1.60
was the reply, “unless it is a steamboat
ou Deck. 1.26
splurgin, to get watlier.’,
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60in value, and that personA Yankee editor says he “liked to die a laral, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate ol
fla’ to see a dnuklu’ chap tryin, to
one
the
pocket
pa^enger for e very *600 additional value.
shadow of a swingin’ sign for a pocket handdtr
L BILLINGS, Agent.
Fab.18,1863.
kerchief.

kisses, found
with hyn.

ith the most astonishing success In curing
Coughs, (olds, Hoarseness, Sore Throats, Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup, Liver
Complaint Broiu yitis, Difficulty of Breathing,
Asthma If every
Affection of

relief.

STEAMBOATS.
International Steamship

CENTURY*

A

Berry’s

NEARLY

exceedingly

dally,

leave

FOR

forwarded through Dr. Kust, of South Paris.
1 have tried Wibtab’s IJalbam of Wild Chee-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oommenoing Nov. 9, 186#.

as

have
“Sam, aim

HALF

USED

w

Trains leave Portland, Grapd Trunk
for Lewistou and Auburn, at

For

Sick Animals.

“Vxxo

HAS HKKN

8tation,

Mo part nor lot In the glorious work,
Mo part nor lot bad l;
And when the air swells with the music ol bells
1 only look down with a sigh.
Bells—bells—be Is—
Th-y till us .ho nation is free,
Ann lhe lieble achievers co-workers with God—
But Copperheads, what are we?

lated,
thing

p. x.

_MEDICAL.
Female

B. P. H. R.

WILD CIIERIIY

t‘

No part nor lot In tbe glorious work,
Mo part nor ioi had 1
Twa, little I cared how tfie bondmen lared,

It is vastly

14,18€4

a. m.

Cars attached.
Fare* 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the oflic© than when paid in the cars.
dtf
DAN CARPENTER, Snp’t.
Oct. 22.1S63.

And before it msny a runner nas turned
To tho homestead side o! his hedge,

Is health

On and after Monday, March
Trains will leave as follows.

a

Fire—lire—tire—

Toongb

—OF—

Portland lor Saco River, at
Morrill’s
do
Cumberland Mills, do
do
Saccaiappa,
do
Gorham,
Buxton Centre,
do
do
Arrive at

But I aimed my guu at the new-riaeu sun,
And tired at lus Godlike eye.

was

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

§9S?!!58B

Mo part nor lot in the glorious work;
Mo part nor lot had 1;

To thinking right

WISTAR’S BALSAM

najipijm

Croak—C'roak—Croak—
Tuere were many paused to hear,
And raauy more slackened their paee.
And some turned Lack in fear.

We thought we were many and
And could humbug tbe nation
words

York 4c Cumberland Railroad.

In

one

week from the time i

oommeuoed taking the medicine, I had over three
gallons of water pass me in seven hours; and my fellow sufftrors may be assured that it was a great relief
to me. 1 had not been able to lie down in bed at

night before this for two years. Now
with perfect ease. 1 have taken her

I

can

lie down

medicine

fbr

eight months, and am as well as any man could with
to be, and no signs of dropsy. I would advise ill
that are sick to go and consult Mrs. Manchester,
have been given up by other phyeven if they
sicians.

1 have sent her

a

number of

cases

of other

diseases, and she has cored them also. Go and
for yourselves. I had no faith, bat now my ftdth

cannot he shaked In her skill in telling and curing
CnanLae 8. Hannon,
disease.
Sanaa E. Hannon,
Manx A. Hannon,
Bangor, Maine, April 2d.
OPPioa Houna

JTrom 0 A. M. till • P. M.

amgl7 infeonUl #d

